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This paper completes the description of Arenig-Llanvirn trilobites from the Valhallfonna 
Formation, northern Ny Friesland, Spitsbergen. The fauna includes more than a hund red 
species and subspecies. Forty-eight species are described in this part, of which fifteen are under 
open nomenclature. 
The foJlowing families and genera are described herein: Agnostidae : j\1icragnostus (2 species) ; 
Metagnostidae: Arthrorhachis (2 subspecies); Shumardiidae: Shumardia (3 species); Ca til­
licephalidae: Buttsia (l species) ; Remopleurididae: Lacorsalina (I species), Eorobergia (l species), 
Remopleurides (l species), Robergiella (2 species) and gen. et sp. indet.; Opipeuteridae: Opipeuter 
(2 species); Scutelluidae: Raymondaspis (I species), Turgicephalus n. gen. (2 species), Proto­
stygina (I species), Theamataspis (l species); Illaenidae : Illaenus (l species); Aulacopleuridae: 
Omonella n. gen. (I speeies) ; Dimeropygidae: Ischyrotoma (I species), Ischyrophyma (l species); 
Bathyuridae: Acidiphorus (2 species), Punka (l species\, 2 gen. et sp. indet.; Harpedidae: Scoto­
harpes (I speeies); Cheiruridae: Sycophantia n. gen. (l speeies), Parapilekia (l speeies), Kawina 
(4 species), C1.Jdonocephalus (1 speeies) , Kolymella? (1 species) ; Pliomeridae: Evropeites (I species), 
Pliomerops (l speeies), Eclenonotus (l species), Siro/adinm (I species); Enerinuridae: Cybelurus 
(3 species), Lyrapyge n. gen. (I species) ; Odontopleuridae: Ceratocephala (l species), Diacanthaspis 
(I species). 
The stratigraphic distribution of the trilobites is summarised. The ValhalIfonna Formation 
is divided into four major faunas (VI to V4 upwards), the boundaries between whieh represent 
a facies shift between community types of FORTEY (1975a). Faunal subdivisions within these 
major units (Vta, V1b, etc.) are biostratigraphic units within any one facies type. It is con­
c1uded that there is a stratigraphic gap between the Canadian and Whiterock, from which 
shelly faunas of North American provincial aspect have not been describcd from outside 
Spitsbergen. The term "Valhallan Stage" is introduced for this interval. The \Vhiterock is 
dcfined by the Orthidiella Zone at its base. The ValhalIan Stage includes three successive 
faunas in Spitsbergen - Vaa, Vab and V4a. The overlying V4b fauna is early Whiterock. 
Thc top of the Canadian Series, as defined by the base of the Valhallan, does not extend 
beyond zone J of the Ross zonal scherne. 
General consideration of Ordovician agnostids shows that some speeies referred to Geragnostus 
should be referred to Micragnostus and the Agnostidae. The genus Arthrorhachis is revived for 
Ordovician Metagnostidae ( Geragnostidae) often referred to Trinodus. The homology of= 
muscle insertion areas in Scutelluidae and Illaenidae is demonstrated. 
I. Introduction and acknowledgements 
This paper completes the description of the Ordovician trilobites of the 
Valhallfonna Formation, and includes all families except Asaphidae, Nileidae, 
Olenidae, Raphiophoridae and Telephinidae described in previous parts. 
With the exception of the agnostids and a few other species the forms described 
here are from the upper part of the sequence in the Profilbekken Member. 
Some of these are known from allochthonous material, often fragmentary, 
particularly those of the illaenid-cheirurid community (FORTEY 1975a). Tax­
onomic difficulties with such material are considerable, and proportionately 
more taxa are accordingly left in open nomenclature in this part of the mono­
graph. The total number of species from the Formation now number over a 
hundred, making the fauna of the Valhallfonna Formation possibly the richest 
of any known in the Arenig-Llanvirn interval. This is partly due to the unique 
mixture of faun as of different community types (FORTEY 1975a) within the 
restricted area of outcrop. The first part of the monograph dealt with the 
trilobites of the Olenid community, the second part with forms adapted to the 
Nileid and pelagic communities, while this part includes species with a wide 
spread of adaptations, with a bias towards those of the nil eid and illaenid­
cheirurid communities. 
Stratigraphic and biogeographic notes have been given in the introductory 
sections of the previous parts. Here the information is summarised. Because of 
the richness of the faunas, and their association with abundant remains of 
other gro ups such as graptolites, nautiloids and conodonts, an in formal 
"lumping" of the faunas has been adopted here, which is a useful way of 
summarising co-incident stratigraphic ranges of species for ready comparison 
with faunas elsewhere. These are not intended as formally-named zones, because 
they are hybrid concepts with both time and fades significance. In some cases 
(change within one community type) a boundary between such faunas has 
an abs ol ute time meaning in that facies; in others a change merely marks the 
transition from one community type to another. A new stage the Valhall an 
is erected, however, as a bridge between the Canadian and the Whiterock 
of the North American shelly environmental suite. This is justified (apart from 
its value as a solution to a problem) because the Spitsbergen faun as are the 
richest of this age around the North American -Greenland --Spitsbergen 
plate in the earlier part of the Ordovidan. 
I thank Dr. D. L. Bruton for his continued help in the curation of the 
material, and Dr. R. M. Owens, Dr. P. D. Lane, Dr. A. W. A. Rushton and 




A. 	 Summary of succession of faunas in the Valhallfonna Formation 
A summary of the stratigraphic ranges of the trilobites described from the 
Valhallfonna Formation is presented in Fig. 1,* incorporating the species 
named in the previous parts of this monograph as weU as those described 
herein. I have indicated before (FORTEY 1974a, p. 7) that these ranges tend 
to dump together (though not precisely) to form a succession of faunas that 
replace one another. The major faunal changes are caused by facies shifts 
between the olenid and nileid communities, and this at once divides the 
Valhallfonna Formation into four - here terrned Vl to V4 in ascending order. 
Within all four primary divisjons there are replacements of the fauna by 
another in the same facies. These are denoted by the small letter suffixes -
Vla, Vlb, Vlc etc. 
These changes in the same biological facies are of direct time significance, 
and the confacial faun as have the status of Assemblage Zones within that facies. 
This is not the case with the shifts from one cnvironmental/faunal suite to 
another (Vl to V2, V2 to V3 etc.) as it is not known in many cases to what 
extent the time ranges of the species above and below such junctions would 
have extendcd in their own facies outside Spitsbergen. In 8hort, it is not known 
preci8ely to what extent V l and V 2' V 2 and V 3' V 3 and V 4 overlap in time at 
their junctions. So the faunal assemblage nomenclature uscd here is a hybrid 
concept, involving notions of both time and fades. For this reasons the units 
are not to be regarded as formally erected zoncs. They are convenient units 
of comparison with faunas elsewhere, and a way of summarising the complex 
interplay between facies, time, and individual ranges of taxa in the Ordovician 
of the Valhall fonna Formation. Finally, it is noted that there is nothing 
absolute about the ranges from which they are compiled, doubtless further 
collections will alter the details of many of them. I believe that the general 
order of succession will rcmain largely unchanged. 
Starting with theearliest asscmblagcs and working to the top of the Formation : 
Vl 	 Lower olenid scquence, sharply transitional with Nordporten Member 
below, and gradual transition with V2 abovc. Lowcr-Middle Arenig. Partly 
contemporary olenid faunas occur in '''Tales (FORTEY and OWENS 1978). 
Vla 	Carolinites genacinaca nevadensis Svalbardites hamus (early forms) 
fl.ypermecaspis venulosa Tropidopyge alveus 
Parapl)'chop}ge disputa Balnibarbi scimitar 
Psilocara comma Opipellter angularis 
Vla correlates with zone 11 of the Utah/Nevada sections (FORTEY 1976 p. 270) 
and with the early Arcnig D. diflexus Zone of the European sequence. 
V lb 	Balnibarbi cer:;vx cerJ;x Plicatolina sp. 
Balnibarbi ceryx anataphra Anaximander clavatus 
Balnibarbi sombrero Carolinites genacinaca 
Psilocara patagiatllm genacinaca (early forms) 
* Sec inside cover. 
9 
V le 	Balnibarbi pulvurea Oopsitej hibernieus 

Balnibarbi erugata Carolinites genacinaca 

Bienvillia stikta genacznaca 

Svalbardites hamus (forma ypiea) Opipeuter inconnivus 

lvfieragnostus sp. A 

Vlb-e includes the D. protobifidus Zone of West Texas (BERRY 1960), and 
extends into the basal D. bifidus Zone, on the basis of the included graptolites, 
and probably equates with zone I of Utah/Nevada. It is sueeeeded by an 
olenid fauna with Balnibarbi tholia, the range of which overlaps with V2• 
V2 Lower nileid sequenee, transitional upwards into Vs (FORTEY 1975a, p. 342). 
Middle Arenig, including equivalents of the D. biJidus zone of Texas (but 
not of south Wales), zone J of Utah and Nevada. Extending to the top of 
the Canadian and the base of the Valhallan (see following seetion). 
V 2a Amp)'x porcus l\1.egalaspides stria tellus 
Amp)'x spongiosus Niobe flabellifem 
Endymioniid gen. et sp. indet. Nileus glazialis costatus 
Arthrorhachis daniea proxima Alendolaspis doid)'x 
Gog catillus P)'tine graia 

IV'mp)'ge
 ebriosus Shumardia minaretta 
Oopsites squamosus Carolinites genaeinaea 
Theamataspis tuber genaeinaca Cforma t}'pica) 
S)'mph)'surus antieus 	 Opipeuter inconnivus 
deliwtulus Aficragnostus jerus (late forms) 
Presb)'nileus 
V2b Amp)'x 
(Protopresb)'nileus?) glaber Arthrorhachis dan iea brevis 

Opipeuter sp. Strotaetinus sp. A. 

Pt}'ocephalus cf. vigilans Bienvillia stikta (Late, 

Lacorsalina bellatula ornamented forms) 

Svalbardites hebaxis Niobe occulta (upper range) 

Symphysurus arcticus (transitional with later nileids see FORTEY 1975, 

p. 38) 
Va 	Up per olenid sequenee, merging with V2 below and, less gradually, with V4 
above. Upper Arenig, incIuding part of the lsograptus Zone of North 
Ameriea, and probably European D. hirundo Zone. Lower part of the 
Valhallan Stage herein. 
V sa 	CloacaJpis ekph)'mosa 




lI;permecaspis brevifrons Peraspis omega 

Triarthrus thor Poronileus Jugatus 

Carolinites ekph)'mosus 
Vab Cloacaspis senilis 	 End)'mionia 
10 
V4 Upper nileid sequenee of the Profilbekken Member, leading up into 
alloehthonous illaenid-eheirurid assemblages, progressively less fossiliferous 
at tap. The Arenig-Llanvirn boundary lies within Profilbekken Member, 
exaet horizon not known, but possibly near V4a-V4b boundary. V4a 
comprises the upper part of Valhallan stage. 
V 4a Amevxoide.1 inermis Parapilekia jacquelini 
Ampyx toxotis Peraspis erugata 
C)belurus brutoni Rhombamp)'x tragula 
OenoneUa paulula Robergiella lundehukensis 
Evropeites hyperboreus (early forms) Shumardia acuticaudata 
Nileus orbieulatoides svalbardensis Turgicephalus faleatus 
Poronileusfistulosus Carolinities killa yensis 
Globamp)'x trinucleoides eontinues kiUaryensis 
upwards into V 4b Garotinites ekphymosus 
V4b Whiterockian (Orthidiella zone) for the rieher, lower part, possibly 
extending upwards into zone NI equivalents in the upper part (e.g. 
(vbelurus cf. mirus is present there). Total faunal list includes mixed 
illaenid-eheirurid and nileid eommuni.ty elements. 
Isehyrophyma bore alis Triarthrus parapunctatus 
Gybelurus halo Nileus porosus 
qybelurus cf. mirus (upper part) Poronileus isote/oides 
Evropeites kvperboreus (late forms) Poronileus vallancei 
Globamp}'x trinucleoides Ra)'mondaspis vespertina 
Carolinites rugo5us (lower part) Turgicephalus hinlopensis 
Garolinites killaryensis killa,-vensis Eetenonotus connemarieus 
Garoliniles sibirieus Pliomerops praematura 
Iscfv'rotoma twenhofeli Aeidiphorus? ligo 
Illaenus oscitatus Acidiphorus brevispicatus 
Kawina sp. A, B Shumardia phalloides 
Kawina wilsoni Robergiella brevilingua 
Sycophantia seminosa Remopleurides sp. A. 
Seotoharpes aduncus Rhombampyx rhombos 
Punka eaecata Peraspis erugata (late forms) 
B. The Valhallan Stage 
I have eommented in the previous part of this monograph (FORTEY 1975, 
p. 10) and i.n a diseussion of early Ordovician eorrelation in general (FORTEY 
1976, p. 273) on the problems of eorrelating the later part of the Canadian 
and the early part of the \Vhiteroek. This centres on the faet that there is an 
interval of time here that has not been adequately eharacterised by North 
Ameriean shelly faunas. It is included within the unconformity below the 
"Middle Ordovician" which is general over platform North America (FÅHRA­
EUS 1977; VAlL et al. 1977). In the classic areas of Utah and Nevada (Ross 
Allo'h -;;u-;-;.;III 
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A mpyx: del/co/via Micfognostus -leruS 
Trilohitu Gog (;al lIu s Ampyx \pongi osus 
Nauliloid\ Niobe flabellifero Lyrapyge ebric'Sus 
oTcticus 
Bolnib o rbi pulvureo 
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Fig. 2. Summary of letter divisjons of the Valhallfonna Formation, with a few of the char­
acteristic benthic trilobite species. 
1951; HINTZE 1953) this time interval was one of temporary stillstand over 
much of that region, represented by the brachiopod coquina of zone K. In 
western Newfoundland the disconformity below the Table Head Group in­
cludes the same interval. In Spitsbergen the interval is spanned by prolific 
trilobite faunas, developed in the olenid and nileid community types, Va and 
V 4a in the terminology introduced in this paper. The fauna represented in 
the lower Profil bekken Member I had previously characterised as a "pre­
Orthidiella Whiterock zone" (FORTEY 1975, p. 10). The top of the Olenidsletta 
Member might equally weU have been termed a post-zone ] (Carolinites 
genacinaca genacinaca) Canadian interval. 
A better solution seems to be to introduce an additional stage between the 
Canadian and the basal Whiterock Orthidiella zone. The latter has a wide 
distribution around the North American craton (MCKEE, NORFoRD and 
Ross 1972), and tak ing the top of the Canadian at zone] (WHITTINGTON 1968; 
Ross 1975) also has the prospeet of wide correlation on the basis of the pelagic 
trilobites Carolinites genacinaca genacinaca and Opipeuter inconnivus, and conodonts 
of the Prioniodus (Oepikodus) evae assemblage. This intermediate stage i  
termed the Valhallan (after Valhallfonna - the glacier giving its name to 
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the Valhallfonna Formation). The base of the Whiterock is thereby defined 
at the base of the Orthidiella zone. 
In Spitsbergen three faunal subdivisions may be recognised within the 
Valhallan - V3a, V3b and V4a. There is a major facies change from olenid 
to nileid at the base of the Profilbekken lember, which introduces the possi­
bility of some overlap in time between tl:e olenid Vab and nileid V <la faunas. 
HO\vever, the fact that nileids of the same genera as those in the lower part 
of the Profil bekken Member, but of different species (Poronileus jugatus, 
Peraspis omega), occur at certain horizons in the upper part of the Olenidsletta 
Member, shows that there is a minimum division in either facies into two. 
''Ve are dealing with severai successive faunas in any benthic community type. 
The stage seems the appropriate level to recognise such a division. 
Important restricted species are: 
V 4a C]belurus brutoni Robergiella lundehukensis 
Poronileus Jistulosus Turgicephalus Jaleatus 
Nileus orbieulatoides svalbardensis Parapilekia jaequelini 
Shumardia aeutieaudata Amp]xoides inermis 
Ampyx toxotis 
Globampyx trinucleoides and Peraspis erugata extend up in to the Orthidiella zone. 
Vab Triarthrus thor End]mionia clavaria 
H]permeeaspis brevifrons Poronileus jugatus 
Cloaeaspis senilis Peraspis omega 
V 3a Cloaeaspis ekphymosa Hypermeeaspis latigena 
Triarthrus papulosus nileids transient from 
Symp1.ysurus aretieus to 
succeeding Poronileus and 
Peraspis spp. 
In graptolitic terms the lower fauna of the Valhallan stage is widely COf­
relatable, as the rocks including the V 3a trilobites also yielded graptolites 
described by FORTEY (1971), ARCHER and FORTEY (1974) and lsograptus 
vietoriae victoriae (see FORTEY 1976, p. 276). The Castlemainian stage of the 
Australian succession is indicated, and this is correlated with the upper part 
of the Arenig series (D. hirundo zone) of the British sequence. The highest 
stratigraphically important graptolite is lsograptus vietoriae maximus in the basal 
bed of the Profilbekken Member (ibid., p. 277), which, in COOPER'S (1974) 
revision, indicates the upper Castlemainian Ca 3. The Arenig -Llanvirn 
boundary is difficult to place, as the graptolitic facies is replaced by the nileid­
bearing rocks in the Profil bekken Member, and the trilobites do not provide 
speeies level correlation with Europe. The wide acceptance of the Whiterock 
as early Llanvirnian, especially by comparison with the Kundan of the Baltic 
region, is followed here, and the boundary placed at the base of the Orthidiella 
zone. This means that at present the whole of the Valhallan is regarded as 
upper Arenig, although further refinement is necessary. FLOWER (pers. eomm. 
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1976) states that the nautiloids from the lower part of the Orthidiella zone in 
the Profilbekken Member are of Baltie aspeet, and include forms consistent 
with a Llanvirnian age. The conodonts may provide some of the evidence 
towards more precise correlation into the Scandinavian succession. BARNES 
(in :FORTEY and BARNES 1977) has indicated that a new Prioniodus assemblage 
oceurs in V3 at the top of the Olenidsletta Member, and within the Valhallan. 
Two choices are available for the type section for the Valhall an Stage: along 
Profilstranda,or the area around stream A on Olenidsletta. The former 
includes the contact at the upper limit with the Orthidiella zone on Profil­
bekken ; the lower boundary is exposed also, but poorly along Profilstranda. 
Exposure of roeks representing the whole of the stage is excellent in the southern 
outerop area, and for this reason the area centred on melt stream A is preferred 
as a type section, the base of the Valhallan being exposed just north of melt 
stream B, V 3 occupying much of the area between streams B and A, and an 
excellent seetion through V4a along stream A. The contact with the Orthidiella 
zone is not well-exposed there however. 
A boundary problem remains with the lower contact with V2• V2b may 
overlie the Canadian as defined by zone J and the presence of Carolinites 
genacinaca genacinaca, containing a different fauna from that of the underlying 
V2a (inc1uding Ampyx delicatula, Lacorsalina, Arthrorhachis daniea brevis, Micra­
gnostus serus (late form), Presbynileus (Protopresbynileus?) glaber). The presence of 
Ptyocephalus cf. vigilans, however, invites comparison with Canadian Iaunas of 
zone J or earlier age, and therefore the boundary is defined above this fauna 
as it appears in the Spitsbergen sections. 
C. 	 Comparison of the upper Profilbekken Fauna, V4b, with other 
Whiterock faunas 
The upper Prafilbekken Member fauna is considered to correlate with the 
early zone of the Whiterock Stage (Orthidiella zone). All available lines of 
evidence lead to this conclusion : 
1. 	 The fauna overlies the Valhallan without stratigraphic break. 
2. 	 L. R. M. CacKs, who is studying the brachiopcds, reports the presence of 
Orthidiella probably identical with O. longwelli CaaPER, from silicified 
residu es from this interval. 
3. 	 Where trilobite species are identical with those outside Spitsbergen they 
are from the Orthidiella zone in Nevada, described in the various papers of 
Rass (1967, 1970, 1972). Identica1 species include: Peraspis egugata Rass, 
Raymondaspis vespertina Rass, Kawina wilsoni Rass, Cybelurus halo n. sp. 
( Miracybele spp. of Rass 1967,1972), Punka caecata n. sp. ( Bathyurellus= 
sp. 4 Rass 1972) and Carolinites sibiricus CHUGAEVA ( C. angustagena Rass). 
Additiona1 species with closely related species in Nevada, which may prove 
to be identical when further material from Nevada is described, include 
Acidiphorus? ligo n. sp., Illaenus oscitatus n. sp. and various nileids (discussed 
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in FORTEY 1975). The weight of these similarities seems to put correlation 
with the Orthidiella zone beyond doubt. Faunas of this age are widely 
distributed, and have been recognised particulady along the western side 
of the North American continent ( MeKEE, NORFORD and Ross 1972). 
Additionally, I note here that the fauna of the Shangort Grits, Co. Mayo, 
western Eire, includes one speeies (Ectenonotus connemaricus) in common with 
the Profilbekken Member, and has severai other genera with similar speeies, 
but too poody preserved for comparison with the Spitsbergen fauna. It is 
likely to be of similar age. 
4. 	 Conodonts, which occur prolifically in the Valhallfonna Formation, are 
being studied by C. R. BARNES and S. M. BERGSTROM. Preliminary deter­
minations consistent with the trilobite evidence (FORTEY and BARNES 1976). 
The uppermost part of the Profil bekken Member is poody fossiliferous, 
and it is possible that there is an extension there into a higher zone. The 
occurrence near the top of Punka caecata n. sp. shows that this upper part lies 
within the range zone of one species, and is unlikely, therefore, to be very 
much younger. 
The Table Head Group (Lower, Middle and Upper Table Head Forrna­
tions) of western Newfoundland, includes Whiterock trilobites in the Lower 
and Middle divisions. None of the speeies from the Profilbekken Member are 
in com mon with the Middle Table Head, although the large number ol genera 
in comman prove the similarity in facies that I have diseussed elsewhere 
(FORTEY 1975a): Ampyx, Endymionia, Shumardia, Triarthrus, Ischyrophyma, Nileus, 
Peraspis, Remopleurides, Illaenus, Raymondaspis, Turgicephalus n. gen., Cybelurus, 
Scotoharpes and Carolinites, all of related but distinct species from those in the 
upper part of the Prafilbekken Member. Evidence from graptolites from the 
:VIiddle Table Head, concdonts (FÅHRAEUS 1970) and nautiloids (FLOWER 
1978) point to the Middle Table Head being "younger" Whiterock, i.e. 
younger than Orthidiella zone (including at least the equivalent of zone M of 
Utah/Nevada, and above the base of the Llanvirn). There is nothing in the 
trilobite faunas from Spitsbergen inconsistent with this, and the younger age 
ol the Middle Table Head is no doubt reflected in a different suite of species. 
The Lower Table Head is in a shallow water facies in ewfoundland, with a 
sparse fauna, and it is not perhaps surprising to find that it, too, has different 
species from those in Spitsbergen. Severai species range through both Lower 
and Middle Table Head Forrnations, however, and it is possible that both are 
younger than Orthidiella zone in their type sections. Recent work in Northeast 
Newfoundland of the orthern Peninsula, in the region around Hare Bay, has 
revealed the presenee there (in "Table Head" lithologies) of a fauna including 
Carolinites sibiricus, which may possibly be indicative of an age as old as Orthidiella 
zone. 
The fauna of the allochthonous boulder in the Cow Head Breccia at Lower 
Head (WHlTTINGTON 1963) includes only one speeies in com mon with the 
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Fig. 3. Summary of the correlation of the Valhal lfonna Formation, and the position of the 
Valhall an Stage. 
genera of the lllaenid-cheirurid assemblages in the Profilbekken Member are 
present there. This single species is not enough to prove correlation of the 
Lower Head boulder with the Orthidiella zone rather than the Table Head, 
but it is enough to suggest that the possibility of a pre-Table Head age for the 
upper breccias of the Cow Head Group should be considered. FÅHRAEUS and 
NOWLAN (1978) obtained conodonts no younger than ? earliest Llanvirn from 
the Cow Head, which may be consistent with such a suggestion. 
D. 	 Genera with long stratigraphical ranges, and stratigraphical 
method 
The fauna of the Valhallfonna Formation includes some genera with long 
stratigraphic ranges extending upwards into the Arenig from the Tremadoc 
or even Upper Cambrian (Buttsia, lvJicragnostus, Bienvillia, Plicatolina, Hyper­
mecaspis, Parapilekia, Shumardia and Evropeites). These are associated with the 
nileid or the olenid environments. Converse1y, some other genera are more 
usually associated with "1vIiddle" Ordovician or younger faun as Illaenus, 
Scotoharpes, Pliomerops and Robergiella are examples. Similarly Oopsites and Gog 
are Arenig forms with closest relatives in Middle Ordovician rocks (Telephina 
and Ogygiocaris respectively). To the extent that the Valhallfonna fauna con­
tains a mixture of such forms it does represent a transltion between typical 
Cam brian and Ordovician faunas, but the dangers of using the generic as­
semblages alone for comparison and corre1ation with other faun as are now 
obvious. Thus the Simpson Index (e.g. WHITTINGTON and HUGHES 1972), 
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which provides a method of measuring generic similarity, should not be used 
to ass ess the age of a trilobite fauna in any but the most general way. Specific 
identities are more compelling evidence of similar age. But here one runs across 
the reluctance of trilobite workers in general to identify a speeies as identical 
to one described from an area far removed from the type area (which often 
coincides with the present day physiographic barriers). When starting to 
describe the Spitsbergen faunas, which are far removed from any area with 
described faunas, the evidence of morphology alone was used in the determina­
tions. Although most of the speeies are new (as are a number of the genera) 
a number of forms, particularly from the Profilbekken Member, have been 
identified specifically with spe eies originally described from very distant 
localities. This is on the basis of significant shared similarities in characters 
which are known to be variable within the genus concerned. For example, concerning 
Cybelurus halo, to which severai spccimens from Nevada are also assigncd, the 
anterior cranidial border is known to be variable in a series of related species, 
and the broad border of C. halo is regarded as a reliable specific determinant. 
The specific identhy achieves added stratigraphic significanee if there are a 
series of speeies of the same genus in the sections, so, for example, the appearance 
of C. halo above C. brutoni in the Profilbekken Member is a reliable way of 
discriminating the Whiterock fauna from the Valhallan fauna beimv it. 
E. Marker horizons 
In the systematies, range charts and stratigraphic discussions the distribution 
of trilobites has been given calibrated against metres of section. This is the 
most convenient way of summarising stratigraphic information, but has one 
or two disadvantages. In the first place measurements of section are never 
exactly repeatable, and cumulative small differences may lead in sum to 
differences of severai metres. Secondly, the stream sections change from season 
to season accOl'ding to the distribution of superficial gravel, and the same ap­
plies to a lesser degree to some parts of the shore sections, particularly the 
upper part of the Olenidsletta and lower Profilbekken Member on Profil­
stranda. Fixed points in the sections are provided by a few, distinctive beds 
that are marker horizons, and these are list ed following to enable future workers 
to repeat, and more importantly to refine the stratigraphic data given in this 
monograph. From the base of the Valhallfonna Formation upwards these 
are: 
l. Basal nautiloid beds. In the lowest few metres of the Olenidsletta Member 
(Via) crystalline grey or black limestones with a profusion of orthoconic 
nautiloids in current lineation with extensiform didymogratids in the same 
beds. The succeeding black limestones of the olenid facies are monotonous and 
without distinctive marker horizons. 
2. Coarse-grained olenid limestones. At the top of the black, flaggy oler id 
limestones, as V2 is approached, centering on about 75 m from base cf the 
Olenidsletta Member, the beds take on a "rhythmic" charaeter " ith shale 
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and limestone shales capped by thicker (up to 50 cm) beds of relatively pure 
limestone. These are peculiarly distinctive, containing a mass of beautifully 
preserved olenids (particularly Balnibarbi and Svalbardites) at 75 m. 
3. Gog beds. Typical V2 assemblages occur espedally between 80-90 m 
from the base of the Olenidsletta 1\1ember, on dark, thin-bedded, slabby 
limestones. Conspicuous among the trilobites are large specimens of Gog catillus, 
sometimes articulated. Complete specimens of trilobites are more numerous 
here than in any other part of the section. 
4. Basal Profilbekken Member phosphatised bed. Above tbe monotonous 
black limestones of the upper part of the Olenidsletta lember (Va) a con­
spicuous marker horizon is form ed by the basal pbosphatic horizon of the 
Profilbekken Member, particularly well seen on melt stream A on Olenidsletta. 
This can be remarked in the lield by shiny, black phosphatic brachiopods, 
the globular, phosphatised eyes of Carolinites, and small molluscs. Other 
phosphatised surfaces oeeur above this in V4a, but none with the profusion of 
fossils of the basal horizon. 
5. Green Beds. At about 30 m from the base of the Profilbekken Member, 
and with the introducdon of the V 4b fauna, there are a series of highly glau­
eonitic beds, containing drifts and pockets of bright green glauconitic minerals. 
Nautiloids are numerous here, often enveloped post mortem in algal laminates. 
Some silicification occurs in these beds. The pygidia of the pliomerid trilobite 
Evropeites are particularly numerous here. 
6. Basal algal mieroconglomerate. This is not the first appearance of al­
lochthonous material in the Profilbekken sections, whieh appear as thin lenses 
of fossil-rich material within the darker, bedded limestones, but it is the first 
prominent feature (70 m from base). It forms a conspicuous rib near the sea­
ward end of Profil bekken. Algal and other nodules are visible on weathered 
surfaee and can even be picked out by hand. 
Phosphatised horizons. These are important for obtaining small growth stages 
of trilobites by solution of the limestones in acetic acid, and for other phos­
phatic (or secondarily phosphatised) microfossiIs, such as Anatolepij and 
]anospira. Small grains of phosphate are usually visible on the surfaces of the 
weathered rock. Such horizons seem to be found especially at the junction 
between the olenid and nileid fades (as between Va and V4, or V2 and Va), 
but also sporadically through V2 and V4• It is presumed that these horizons 
are the product of former upwelling producing exeess phosphate enrichment 
in the oeeanic environment. Radiolaria are often associated with these hori­
zons, and their unusual abundance at some horizons may also reeord the 
former existence of plankton "blooms". 
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Ill. Summary In Russian 
CBHTa Banxann OHHa H ee TpHno6HT  
H3 3TOH Ha ceBepe WrrHu6epreHa XOPOWO 06Ha*eHHOH CBHT  rro­
nyqeH  rrepB e H306HnbH e TpHno6HTH e aYH  OPAOBHKa 3Toro 
OCTpOBa. no B03paCTY aYH  pacrrpOCTpaHHIQTCH rro BceMY apeHH­
ry, rrepeXOAH B nnaHBHpH. ABTOPOM (FORTEY 1974, 1974a, 1975) 
orrHcaHO 60nbwe 100 BHAOB, COCTaBnHWwX, B03MO*HO, HaH60nee 
pa3Hoo6pa3HYw aYHY CBoero B03paCTa BO BceM MHpe. HOB H HB­
nHWTCH 6onbwHHcTBO BHAOB H PHA pOAOB. 
TpHno6HT  o6beAHHHwTCH B TPH KPyrrH x 6eHTHqeCKHX, qaCTHq­
HO CBH3aHH X c rny6HHoH (FORTEY 1975a) THrra coo6weCTB. Ca M 
rny6oKoBOAH  HBnHeTCH coo6weCTBO oneHHA, rrpOAon*aWwHX pa3BH­
BaTbCH 3AeCb H rrocne TpeMaAOKa H COCTaBnHWwHX rrpeHMYwecTBeHHO 
HOB e op , B TOM qHCne H HOBoe rrOAceMeHCTBO Balnibarbjinae 
(FORTEY 1974). Ha rrpoMe*YTOqH X rny6HHax c006WeCTBO HHneHA 
BMewaeT oco6eHHoe o6HnHe Nileidae, Asaphidae, Raphiophoridae, 
HanHAY c Shumardia, HeCKonbKHMH Pliomeridae, Scutelluidae H 
Cybelinae. MenKoBoAHoe coo6wecTBo HnnaeHHA - xeHPYPHA rrpeA­
CTaBneHO TonbKO B BepxHeH qaCTH CBHT  Banxann oHHa, rAe rrpe­
o6naAahlT Illaenidae, Bathyuridae H Cheiruridae, BMeCTe c APY­
rHMH pOAaMH, KaK Selenoharpes H Ischyrotoma. B HH3ax CBHT  
Banxann oHHa (rroAcBHTa OneHHAcneTTa: paHHHH - rro3AHHH apeHHr) 
qepeAywTcH c006wecTBa oneHHA H HHneHA, a B Bepxax CBHT  (noA­
CBHTa npomHn6eKKeH: rro3AHeHwHH apeHHr - nnaHBHpH) coo6wecTBo 
HHneHA rrOAHHMaeTCH B coo6wecTBo HnnaeHHA - xeHPYPHA. 
rny6oKoBoAH e POA  6 BawT HaH60nee KocMorronHTcKHMH, TorAa 
KaK MenKOBOAH e OTHOCHTCH K THrry, OrpaHHqeHHoMY CeBepHoH AMe­
PHKOH H ceBepo-BocTOKOM CH6HpH. 
qeTBepT H THrr coo6wecTBa COCTOHT H3 He CBH3aHH X aUHHMH 
rrenarHqeCKHX TpHno6HTOB. 3TO POA  Carolinites, Opipeuter H 
Oopsites, KOTop e oco6eHHO WHPOKO pacrrpOCTpaHeH , o6naAaH HC­
KnWqHTenbH  CTpaTHrp HqeCKHM 3HaqeHHeM (FORTEY 1976). 
CaMOCTOHTenbHoe AOKa3aTenbCTBO B03paCTa rrpeACTaBnHIDT MHO­
rOqHCneHH e rDarrTonHT . HaVTHnOHn  H KOHOAOHT  Tex *e rropoA. 
nOcneAOBaTenbH e aYH  YKa3aH  6YKBaMH Ha pHC. 1 3TOH CTa­
TbH. eTanbHoe cpaBHeHHe rrpOBeAeHO c BHAaMH, orrHcaHH H H3 
ceBepo-BOCTOqHOH CH6HPH, Ka3axcTaHa, c naH-XOH H HOBOH 3eMnH, 
TaK*e KaK H3 CKaHAHHaBHH, CeBepHoH H *HOH AMepHKH. WrrHu6ep­
reHCKHe aYH  rrpeACTaBnHWT C060H c 6HoreOrpa HqeCKOH TOqKH 
3peHHH HCKnWqHTenbHYW CMeCb, qTO 06bHCHHeTCH CMeCbW rrpe*HHX 
cpeA, rrpHCYTCTBYWwHX B pa3pe3ax. 
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npe CTaBnHID He HHTepeC OC06eHHO nH COBeTCKHX cne HanHC­
TOB CHCTeMaTMqeCKHe eTanH CBO HTCH K cne YIO liM: 
1. 	 npe KaMH no ceMeAcTBa oneHH  Balnibarbiinae MorYT 6 Th 
npe CTaBHTenH po a Agalatus LISOGOR H3 TpeMa OKa Ka3ax­
CTaHa. 
2. 	 Te e BH  po a Carolinites BCTpeqaIDTCH H B CH6HPH H Ha 
mnH 6epreHe. CeMeAcTBO Telephinidae paCWHpeHO c enhID 
BKnIOqeHHH B Hero H po a Carolinites H pO CTBeHH x eMY 
PO OB, B 3BaHHoro o6Hapy eHHeM po a Oopsites (FORTEY 
1975), Y CTaHaBnHBalO ero CBH3h Me:lK,D;Y po aMH Goniophrys H 
Telephina. 
3. 	 MHorHe wnH 6epreHCKHe po  C OOTBeTCTBYIDT po aM PycCKOA 
nnaT opM . 3TO OTHOC HTCH oco6eHHO K Evropeites, Parapty­
chopyge H Parapilekia. Evropeites H Parapilekia BCTpeqa­
IDTCH Ha HeCKonhKO 60nee MonO OM ropH30HTe Ha mnH 6epre­
He. TaKHe e BH  PO OB Ampyx, Nileus H arHocTH  TaK e 
BCTpeqaIDTCH B o6eHx 06naCTHX. 
4. 	 MHorHe OPMN TaK e no o6HN BH aM, onHcaHHNM c naA-XOH 
BYPCKHM (1970); npH STOM Ha o oco6eHHO OTMeTHTb Lacorsa­
lina H Cybelurus. 
5. 	 aYHa qaCTH nO CBHT  OneHH cneTTa (V b H V a) noxo a Ha2 3
aYHY KonanHHCKoA CBHTN Ka3aXCTaHa B OTHoweHHH co ep H­
MNX eID Asaphidae H Nileidae. 
IV. Systematie descriptions 
S)stematic order. Rather more families are dealt with in this part of the 
monograph than in the previous parts. Because of the problems concerning the 
satisfactory definition of trilobite orders they are not given here, with the 
exception of the Agnostida, which has general acceptance. Families appear in 
the order used in the Treatise on Invertebrate Pa[aeonto[ogy (MOORE 1959), with 
the exception that the Scharyiinae are included in the Aulacopleuridae fol-
10wing THOMAS and OWENS (1978), Celmidae is now regarded as a subfamily 
of the Dimeropygidae, and both precede the Bathyuridae, to which they are 
probably related (FORTEY and OWENS 1975). Where more than one species is 
present in a given genus only the first is generally described in full, subsequent 
ones discriminated by a comparative discussion. Severai forms are known 
from only a small amount of material and for thesc open nomenclature is 
generally employed, even when they are obviously new species. The remarkable 
Theamataspis tuber n. sp. is an exception to this. 
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.Morphological terms. Terminology follows that of previous parts. 'Ala' (pl. 
alae) is restricted to the structures alongside the base of the glabella in harpids, 
as described in FORTEY (1975, p. 15). 
Preservation. Most of the species are illustrated using testate material on the 
rock. Some supplementary information is gathered from silicified or phos­
phatised material. This consists of radIer small specimens, and the species 
obtained from phosphatic horizons may include some that are not readily 
found on the surfaee, sueh as odontopleurids. Again, their small size has 
limited the formal naming of new species. Many phosphatised larval trilobites 
remain to be deseribed, and this will be the subjeet of a future pa per. 
ORDER AGl\OSTIDA SALTER 1864 
Discussion. - The classifieation of agnostoid trilobites above the generic 
1evel is one of the more contentious issues in trilobite taxonomy. Little attempt 
has been made to relate Ordovician agnostaids to their Cambrian preeursors. 
Recently, partieularly due to the work of L)PIK (1967), PALMER (1962), 
SUERGOLD (1977), and ROBISON (1964), the morphology of this group has 
become the subject of more critical appraisal. Here an attempt is made to 
diseuss the affinities of the Ordovician agnostoids using a combination of 
internal and external features, whieh places them in families known in the 
Upper Cambrian. If this classification is correet it indicates that the Cambro­
Ordovician boundary is not the major taxonomic barrier for the agnostoids 
as for many other trilobite groups, a view in accordanee with ROBISON'S 
(1972, p. 35) observation that agnostoid trilobites "have langer stratigraphic 
ranges than non-agnostoid trilobites" and might, therefore, be expeeted to 
have a relatively slow speciation rate. Such eonservatism is not unique to this 
group out of the Valhallfonna trilobites, for the fauna also includes Plicatolina 
and a eatillicephalid, related to Upper Cambrian species, as weU as a number 
of genera persisting from the Tremadoe (p. 15). The diseussion here eentres 
on those speeies which have been referred to Geragnostus; other Ordovician 
agnostids are diseussed by PEK (1977), and CAPERA et. al. (1978). 
Family AGNOSTIDAE M'Coy 1849 

Subfamily AGNOSTINAE M'Coy 1849 

Genus }vJicragnostus HOWELL 1935 

Type speeies. Agnostus calvus LAKE 1906. 
Discussion. Two speeies attributed to Micragnostus oecur in the Arenig of . ...  
the Valhallfonna Formation. They closely resemble the type speeies, M. calvus 
(LAKE), exeept that the posterior lobe of the pygidial axis is transversely 
wider than the preeeding axial ring. In the past ..\1icragnostus has been much 
eonfused with Geragnostus; here they are regarded as sufficiently distinet to 
be plaeed in separate families, a view contrary to that of 'VOLFART (1970), 
SDZUY (1955) and PEK (1977). The deep glabellar furrow defining the anterior 
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lobe in l'vficragnostus is straight and transverse. The glabellar tuberele is placed 
well behind this furrow. In Geragnostus glabellar furrows are best displayed on 
internal moulds, which show a short, transverse anterior furrow, the outer 
ends of which are deflected forward as a pair of shallow, outward-curving 
furrows which are convex-forwards. These furrows are the traces of the 
anterior margins of the prominent 6P musele impressions, described in detail 
below. They are well displayed on the cephalon of the type species, Geragnostus 
sidenbladhi, as described and illustrated by TJERNVIK (1956, p. 188-9, Pl. l, 
Figs 5, 6). The glabellar tubercle lies immediately behind the transverse part of 
the anterior furrow (Pl. 2, Fig. 2). Thus glabellar structure of l\1icragnostus and 
Geragnostus is radically different; indeed development of a A1icragnostus-type 
transglabellar furrow on a Geragnostus cephalon is not possible without tran­
secting the anterior two pairs of lateral glabellar musele impressions. The 
tightly "rolled" posterolateral borders of Micragnostus is quite different from 
the broad, flattened borders of geragnostids. 
In view of the distinctions used here a number of species previously referred 
to Geragnostus may be re-assigned to Alicragnostus: viz. M. intermedius (PALMER 
(1968), M. curvatus (ROBISOK and PANTOJA-ALOR 1968), M. dongatus (CHIEN 
1961), Al. spinosus (CHIEK 1961), and also probably "Homagnostus" reducius 
WIKSTOK and NICHOLLS 1967. 
klicragnostus is closely related to Homagnostus, and may have been derived 
from it, the latter genus being distinguished from .Micragnostus by a median 
longitudinal furrow wholly or partly bisecting the preglabellar field. Ro BISON 
and PANTOJA-ALOR (1968, p. 776) indicate that transitional populatiol1s can 
exist between the Homagnostus and Alicrap>nostus condition, a few members of 
the population retaining a vestige of the preglabellar furrow. Onel' lost, 
hm'\1ever, the median furrow do es not seem to have re-appeared; on the 
Spitsbergen species no trace of such a furrow is visible on any specimen, even 
on small growth stages. 
Homagnostus is a elose relative of Agnostus itself (PALMER 1962, p. Il ) and 
for this reason Homagnostus, Agnostus and l\licragnostus are regarded as bclonging 
within the same subfamily of the Agnostidae. They constitute a conservative 
plexus of speeies, persisting from the Upp er Cambrian to the Arenig with only 
relatively minor morphological ehanges . 
.i\licragnoJtus serus n. sp. 
(Pl. l, Figs. 1-14, 16) 
Stratigraphic range. Olenidsletta Member almost throughout lower part, 
20 m to 106 m from base, commonest in limestones underlying earliest Isograptus 
fauna. 
Material. Holotype, pygidium, PMO NF 404. One poorly preserved 
exoskeleton PMO NF 2024; numerous cephala inelude: PMO NF 2755,2758, 
677, 2893, 2671, 3142, 3135, 2927, 3134, 2918, 2921 pygidia: PMO NF 402, 
3140, 1456, 1747, 2930, 2919, 2618, 672. 
--
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Diagnosis. A Micragnostus species with surface sculpture of fine raised 
lines. Pygidial axis (excluding half-ring) 0.63-0.68 total pygidial length. First 
axial ring tapers backwards; lateral parts of first ring furrow longer (exsag.) 
than mid-part. Terminal piece of greater transverse width than preceding 
axial ring, which is parallel sided. Axial node on second axial ring tumid over 
posterior half of ring. Pygidial marginal spines minute. 
Description. One poorly preserved external mould of a complete specimen 
indicates that the species attained a length of at least twice its width. Cephalon 
of maximum transverse width equal to, or slightly exceeding sagittal length; 
width increases slightly from the posterior margin to reach a maximum at 
about half cephalic length. Highest point of cephalon at posterior part of 
glabeIla, where the hcight is about half cephalic width. GlabeIla extends to 
0.70-0.75 cephalic length, anterior half paralleI sided, posterior half (pre­
occipital) tapering slightly forwards, axial furrows narrow. Transverse glabellar 
furrow at about two-thirds glabellar length, deeply dividing convex anterior 
lobe from posterior lobe of glabeUa, not quite reaching axial furrows on 
external surface of larger cephala, passing completely across on internal 
moulds and small specimens. There is an indication of a faint pair of furrows 
slightly constricting the sides of the gla beIla just anterior to the glabellar 
tubercle, which is small and (sag.) elongate, just posterior to half glabellar 
length. Posterior margin of pre-occipital glabeIla obtusely rounded about mid­
line, steeply downsloping ; occipital furrow deep. Occipital ring developed as 
two broadly triangular basal lo bes connected by a narrow (sag.), downsloping 
median band which bulges slightly backwards about mid-line. Axial furrows 
defining lateral edges of occipital ring run inwards and forwards at about 45 
degrees to sag. line. Cheeks convex, especially posteriorly where they just 
overhang the borders. Pre-glabellar field shows no sign of a median furrow, 
even on small cranidia (Pl. l, Fig. 8). Posterior border furrow passes behind 
lateral extremity of occipital ring, passing without a break into lateral border 
furrow. The short posterior border expands rapidly to a rather blunt genal 
spine, thenee curving downwards and abaxially into the narrow lateral borders. 
The borders are narrow posteriorly where they are partly tucked beneath the 
chceks, expanding gradually in width to about mid-Iength of cephalon, there­
after of constant width around front margin of cephalon. 
Thorax not preserved weU enough to permit description. 
Pygidia of maximum width at about mid-Iength equal to or slightly ex­
ceeding sagittal length (including half ring); pygidial axis slightly variable in 
length, bctwcen 0.63 and 0.68 pygidial length (excluding half ring). Axis of 
maximum width across first axial ring, which is slightly less than half maximum 
width of pygidium. Axial furrows converge posteriorly adjacent to first axial 
ring, become subparallel adjacent to the second axial ring, and diverge at the 
anterior part of the terminal piece, although the divergence here is less than 
the initial convergence. The furrows curve around the terminal piece, the 
posterior half of which has a semicircular outline. The furrow defining the 
first ring consists of a short (less than one-third) shallow, transverse median 
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part, flanked by slightly deeper, outward and backward-sloping sections. The 
first ring is trisected by a pair of shallow furrows running forwards (exsag.) 
from the tips of the transverse median part of the ring furrow. The second 
axial ring is defined by a transverse or slightly backward-bowed furrow of 
uniform depth. 
Because of the direction of curvature of the ring furrows the second axial 
ring is twice as long (sag.) as the first. Mid part of the second axial ring carries 
a prominent globular node which forms the highest point on the pygidium; 
the furrows flanking this node do not extend further forward than about the 
mid-Iength of the axial ring. The length of the terminal piece is a variable 
character in this species: in some specimens (Pl. l, Fig. 16) it just exceeds the 
length of the previous two axial rings, in others it is somewhat shorter. Every 
intermediate between these extremes can be found, and no taxonomic im­
portance is attached to this axial variation. The tip of the terminal piece 
carries a minute tubercle. PleuraI fields convex, downward slope terminating 
abruptly at deep border furrow. The posterior border has an almost circular 
cross-section, widening backwards from the anterior margin as far as pair of 
minute, bl unt-tipp ed marginal spines, thereafter of constant width around 
posterior margin of pygidium. Articulating device of agnostoid type (OPIK 
1967, p. 72) fulcrum dose to axis. Anterior border furrow widening abaxially, 
confluent with posterior border furrow, which it meets at an obtuse angle. 
Articulating half ring less than half length (sag.) of first axial ring. 
Dorsal surface of cutide cover ed with fine, anastomosing raised lines, which 
are arranged in ranks generally parallel to the cephalic and pygidial margins; 
internal moulds smooth. 
Discussion. This species is associated with trilobites of the olenid com­-
munity, and, like some of the olenids themselves, has its dose relatives in rocks 
of Tremadoc or even upper Cambrian age. The persistence of MicragnostUJ is 
probably due to the persistence of the peculiar olenid environment. Iregard 
it as unlikely that Micragnostus was planktonic as its occurrence in any abun­
dance is 1imited to a particular 1ithofacies and fauna1 association; furthermore 
it se ems to have a mutually exdusive relationship to Arthrorhachis, the abun­
dance of which falls off rapidly in the olenid environment and which is com­
monest in Spitsbergen in beds containing the nileid community. 
M. serus differs from the type species of Micragnostus, M. calvus (LAKE 1 906), 
the lectotype of which species is illustrated on Pl. 1, Fig. 15, as the transverse 
width of the pygidial terminal piece exceeds that of the preceding ring, the 
length (sag.) of that ring itself greatly exceeding the length of the first axial 
ring. The elevation of the median node only on the posterior half of the second 
pygidial ring is another distinguishing feature of M. serus. Of other species of 
lv1icragnostus the dose st is M. vilonii from the Tremadoc rocks of Argentina 
(HARRINGTON and LEANZA 1957, p. 68-9, Figs. 12, 13: 7-8) which has an 
expanded terminal piece and similarly positioned pygidial node to lvI. serus. 
The pygidium of lvI. vilonii differs from that of M. serus in two features : the 
median, horizontal part of the first ring furrow is effaced; and the pygidial 
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axis extends to 0 .8 pygidial length. Of cephalic differences the deeper trans­
glabellar furrow of lvI. vilonii, and the bct that this furrow is described as 
curving slightly backwards may be due to crushing of the Argentine material. 
Some specimens of lvlicragnostus biseclus CMATTHEW) from the Trempelau of 
Vermont (SHAW 1931, Pl. 23, Figs. IS, 17) have an expanded terminal piece, 
but the whole axis is much more tumid than that of }.1. serus, the posterior 
taper of the first axial ring is much less, and the marginal spines (ibid. PL 23, 
Fig. 1 5) are longer. The resemblance between an Argentine and Spitsbergen 
species is of interest as it has already been noted in tri10bites of other families, 
Mendolaspis and Rhombamp)'x in the Raphiophoridae (FORTEY 1975) and Bienvil­
lia stikta, and II.)'permtcaJpis spp. in the Olenidae (FORTEY 1974a). 
In spite of its long stratigraphic range, stratigraphically early speeimens of 
Af. serus display few diffcrences from later ones; pygidia are identical (PL l, 
Fig. Il), but the cephala of the earlier specimens have borders which expand 
rather rapidly in width anterolatcrally and attain a grcater width than the 
borders of the later speeimens (Pl. l ,  Fig. 8). Since few well preserved early 
specimens are available the variability is not sufficicntly known to formally 
designate thcse early specimens as a distinet subspecies. 
Micragnostus sp. A. 
(PL 1, Figs. 17, 18) 
Stratigraphic range.  Lower part of Olenidsletta Member, 70 m to 75 m. 
Material. Two incomplcte pygidia, PMO KF 3133, 60 1. -
Discussion. This second of Aficragnostus is represented by sparse, 
fragmentary material insufficient to permit naming formally as a new species. 
The pygidia are relatively longer than those of iV/. serus, and the posterior 
margins with more truncate outline. The Ollter parts of the first ring furrow 
are concave-forwards, and the (exsag.) furrows trisecdng the first axia1 ring 
are deep. In other respects i\l. sp. A. differs from oiher Aficragnostus in the 
same features as Af. serus. Although border spines are apparently not present, 
the only speeimen with border preserved is a poor internal mou1d, and it is 
not possible to be certain on this point. 
Farni1y .\lETAGNOSTIDAE JAEKEL 1909 

Subfami1y .METAGNOSTINAE JAEKEL 1909 

( Trinodidae HOWELL, 1935; Geragnostidae HOWELL 1935 ; Arthrorhachidae = 
RAYMOND, 19 13). 
Fami{y name. The fami1y name Metagnostidae JAEKEL, 1909 is revived 
here to embrace some of the genera usually referred to the fami1y Geragnostidae 
HmvELL, 1935. The holotype of the type speeies of iVletagnostus, M. erraticus 
JAEKEL, 1909, is a wdl-preserved, entire, enrolled exoskeleton from geschiebe 
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material originating from the Asaphus-Kalk of Scandinavia. This specimen 
has been reiIlustrated by NEBEN and KRUEGER (1971, Pl. I l  , Figs. 34-36). 
As RAYMOND (1913, p. 139) not ed, i\t1. erraticus shares man y points of similarity 
with Arthrorhachis tarda (BARRANDE ), and Metagnostus is best regarded as a 
junior subjective synonym of Arthrorhachis. This does not, however, affect the 
validity of the family name Metagnostidae, which (ICZN Art. 40) takes 
precedence over the later names proposed by RAYMOND and HOWELL list ed 
above. 
Discussion. There are interesting problems in the definition and affinities 
of the genera included here i n  the Metagnostidae which well-preserved 
material from Spitsbergen help to clarify. 
A distinctive arrangement of muscle impressions in the Arthrorhachis glabeIla 
is described below (Fig. 4A). Internal moulds of some speeies attributed to 
Geragnostus, including the type species G. sidenbladhi (LINNARSSON) (TJERNVIK 
1956, Pl. l , Fig. 5) have a short transverse furrow or depression immediately 
in front of the glabellar tubercle. The outer ends of this furrow are continued 
in to forward- and outward-curving furrows, which are the traces of large, 
anterior muscle impressions on the glabeIla (SHERGOLD 1977). This cephalic 
pattern on the parietal (internal mould) surface is regarded as an important 
unifying character of the Geragnostus / Trinodus / Arthrorhachis group regardless of 
the ways in which these genera may be further distinguished. The axial 
characters are considered of special importance in the following notes on the 
classification of metagnostines: 
(1) Some speeies hitherto assigned to Geragnostus are transferred to /lÆicra­
gnostus, and to a different family. These speeies are diseussed above, under 
lvIicragnostus. 
(2) The genus Galbagnostus WHITTINGTON 1965, type speeies G. galba (BIL­
LINGS 1865) has glabellar museulature homologous with that of Arthrorhachis 
(Fig. 4B). In Galbagnostus the anterior glabellar lobe has contracted so that the 
museulature extends almost to the front of the glabeIla, and the glabellar 
tubercle is concomitantly found in an anterior position. The pygidium also 
shows some differences from most Arthrorhachis and Geragnostus species, notably 
a deep depression behind the axis, but the caecate intern al mould can now be 
matched by the Arthrorhachis species from Spitsbergen described below. Gal­
bagnostus speeies may be more widespread than WHITTINGTON'S (1965, p. 308-9) 
original discussion indicates, for example, Trinodus? saltaensis HARRINGTON 
and LEANZA 1957, from the Tremadocian of Argentina, shows the diagnostic 
combination of cephalic and pygidial features of Galbagnostus, and Geragnostus? 
sp. no. 2 of TJERNVIK (1956, p. 194, Pl. 1, Fig. 15), from the early Arenig of 
Sweden, is a cephalon showing an advanced position of the glabellar tubercle 
typical of Galbagnostus. Granuloagnostus PEK 1970, from the Llanvirn of Bohemia 
may be a scrobiculate Galbagnostus. 
(3) The difference or otherwise between Geragnostus and Trinodus has been 
the subject of much discussion in the literature (DEAN 1973, p. 290; HUGHES 




Fig. 4. Glabellar structurc in metagnostid genera. A-C: parietal (internal mould) surfaces 
showing homology of muscle insenion areas 1-6. A. Geragnostus and Arthrorhachis groundplan; 
B. Galbagnostus; C. Segmentagnostus, showing how glabellar furrow relates to insertion areas. 





1963, p. 28; Ross 1958, p. 563-4). The type speeies of Trinodus, T. agnostiformis 
M'Coy, is known from a single, poorly preserved and distorted eephalon. For 
most eomparative purposes Trinodus is based upon T. {ardus (BARRANDE), a 
widespread speeies of the upper Ordovician. Of the differences between this 
speeies and those of Geragnostus, the most eonsistently cited is the relatively 
greater length of the pygidial axis of the latter. This feature is variable in many 
agnostids, and in the speeies from Spitsbergen the axis varies in length at a 
subspeeifie level (Pl. 2, Fig. 13). As a generic determinant it is not entirely 
adequate. Similarly the dorsal expression of both glabellar tubercle and median, 
transverse glabellar furrow is variable within a single speeies (DEA:,{ 1966, 
p. 275-6), and, although effaeed on the dorsal surface, may be prominent on 
intern al moulds Geragnostus fabius (BILLINGS) WHITTINGTON 1965, Pl. 2, 
Figs. 4, 20). Add to this the faet that on KIELAN'S (1960, Pl. I, Figs. 7, 8) 
illustrations of Trinodus tardus there are indications of the faint, forward curving 
anterolateral cephalic furrows eharaeteristic of internal moulds of Geragnostus, 
and the differences between the eephala of twa genera become extremely 
difficult to define (cf. DEAN 1966, p. 274). However it is equally difficult to 
suppose that two speeies as different in pydidial proportions as, say, Trinodus 
tardus and Geragnostus crassus TJERN VIK 1956 should be placed in the same 
genus. It is furthermore unlikely that "lang pygidial axis" forms have the 
intranotular axis developed posteromedially, as diseussed below for the shorter 
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forms. While recogmsmg the arbitrariness of such a division, a distinetion 
between Geragnostus and short axis (" Trinodus") forms might be made if the 
former genus is taken to include species with the terminal lo be on the pygidial 
axis exceeding the length of the postaxial region (sag.) inside the border. 
However, since the pygidium of the type species of Trinodus is unknown it is 
not possible to evaluate its most critical characters. For this reason, and 
because attempts to recover topotype material of T. agnostiformis have met 
with no success, it seems preferable to restrict the use of Trinodus to the type 
speeimen, and to use instead the generic name Arthrorhachis HAWLE and 
CORDA 1847, type species A. tarda (BARRANDE), for the species with a short 
terminal piece on the pygidial axis. The loss of the much-used name Trinodus 
may seem unfortunate, but at least Arthrorhachis has a completely known type 
speeies, and one which has for a long time been the "effective" type of Trinodus. 
The holotype of Arthrorhachis tarda has been refigured by PEK (1977, Pl. 8, 
:Fig. 2). 
(4) Even after removing speeies properly assigned to itficragnostus from 
Geragnostus there remain a number of species formerly assigned to Geragnostus 
which differ fundamentally from both Geragnostus and Arthrorhachis as here 
defined. I refer to those species with a complete transglabellar furrow, but 
one which has the form of an inverted 'V'; the glabellar tubercle lies just behind 
the apex of the inverted 'V'. This position of the tubercle, together with the 
flattened rather than "rolled" borders, indicates that these agnostids have 
affinities with the metagnostines rather than with the agnostines. The form of 
the transglabellar furrow is explained by its incision along the posterior margin 
of the 6P glabellar muscle impression rather than the anterior margin as in 
Arthrorhachis (Fig. 4C, D). These species should now probably be referred to 
Segmentagnostus PEK 1977 (type species Agnostus caducus BARRA DE 1872) . 
Besides the type species the following should be included in Segmentagnostus: 
Agnostus mccrryii SALTER 1854 WHITTARD 1955, p. 8, Pl. l, Figs. 5, 6; 
WHITTARD 1966, p. 265 6, Pl. 46, Fig. 2; HUGHES 1969, p. 56-60, Pl. l ,  Figs. 
1-12), Agnostus hirundo HICKS (Whittard 1955, p. 7, Pl. 1, Figs. 1-4), Geragnostus 
neumanni (HARRINGTO  and LEANZA 1957, p. 69, Fig. 13: 9-11), Anglagnostus? 
pradesensis CAPERA et al. (1978, Pl. 5, Fig. 9) and also that speeimen incorrectly 
identified by LAKE (1906, p. 22, Pl. 2, Fig. 17) as Geragnostus sidenbladhi (and 
us ed in error in the 1959 Treatise by HOWELL to illustrate the type characteris­
ties of Geragnostus). 
Corrugatagnostus (type speeies C. morea (SALTER) WHITTARD 1955, p. 10 12, 
text-Fig. 2b, c) also has an "inverted V" anterior glabellar furrow, but with 
a second furrow of similar form behind the first. It is tempting to speculate 
that this second furrow represents a deepening of the posterior margins of the 
5P glabellar furrows on the metagnostine groundplan, and that Corrugatagnostys 
is a scro biculate metagnostine rather than a glyptagnostid (6PIK 1967, opp. 
p.66). 
The type speeies of Girvanagnostus KOBAYASHI 1936, G. girvanensis (REED 1903) 
is a normal Arthrorhachis; Girvanagnostus is considered to be a junior synonym 
of Arthrorhachis. 
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KOBAYASHI and HAMADA (1978) have recently proposed the genus Geratri­
nodus, based on G. perconuexus from the Upper Ordovician of the Langkawi 
Islands, 'Malaysia. The genus is discriminated on the effacement of the cephalic 
and pygidial furrows within the axis: on the pygidium only the median node 
is c1early visible. However, effacement is one of the most variable features in 
this group of agnostids, even within a single species (DEAN 1966), and it se ems 
to me unwise to found a genus on the se sort of characters. Geratrinodus is 
accordingly regarded as a subjective synonym of Geragnostus. Neptunagnostella 
PEK 1977, is probably a senior synonym of Geratrinodus. 
The Ordovician metagnostines diseussed above are considered to be 
related to the Pseudagnostinae. This conclusion is reached from a number of 
lines of evidence. 
(a) 	 Both Galbagnostus and Arthrorhachis (Pl. 2, Fig. 8) show a series of "post­
axial" muscle scars on the pygidium. This means, as \VHITTINGTON (1965, 
p, 308) observed, that the true axis extends backwards beyond its obvious 
surface expression. This median series of paired muscle impressions 
constitute an intranotular axis (OPIK 1967) which are found on many 
upper Cam brian pseudagnostids. 
(b) 	 Neoagnostus bilobus (SHAW 195 1 ,  p. 1 12-3, Pl. 24, Figs. 1 7-22; SHERGOLD 
1977, pl. 1 6, Figs, 7, 8) shows a number of particularly relevant features : 
the cephalon shows a combination of the furrows typical of Segmentag1:ostus 
on the one hand and Arthrorhachis on the other, indicating that both the 
anterior and posterior margins of the GP muscle are incised, forming a 
cruciform pattern on the forward part of the glabclla; the anterior part 
of the pygidial axis is dividcd transversely into three lobes (rather than two, 
as is normal for Pseudagnostus), furthermore accessory furrows are absent 
and the axial furrows are defined around the tip of the (pseudo) axis. 
The presenee of the intranotular axis is not obvious from the figures but 
apparent from SHAW'S (p. 112) description. N. bilolJUs c10sely resembles 
JHaclwiragnostus tmetus HARRINGTON and LEANZA (1957, p. 64, Figs. 6, 7) 
on which the intranotular axis is especially prominent. 
(c) A curious cobweb-like surface sculpture is developed sporadically on 
species of l'vletagnostidae: Galbagnostus galba WHITTINGTON 1965 an d 
Arthrorhachis elspethi (COOPER 1953) (see also HL'NT 1967). The same sort 
of sculpture is present on Pseudagnostus (or Neoagnostus) araneauelatus SHAW 
(195 1 ,  p. 1 13, Pl. 24, Figs. 12-1 6), which, in addition, shows a Seg­
mentagnostus-like g1abellar furrow pattern. 
(d) 	 The cephalic and pygidial borders of pseudagnostids have the low profik 
and broad border furrow found on metagnostines, and different from the 
"rolled" border of the Agnostinae. 
(e) 	 The furrow defining the artkulating half ring deepens 1aterally in to a 
pair of apodemes on our Arthrorhachis (e.g. Pl. 2, Fig. 4) as it does on 
Pseudagnostus and related genera (com pare agncstcid articu lation of 
A:licragnostus) . 
While it is not suggested that the pseudagnostids listed above are the 
direct ancestors of the metagnostines reviewed here, they are considered 
--
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to show a plexus of common characters sufficient to suggest that they may 
eventually need to be induded within the same higher taxon. Since 
Galbagnostus, Arthrorhachis and Segmentagnostus are found as early as the 
Tremadoc, it is possible that they have separate pseudagnostid origins, in 
which case the Metagnostidae will take precedence over Pseudagnosddae 
as family name. More knowledge of the early forms is needed before this 
can be justified. For example, it is possible that some of the metagnostines 
with a long pygidial axis may have evolved from species of Oxyagnostus 
(OPIK 1967, p. 159-161, Pl. 63, .Figs. 
Genus Arthrorhachis HAWLE and CORDA 1847 
Girvanagnostus KOBAYASHI 1936. 
Type speeies. Arthrorhachis tarda HAWLE and CORDA 1847. 
Arthrorhachis danica danica (POULSEN 1965). 
Remarks. Although this species does not occur in Spitsbergen the highly 
variable Arthrorhachis there include forms so dose to A. danica daniea that they 
are regarded as different only at a subspecific level. A. danica daniea is from a 
limestone on the island of Bornholm, of similar Arenig age to that part of the 
Olenidsletta Member containing Arthrorhachis in Spitsbergen. 
Arthrorhachis danica proxima n. subsp. 
(Pl. 2, Figs. 1-9, Il, 12) 
Stratigraphic range. Middle part of Olenidsletta Member, ?75, 80-92 m 
from base, intergrading with A. daniea brevis n. subsp. Confined to ni leid com­
munity type. 
ivfaterial. Holotype, pygidium PMO NF 401a. Other material includes-
one imperfectly preserved dorsal exoskeleton PMO NF 2044; pygidia: PMO 
NF 3111,3141,527; cephala: PMO NF 401b, 3138, 501. 
Diagnosis. Subspecies of A. danica with gently tapering pygidial axis 
(excluding half ring) between 0.48 and 0.57 total pygidial length; terminal 
piece with rounded posterior margin, axis tapering less than that of A. danica 
brevis. Pygidial node tumid over posterior part of second axial ring. 
Description. The only complete specimen is incompletely preserved and 
crushed, but it does show that the surface of the cuticle is without surface 
sculpture, and that the border furrows and axial furrown are narrower and 
fainter on the dorsal surface than the internal moulds. �lost of the other 
material is exfoliated, and the description which follows is based on uncrushed 
internal moulds. 
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Cephalon of length 0.8-0.9 maximum width, which is at about half cephalic 
length. GlabeIla extends to two-thirds cephalic length, tapering gently for­
wards in front of occipital ring; broadly rounded anteriorly. Prominent glabel­
lar tubercle at, or slightly anterior to glabellar mid-length. Glabellar museula­
ture best developed on the cephalon attributed to A. daniea brevis (Pl. 2, 
Fig. 10), but with identical form in this subspecies. 1 P on lateral occipital 
lobes; 2P and 3P small, transversely clongate, within glabeIla behind tubercle; 
4 P circular, often elevated as a small prominence, adjacen t to axial furrows; 
SP immediately in front of 4P and adjacent to glabellar tuberc1e, transversely 
elliptical and sloping slightly outwards-backwards. GlabeIla shows a slight 
constriction at the outer ends of SP. 6P largest, adjacent to axial furrows in 
front of glabellar tuberc1e. Margins of musc1e impressions deepened on internal 
moulds representing linear cutic1e thickening on the intern al surface of the 
exoskeleton. The development of these thickencd ri ms is variable, but the 
anterior margins of the 6P musc1e impressions are always visible as a pair of 
forward and outward curving furrows, their inner and posterior ends con­
nected by a short transverse furrow immediately in front of glabellar tubercle. 
Occipital ring with triangular lateral lobes, narrow, sligbtly depressed median 
band below posterior part of prc-occipital glabeIla, which although rounded 
in dorsal view, has a slight median carination when viewed posteriorly. Axial 
furrows converge strongly forwards adjacent to lateral occipital lobes, there­
after converging only gcntly; furrows are deep and bro ad on most specimens, 
but the transverse width of thc furrows seems to be another rather variable­
feature. Cheeks slope steeply downwards, but without bulging convcx-out­
wards. Posterior border produced into a blunt spine. Posterior margin of 
cephalon steeply upward-arched on mid-line. Cephalic border furrow wide, 
defining borders which arc almost flat adaxially, downward-turned sharply at 
pcriphery of cephalon. Borders arc widest anterolaterally, expanding in width 
from posterior margin where they merge with posterior border, and narrowing 
adaxially again towards mid-line. 
Thorax known only from the one imperfect complete specimen, of similar 
form to that of A. dusa (WHITTINGTON 1963, Fig. 3A, B). 
Pygidium of dimensions similar to those of cephalon (excluding half ring) 
with short axis occupying between 0.48 and D.S 7 pygidial length, excluding 
half ring. Axis tapers backwards gently, axial furrows including an angle of as 
little as five and no more than thirty degrees, terminal picce roundcd pos­
teriorly. Much of the axial variability in pygidia of this speeies is due to the 
variation in the axial taper - thosc specimens with relatively convergent axial 
furrows have a narrower (trans.) and therefore smaller terminal piece. The 
first axial ring is narrower (exsag.) than the second ; outcr parts of first ring 
furrow slope backwards, and are not continued across the mid-part of the axis. 
They curve forwards in gentle arcs, con verging to where thcy meet the furrow 
defining the half ring, and thereby trisecting the first axial ring. Some speci­
mens show tracCt; of the mid-part of the first ring furrow on the flanks of the 
middle lobe of the first axial ring (Pl. 2, Fig. 7); the second ring furrow is 
complete and transversc. Posterior half or two-thirds of mid-part of second ring 
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consists of a prominent tubercle, forming the highest point of the pygidium. 
The tip of the tubercle is broken off on available material; it is likely to have 
been similar to that of A. daniea brevis (Pl. 2, Fig. 14), which is not produced 
into a spine. The terminal piece occupies between 0.35-0.45 length of axis ; 
mid-part, behind pygidial tubercle, slightly inflated on some specimens. Tip 
of the axis marked by a minute tubercle which is present also on the dorsal 
surface. Ring furrow deep, and deepest in its lateral portions. PleuraI fields 
steeply downsloping except behind axis. On this area one specimen (Pl. 2, 
Fig. 8) shows faint intranotular axis extending to about third length of post­
axial pleural fidd. Posterior border like that of cephalon, widest postero­
laterally where there is a minute pair of spines; these are present wherever 
the border is well-preserved and are probably invariable for this subspecies. 
Anterior border a narrow (exsag.) ridge, easily destroyed in preparation, adaxial 
part horizontal, terminating in a small artkular process; abaxial part down­
sloping, with steeply downward-sloping facet widening to anterolateral margin. 
Internal moulds are caecate on a fine scale the degree to which the caeca 
are developed is highly variable - on the specimen displaying them best 
(Pl. 2, Fig. 5) they appear to be approximately radially arranged on the flanks 
of the cephalon, more irregularly pitted anteriorly. Internal moulds are also 
densely pitted, especially on the borders, indicating that the internal surface 
of the cuticle was granulate. 
Discussion. This subspecies intergrades with A. danica brevis which occurs -
above it in the Olenidsletta Member. The specimens with the larger, rounded 
terminal piece on the pygidium and axial furrows more nearly subparallel are 
the stratigraphically earlier, successively younger specimens having smaller 
terminal pieces and more tapering furrows. The line between A. daniea proxima 
and A. daniea brevis is therefore an arbitrary one, the latter name being applied 
to those pygidia with axial taper (angle enclosed by axial furrows in dorsal 
view) greater than thirty degrees, small terminal piece with a faintly tripartite 
posterior margin. Pygidial border of one specimen (Pl. 2, Fig. l is conspic­
uously wider than that of A. dariica proxima. There are no convincing differences 
between the cephala of the subspecies. The subspecific differences here sp an 
the differences between Geragnostus and Trinodus of authors, but both lie within 
Arthrorhachis using the arbitrary division on pygidial proportions given above. 
A. daniea proxima includes some pygidia remarkably dose to the nominate 
subspecies (compare Pl. 2, Fig. 7 with POULSEN 1965,Pl. l, Fig. l); although 
POULSEN'S figur ed material does not display marginal spines, he mentions 
(ibid. p. 62) their presenee on one specimen and this cannot be uscd as a 
distinction. A more compelling difference is that on POULSEN'S material the 
mid-part of the two pygidial rings is inflated and continuous with the pygidial 
tubercle; this single character merits subspecific distinction, but hardly mure. 
Cephala are difficult to compare because of the incompleteness of POULSEN'S 
material; it is possible that the glabellar taper anteriorly is greater on the 
Bornholm subspecies. 
A. daniea brevis more closely approaches the type species A. tarda (BARRANDE ) 
(KIELAN 1960,p. 59-62, Pl. l, Fig. 6-13; DEAN 1971,p. 8, Pl. I, Figs. 1,2; 
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PEK 1977, Pl. 8, Figs. 1-4) in the proportions of the pygidial ; however 
the latter species has a reticulate sculpture, prominent marginal spines more 
posteriorly positioned, and cephalic musculature less impressed. 
Other species which have comparable specimens in the Spitsbergen popula­
tions are: "Trinodus" hebetatus DEAN (1973a, p. 289-90, Pl. 1, Figs. 6, 13, 15) 
from the Arenig of Turkey, which compares most closely with the pygidium 
of A. dan iea brevis on Pl. 2, Fig. 13, but has a median inflated area on the 
pygidial axis like that of A. dan iea dan iea ; "Geragnostus" brevirhaehis BURSKY 
(1970, p. 98-9, Pl. 1, Figs. 1-3) from the late Tremadoc of north Arctic Urals, 
which compares with stratigraphically earl y A. daniea proxima, but for the 
terminal piece on the pygidial axis slightly exceeding in width the preceding 
axial ring, and the axis being slightly longer (sag.); "Trinodus" mobergi TJERN­
VIK (1956, p. 195-6, Pl. l ,  Figs. 18, 19) from the late Tremadoc of Sweden 
resembles A. daniea brevis of Pl. 2, Fig. 15 but for the terminal piece of the 
pygidial axis tapering backwards more marked ly than the axial furrows, and 
the glabella being shorter. All three species just named are known from a few 
specimens (in the case of "T". hebetatus DEAN a single speeimen) . In view of 
the variation exhibited within populations of A. dar,iea illustrated here, 
the few specimens of these species scarcely presents a sufficient sample for 
comparative purposes. Trinodus ? valmyensis Ross (1958, p. 562-564, Pl. 83, 
Figs. 7, 14-16) has a pygidium similar to that of A. danica proxima in its 
general proportions, but the glabellar tubercle is in the advanced, Galbagnostus 
position. A specimen attributed to Geragnostus mediterraneus HOWELL 1935, and 
figured by CAPERA et al. (1978, Pl. 7, Fig. 18) is not unlike earlier pygidia 
from Spitsbergen, but for a longer terminal piece and ? tumid marginal spines. 
Arthrorhaehis daniea brevis n. subsp. 
(PL 2, Figs. 10, 13-15) 
Stratigraphie range. - Upper part of Olenidsletta Member 102 m to 106 m 
from base. 
iHaterial. Holotype, pygidium, PMO NF 2664. Pygidium, PMO NF 70; 
cephala: PMO NF 3137, 1625. 
Diagnosis. A subspecies of A. daniea with pygidial axis (excluding half ring) 
0.45-0.50 total pygidial length; axis tapers more rapidly than that of A. daniea 
proxima thereby defining a smaller terminal piece, the posterior margin of 
which is truncate, tripartite. 
Diseussion. Because this subspecies intergrades with A. dan iea proxima it is 
fully discussed in relation to that subspecies in the preceding paragraphs. 
Further comment is unnecessary here, except to note that it is represented by 
few specimens in that part of the Olenidsletta "Nlember transitional bctwcen 
the nileid and upper olenid communities ; scarcity of Arthrorhaclzis is there 
associated with an abundance of Mieragnostus. 
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POLYMER ID TRILOBITES 
Family SHUMARDIIDAE LAKE 1907 

Genus Shumardia BILLINGS 1862 

Shumardia granulosa BILLINGS 1862.Type speeies . 
Diseussion. - DEAN (1973, p. 8) has suggested that the concept oL Shumardia 
is rather broad, and that there may be reasons to revive CALLAWAY'S (1877) 
genus Conophrys. Certainly a comparison of the type speeies of Conophrys (C. 
salopiensis CALLAWAY) with that of Shumardia (redescribed by WHITTINGTON 
1965) shows severai important diHerences. Shumardia has large anterior glabellar 
lobes compared with Conophrys, and the pygidium is elongate rather than 
transverse, with a flattened postaxial border. Other described Shumardia speeies 
have elongate pygidia like S. granulosa, for example S. dieksoni MOBERG and 
SEGERBERG 1906. On the other hand considering species attributed to Shumar­
dia as a whole the differences between these extremes are straddled by severai 
intermediate forms. Both S. aeutieaudata and S. minaretta, described below, and 
S. exophthalmus Ross 1967 have large anterior glabellar lo bes, but the pygidia 
of these speeies are more transverse, like Conophrys. S. acuticaudata shows a 
postaxial extension which may be homologous with the posterior border of 
S. granulosa. While it is generally true that Tremadocian Shumardia species 
have small anterior glabellar lobes compared with those later in the Ordovician 
this is not invariably so; for example, S. pentangonalis Lu (see Lu, 1975, Pl. l ,  
Figs. 21, 22) has prominent lobes, while the late Ordovician speeies S. bohemica 
.\IlAREK 1964 has relatively small ones. Some speeies of Shumardia ha ve broad 
anterior glabellar tongues: S. lacrimosa DEAN 1973 and S. acuticaudata are 
examples; there is a tendency in these same species (also S. exophthalmus Ross 
1967) towards effacement of the forward part of the axial furrows. Considerable 
pygidial variation is also noted. The type species, and S. matehensis LEGG 1976 
lack pygidial borders laterally ; many species with transverse pygidia seem to 
have a narrow, flat or slightly convex pygidial border, but S. ala ta ROBISON 
and PANTOJA-ALOR 1968, has an elevated crest-like rim. This great variation 
within Shumardia does not seem to "dump" in any systematie way. Critical 
appraisal of the whole group may weU result in severai generic groups, but at 
the moment the criteria appropriate for such subdivision are not obvious. For 
this reason a broad view of Shumardia is adopted in this work. 
Species assigned to Shumardia which have been considered in determining 
the Spitsbergen forms are: S. granulosa BILLINGS 1862, S. pusilla (SARS 1835), 
S. miqueli PmÆPEcKJ 1902, S. boUniea WIMAN 1905, S. nericiensis WIMAN, 1905, 
S. salopiensis (CALLAWAY 1877), S. oelandiea MOBERG 1901, S. dicksoni MOBERG 
and SEGERBERG 1906, S. scotica REED 1903, S. curta STUBBLEFIELD and BULMAN 
1927, S. erquensis KOBAYASHI 1937, S. minutula HARRINGTON 1938, S. pelliz, arii 
KOBAYASHI 1934, S. pusillina POLETAEVA (in POLETAEVA and PETRUNINA 1960), 
S. optirr:.a PETRUNINA (in POLETAEVA and PETRCNINA 1960), S. extensa \\lEIR 
1959, S. pentangularis Lu 1962, S. laerima KOROLEV A 1964, S. seeunda KOROLEV A 




S. semicirculata GHA G and FA  1960, S. poloniea KlELAN 1960, S. bohemiea 
MAREK 1964, S. agnosta KOROLEVA 1964, S. sagittula WHITTINGTON 1965, S. 
exophthalmus Ross 1967, S. alata ROBISON and PANTOJA-ALOR 1968, S. denata 
ROBISON and PANTOJA-ALOR 1968, S. laerimosa DEAN 1973, S. gonioloba Lu 
1975, S. lata LL' 1975, S. matchensis LEGG 1976, S. ehangshanensis Lu (in Lu et al. 
1976), S. zot;;.eshanensis Lu (in Lu et al. 1976) and S. tenaeis ZHOU (in Lu et al. 
1976). 
This is a long list, and some of the forms are known from very few speeimelIs, 
or are not completely described. Relatively few of the speeies list ed come from 
rocks of Arenigian or Llanvirnian age, and the Spitsbergen speeies all appear 
to be new. They are known from weU preserved material in relief, and co In­
parison with some of the speeies listed above, which are described from flattened 
and often somewhat distorted material in shales, is correspondingly difficult. 
Shumardia aeutieaudata n. sp. 
(Pl. 3, Figs. 12-18, Pl. 25, Figs. 3, 
Stratigraphie range. Lower part of Profilbekken Member, base to 25 m, 
V 4a, Valhallan. 
Material. Holotype, pygidium, PMO NF 311. Other material includes 
numerous cranidia: P.MO NF 300a, b, 241, 225, 196, 211, 271, 301, 303, 
3106, pygidia: PMO NF 240, 300e, 3107. 
DiagrlOsis. Shumardia speeies with cranidium with smooth exoskeleton, 
axial furrows almost effaced anteriorly. Pygidium with marginal rim and 
terminal spine, seattered tubercles on pleurai fields. 
Deseription. The first appearance of this beautiful Shumardia characterises-
the basal phosphatic bed of the Profilbekken Member. l t is known only from 
dissociated parts. Maximum width of cranidium in the range 1.6 to 1.8 times 
length in dorsal view. Lateral lo bes on the giabeIla prominent, serving to 
double the glabellar width compared with that in front of the occipital ring 
(tr.). Posterior part of the gla beila tapers forwards into deep furrows at the 
base of the lobes. Axial furrows are deep and wide here, (the adjacent parts 
of the cheeks slope down towards them) becoming narrower but still deep 
around the shoulders of the glabellar lobes, and then shallowing abruptly at 
about two-thirds (sag.) glabellar length. The very faint anterior course of the 
axial furrows indicates that the gla beIla runs far forwards to the anterior 
cranidia1 margin as an anterior tongue (Pl. 3, Fig. 15), of transverse width 
cornparable to that of the pre-occipital glabeIla. Occipital ring high ly convex 
transversely, more so than the glabella, posterior margin bm,ved backwards, 
carrying a small, posteriorly placcd occipital tubercle, more prominent on 
small speeimens and internal moulds. Occipital furrow narrow, transverse. 
Posterior cranidial borders on a level below checks, extremcly narrow (exsag.), 
extending to two-thirds width of cheeks, presurnably functioned to articulate 
with the forward margin of the anterior thoracic segment. 
than four on 
(Pl. 
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Pygidium about twice as wide as long, pleurai fields nearly flat, axis trans­
versely convex. Axis tapers gently tackwards and is rounded posteriorly. Five 
or six axial rings are defined by transverse ring furrows deeper laterally ; 
internal mould (Pl. 25, Fig. 3) shows prominent apodemal pits. Crescentic 
half-ring longer (sag.) than first axial ring. Axis extends far back, but is set 
off by a distinct furrow from postaxial spine, which is short, triangular and 
tilted upwards. Anterior pygidial border adaxially transverse, distally curving 
sharply posteriorly, divided by a shallow furrow (tr.). Up to three pairs of 
pleural furrows, of which the first is relatively deep, and widening laterally. 
Narrow posterior border runs around the posterior margin of the pygidium 
and into the postaxial spine. Surface sculpture of scattered tubercles, no more 
anterior pygidial pleurae, two or three on the pygidial axial rings. 
The low population of this species consists of phosphatised internal moulds 
.Figs. 3, 4). On these the postaxial spine is not so prominent as on the 
type and the pygidial border is broader. Important cephalic characters, the 
surface sculpture and proportions are the same as on the stratigraphically 
higher material, and it is considered that the pygidial differences are primarily 
due to preservation. 
DiscUJsion. S. acuticaudata is a particularly distinctive Shumardia species, 
with its short, stubby spine-like projection at the real' of the pygidium. It 
resembles the type species, S. granulosa BILLINGS (WHITTINGTON 1965, pl. 16), 
more closely than do any of the other species from Spitsbergen. In partkular 
the post-axial flattening in S. granulosa rna y be homologous with the pygidial 
spine of S. acuticaudata. However, the anterior effacement of the cephalic axial 
furrows of the new species, its lack of dense granulation on the cranidium, and the 
transverse pygidium are obvious differences. Of other species listed above S. 
acuticaudata is closely similar to S. laerimosa DEAN 1973, from the Llanvirnian 
of the Yukon, which has a broad anterior glabellar 'tongue' effaced in a 
similar way to that of S. acuticaudata. The only significant differeJ:ces are 
pygidial; DEAN (1973, p. 7) states that the pygidium of S. lacrimosa is "blunted 
posteriorly", and so lacks the spine characteristic of S. acuticaudata, and the 
tubercles on the pygidial pleural fields are twice as dcnscly spaced in S. laerimosa. 
Both S. exophthalmus Ross 1967 and S. matchensis LEGG 1976 tend to effacement 
at the forward part of the glabeIla. The cranidium figured by Ross (1967, 
Pl. 10, :Fig. 24) shows that the glabeIla of S. exophthalmus runs to a point weU 
inside the cranidial margin. In S. matchensis effacement has developed to a 
peint beyond that in S. acuticaudata 50 that the axial furrows around the 
anterior glabcllar lobes are poorly defined. Neither S. matchensis nor S. exoph­
thalmus have posterior spines on their pygidia. 
Shumardia minarelta n. sp. 

(Pl. 3, Figs. 1-10, Pl. 25, Figs. 5, 6) 

Stratigraphic range. Olenidsletta Member, 80 m to 93 m from base, Vza, -
middle Arenig. 
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Material. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 3126; cranidia: PMO NF 1874, 
3123, 3124a, 3144, 3260; pygidia: PMO NF 1244, 3125, 3124b, 3146. 
Diagnosis. - Shumardia speeies with arrow-shaped glabella extending almost 
to cranidial margin; axial furrows shallow anteriorly; fixed cheeks punctate. 
Pygidium finely tuberculate along pleural ribs; postaxial flattening, but no 
true spine. 
Discussion. This speeies is best diseussed in relation to S. acuticaudata, which 
it resembles in general proportions. It is at once distinguished from that species 
by the narrower forward part of the frontal lobe of the glabella, which is 
defined by distinet, but shallow furrows. \Vell-preserved speeimens show scat­
tered punctae on the dorsal surface of the fixed cheeks, especially prominent 
alongside the axial furrows. The glabeIla is smooth, however. The pygidium 
lacks a postaxial spine, although there is a flattened, and slightly backward­
bowed area in the same region. 
Of Arenigian species of Shumardia, S. minarelta most resembles S. exophlhalmus 
Ross 1967. The glabellar proportions of both species are similar although 
larger specimens of the latter are constricted in front of the occipital ring. The 
most important cephalic difference between the two speeies is that in S. minarelta 
the anterior, arrow-shaped portion of the giabeIla always extends forwards 
almost to the anterior cranidial margin; this is true on ly of the smallest S. 
exophthalmus (Ross 1967, Pl. 10, Fig. 28). In specimens of comparable size to 
those from Spitsbergen the front of the glabella is obtusely pointed and does 
not extend far forward. Punctate surface sculpture is also a peculiar feature 
of the new speeies (although internal moulds may carry granules), but silicifi­
cation could have obliterated this feature in S. exophtlzalmus. Pygidia of S. 
exoplzthalmus are longer than those of S. minaretta, more strongly furrowed, and 
consistently emarginate rather than transverse at the posterior mid line. 
This speeies represents the morphological half way stage between Conophr:JS 
and Shumardia sensu strielo (discussed above). The deIinition of the glabella and 
the full development of the anterior glabellar lobes is very like that of the type 
species of Shumardia, S. granulosa. On the other hand the transverse pygidium 
is like that of Tremadocian speeies like Shumardia ( Conophr)'s) salopiensis. = 
Shumardia phalloides n. sp. 
(Pl. 3, Figs. 19-24) 
Stratigraphie range. Profilbekken :\Iember 40 m to 50 m from base, V4b, 
White rock, Orthidiella zone (early Llanvirn). 
Material. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 3128; other cranidia: Pl\.fO NF 
3127, 1363. 
Diagnosis. - Shumardia with fixcd cheeks much narrower (tr.) than glabella 
in Ironi of occipital ring. Glabella transversely convcx. Glabcllar lobes nar­




to anterior margin of cranidium, defining narrow anterior glabellar tongue, 
except where interrupted by buttresses connecting frontal lobe of glabella 
with fixed cheeks. 
Discussion. This small species of Shumardia is the stratigraphically youngest 
in the Spitsbergen sections. Its specific characters are summarised above, and 
it differs from all other species of the genus in the extreme narrowness of the 
fixed cheeks, whkh form a steeply sloping wall around the high ly convex 
glabeIla. Two other characters serve to distinguish this species from all others 
of the genus: the glabella is continued to the anterior cranidial margin as a 
narrow tongue (narrower than that of S. acuticaudata), and, even on the smallest 
specimen (Pl. 3, Fig. 24), the axial Iurrows are interrupted anterolaterally by 
narrow strips of exoskeleton connecting the forward of the frontal glabellar 
10be with the adjacent fixed cheeks. It is noteworthy that the position of these 
buttresscs corresponds to the antcrior shallowing of the axial furrows in other 
species of the genus. There are severai points of resemblance between this 
species and Leioshumardia minima \VHlTTINGTON 1965, notably the narrow fixed 
cheeks and wide, convex giabeIla (WHITTINGTON 1965, Pl. 17, Fig. lO). In 
Leioshumardia the glabellar 10bes are obsolete, and it is possible that the genus 
was derived from a species like S. phalloides, in whkh the lateral 10bes are 
already narrow compared with the median glabellar lobe (on the holotypc, 
Pl. 3, Fig. 19). 
S. phalloides occurs with numerous ostracodes of similar transverse dimensions. 
One might speculate that this reflects the exploitation of a similar food re­
source, as the size of the cephalic appendages of our species and the astracodes 
were presurnably similar. 
Family CATILLICEPHALIDAE RAYMOND 1938 

Genus Buttsia WILSON 1951 

l)pe speeies. Buttsia drabensis WILSON 1951. 
Buttsia inexpectata n. sp. 
(Pl. 3, Figs. 25-28) 
Stratigraphic range. One bed in the Olenidsletta Member, about 75 m 
from base (middle Arenig), associated with Balnibarbi erugata, Bienvillia stikta, 
Carolinites genacinaca genadnaca and Svalbardites hamus. 
Material. - Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 2879. Othcr cranidia: PMO NF 
1700, 1703-4, 1711, 1772. 
Diagnosis. Buttsia species with shallaw, hook ed l P glabellar furraws, 
strongly curved palpebral lobes closely approaching glabella anteriorly. 
In spite of the fact that cranidia are numerous in the bed in 
which this species occurs, no pygidia or free cheeks have been found. GlabeIla 
tumid, rising ta mid-line, steeply downsloping anteriorly, length (including 
Description. 
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occipital ring) equal to maximum transverse width at anterolateral corner:;. 
Glabella expands in width forwards from occipital ring more rapidly than in 
other species of the genus, such that its transverse width in front of the occipital 
ring is two-thirds maximum width anteriorly. Anterior margin convex for­
ward, with slight median indentation. Sides of glabella slightly bowed out­
ward3. Two pairs of glabellar furrows extend less than one-third aeross glabella, 
shallow (especially on internal mould), curved forwards medially. 1 P does 110t 
quite reach the axial furrow, deeper at outer end: 2P very faint, apparently 
of similar form 10 l P, outer end opposite anterior limit of palpebral lobe. 
Occipital furrow deep, transverse. Occipital ring occupying about one-sixth 
total glabellar length, widening slightly medially, transverse profile matching 
that of glabella. Axial and preglabellar furrows deep. Palpebral lo bes placed 
at cranidial mid-length, length (exsag.) about one-third that of glabeIla, forward 
ends closeIy approaching axial furrows, with strongly curved outline and weakly­
defined palpebral rims. Postocular cheek triangular, width (tr.) two-thirds that 
of occipital ring, the greater part occupied by convex posterior border raised 
well above genal fieId. Point of articulation near occipital ring. Preocular 
cheek narrow (tr.), forming a narrow band around anterolateral corner of 
glabeIla and running without a break into anterior cranidial border. This 
border is tightly rolled, slightly wider and more convex medially, not upward­
arched about mid-line. Posterior branches of facial suture diverge at 20-30 
degrees behind the palpebral lo bes to cut posterior margin at a high acute 
angle. Anterior branches slightly convergent before curving adaxially ante­
riorly. Surface sculpture laeking. This speeies has a thick cuticle, but there are 
few differences between the external surface and internal mould, except that 
the glabellar furrows are, if anything, fainter on the latter. 
Discussion. This trilobite is a most extraordinary discovery from the-
middle Arenig. The type species of Buttsia, B. drabensis, is from the Franconian 
of the central Appalachians (WILSON 1951, Pl. 89, Figs. 12, 19-24), and the 
genus is widespread in the Franeonian of North America, and also oceurs in 
the Upper Cambrian of Siberia (LAZARENKO 1966). Buttsia has not yet been 
recorded from the Trempeleauan, where other catillicephalids such as Theo­
denisia, Triarthropsis and Acheilops are eharacteristic. Nonetheless the resem­
blance of the Spitsbergen specimens to the type species of Buttsia, and partic­
ularly a specimen figured by SUTT ( 1977, PL l, Fig. 7) from Oklahoma is such 
that inclusion in this genus is probably well-founded. Strongly curved palpebra1 
lo bes that closely approach the glabella anteriorly distinguish B. inexpectata 
from the type speeies, but this scarcely qualifies as a generic distinction. Nor 
can it be convincingly argued that the morpho1ogy of B. inexpectata is 80 
"generalised" that the Ordovician form is an independently derived homeo­
morph of Buttsia : in fact, the tumid, forward-expanding glabeIla, and ledge­
like anterior border are radIer unusual features, and most un1ikely to have 
be en independently derived in the Ordovician form. 
The long survival of Buttsia is of particu1ar interest because it shows that 
not all genera were extinguished at the biomere boundaries that affected 
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the Upper Cam brian trilobite faunas of the North American craton (STITT 
1975). The assumption is usually made that at the end of each biomerc the 
shallow water genera were extinguished, to be replaced in the following 
biomere by different genera that radiated into niches vacated by trilobites of 
the underlying biomere. Buttsia has been considered characteristic of the Ptero­
cephaliid biomere, which is separated from the :\1iddle Arenig by the Ptychas­
pid biomere and what STITT (1977, p. Il) informally terms the "hystricurid" 
biomerc, that is, by at least twa major extinction events. li Buttsia survived, 
one may ask why apparently none of the genera accompanying it succeeded 
in doing sa. There are, of course, same other survivors from the Cambrian in 
the Spitsbergen Arenig: Plicatolina, iWicragnostus and Bienvillia are examples. 
But these were probably deep water forms from the start, and immune to the 
proeesses that exterminated the shelf speeies. Buttsia, on the other hand, seems 
to have accompanied a typical cratonic assemblage. 
Family REMOPLEURIDIDAE HAWLE and CORDA 1847 
Remarks. -, Various proposals have been made for the division of the 
Remopleurididae into subfamilies (WHITTINGTON 1959; PRIBYL and V ANEK 
1972; SHERGOLD 1975). None is satisfactory. :For example, Robergiella spp. 
diseussed below, show similarities both' to Remopleurides and Robergia. SHER­
GOLD (1975) omitted both Robergiella and Lacorsalina from his summary of 
classification, which genera include the named Spitsbergen speeies. For this 
reason subfamilies are not used in this paper. 
Genus Lacorsalina BURSKY 1970 
Type speeies . Lacorsalina sokoliensis BURSKY 1970. 
Lacorsalina? bellatula n. sp. 
(Pl. 4, Figs. 7, 8) 
Stratigraphic range. - Olenidsletta Member 92 m to 102 m from base Arenig, 
V2b. 
Afaterial. Holotype, external mould of cranidium, PMO NF 96; Cranidia:-
PMO NF 97,83, 75; pygidia: PMO NF 1596,499; free cheek: PMO NF 75. 
Diagnosis. A? J acorsalina speeies with a wide anterior cranidial border, 
preglabellar field narrower (sag.) than type species. Pygidium with two large 
pairs lateral spines, at least ten pairs of progressively smaller spines medially. 
Surface sculpture of exceedingly fine, dense terrace lines. 
Description, This beautiful species occurs rather rarely in the dark lime­-
stones at the top of V 2' The cranidium is on two planes: the posterior part of the 
glabella and the palpebral lobes form one plane, preglabellar field and anterior 
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border the other, lower plane, while the steep downward turn of the glabellar 
tongue connects the two. vVidth of gla beIla in front of occipital ring about half 
its maximum width, which is reached at one-third sagittal cranidial length. 
Forward expansion of the glabella is gentle at first, adjacent to posterior parts 
of palpebral lobes, rapid in front of this; anterior taper as far as forward limits 
01 palpebral lobes is more gentle. Transverse cranidial width at this point is 
at a minimum, about 0.8 that in front of occipital ring. Three pairs of glabellar 
furrows are 8hort and shallow, posterior pair deeper and longer on the smallest 
specimen (Pl. 4, Fig. 7), nearly equal in length on large cranidia. Outer end 
of l P opposite max. cranidial width; 3P nms into the axial furrow just behind 
point of maximum constrietion of the glabeIla ; 2P is equidistant from l P and 
2P. Furrows slope inwards at an angle of about 60 degrees to sagittal line. 
Glabellar tongue occupying about one quarter cranidial length (sag.), ex­
panding gently in width forwards, broadly rounded about mid-line at abrupt 
junction with preglabellar field. 
Palpebral lo bes with semicircular outline, broad (tr.), length (exsag.) 
slightly under half total cranidial length. Small cranidium shows that adjacent 
to the expanded part oI the glabella illere is a small area of intraocular check. 
On the larger speeimen this is included within the extremely wide palpebrall 
axial furrow, and is not visible as a distinet lobe. Axial furrows beccme nar­
rower and deeper forwards where they pass into the downsloping anterior 
gutter adjacent to the glabellar tongue. Occipital ring widest medially, where 
there is a small, anteriorly placed occipital tuberc1e. Postocular fixed cheek 
downturned, exceedingly narrow adaxially, widening laterally. Posterjor 
border furrow not present adaxially, widening rapidly laterally. Preglabellar 
field narrowest medially, length (sag.) there less than that of anterior border; 
transverse width exceeds that <iCroSS cranidium at palpebral lobes. Anterior 
border wide, slightly raised, and becoming wider medially. Anterior branch 
of fadal suture sigmoidal, running outwards transversely at anteriolateral 
corners of glabella, distally curving gently forward to curve round the front 
margin of the cranidial border at an acute angle. Surface sculpture of ex­
tremely fine, raised lines on glabeIla which run transversely, medially arched 
forwards. Similar raised lines are slightly scalloped on the posterior part of the 
occipital ring, and are also present on the preglabellar field. Fine terrace lines 
on anterior border parallel to cranidial margin. 
Free cheek wide , genal spine not preserved. Shallow lateral border 
furrow dies out near genal angle. Broad lateral border slightly raised like 
cranidial border. Shallow posterior border furrow bounded anteriorly by 
raised ridge; flattened posterior border not curving forwards to genal angle. 
Eye sode an extremely narrow protruding ridge around base of eye; eye lenses 
min ute, with more than 100 dorso-ventral files. Surface sculpture of fine 
raised lines interspersed with minute pits, running approximately parallel to 
sag. line. On lateral border about five more prominent raised ridges run 
paralleI to cranidial margin. There is a smooth area forming a band parallel 
to the eye and adjacent to the eye sode. Fragment of cephalic doublure (Pl. 4, 




Doublure with four prominent terrace lines parallel to cephalic margin (steep 
slopes of terraces face outwards). 
Thoracic segment (Pl. 4, Fig. 5) shows articulating half ring about half sag. 
length of axial ring, the latter bearing transverscly sinuous terrace lines. 
Shallow pleurai furrow bounded by a narrow ridge anteriorly. Tip imperfectly 
preserved, but probably a spinose termination. 
Pygidium about twice as wide as long, pleurai fields almost flat. Axis of 
about the same width anteriorly as front pygidial margin, tapering gently 
backwards, axial furrows encbsing an angle of about 30 degrees. Three axial 
rings are defined by narrow ring furrows that arch slightly forward and stop 
short of the deeper axial furrows. Terminal piece merg es with narrower post­
axial ridge, which does not reach the posterior pygidial margin. Front margin 
of pygidium subtends a right angle with the lateral margin. Four pleural 
furrows of decreasing length and prominem;e posteriorly: the first is distinct 
and approaches dose to the pygidial margin. Like those of the thoradc seg­
ment it is bounded anteriorly by a ridge, which is present only adaxially by 
the second pleurai furrow, absent on the third and fourth. InterpleuraI 
boundaries obscure, although indicated at the pygidial margin by distinct 
acute notches between the first and second, and second and third pairs of 
pygidial spines. The first two pairs of these are much the largest and are 
prolonged distally into long and delicate needle-like tips. The third to the 
twelfth pairs are progressively min ute, arranged comb-like along the gentle 
posterior median emarginadon of the pygidium. Fine raised lines undulate 
gently over the dorsal surface. A single, stronger raised line follows the inn er 
margin of the larger spines. Flat doublure underlies the entire pleuraI field 
(Pl. 4, Fig. 8), carrying about 15 widdy spaced terrace lines (exsag.) 
Discussion. The only other described species of Lacorsalina is the type 
species, L. sokoliensis, from the upper Tremadoc of Pay Khoya, north arctic 
Urals (BURSKY 1970). The younger species from Spitsbergen is assigned with 
some reservation to this genus because its comb-like arrangement of pygidial 
spines is more reminiscent of Apatokephalus. Hm,vever, the extremely wide 
preglabellar fidd, and the concave-forward anterior branches of the facial 
sutures are both matched by L. sokoliensis, and the new species is therefore 
probably better referred to Lacorsalina. Pits in the anterior border furrow, 
typical of man y Apatokephalus species, are lacking both in L. sokoliensis and in 
L.? bellatula. 
Genus Eorobergia COOPER 1953 
T;!pe spedes. Robergia marginalis RAYMOND 1925. 
Eorobergia sp. A. 
(Pl. 4, Figs. 9-11) 
Stratigraphic range. Olenidsletta Member, from one bed 75 m from base of 
'Member, Arenig, VIC. 
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One internal mould of cranidium, PMO NF 3139. Material. 
Description. The "ingle specimen do es not perrnit formal naming. The 
anterior border is partIy broken off. Maximum transvcrse cranidial width 
about equal to sag. length. Front glabellar margin broadly rounded in dorsal 
view. GlabeIla upward arched about mid-line, maximum width at about one­
third glabellar length, and a lilde behind mid-length of palpebral lobes. Oc­
cipital ring aud most posterior part of glabeIla of similar width , then 
expanding rapidly to maximum width, and anteriorly tapering more gcntly 
forwards. Three pairs of glabellar furrows all strongly imprcsscd on the intern al 
mould and all weU removed from axial furrows. l P transversely oval, out er 
ends at maximum eranidial width; 2P narrower and longer than l P, arched 
forwards medially; 3P smallest of the thrcc, and more diffuse, oppcsite anterior 
end of palpebral 10bes. Anterior tongue wide (tr.), about 0.8 max. eranidial 
width (at anterior limits of palpebral lobes), downturned part expanding 
slightly in width forwards. Palpebrallobes about half (exsag.) eranidial lcngth, 
broad, and inward-sloping. Occipital furrow deep, medially constricted by 
forwardly placed occipital tuberele; occipital ring slightly wider medially. 
Anterior border narrow, convex, separated from front margin of glabeIla by a 
deep furrow. Large pits are developed in the border furrow at its extremities, 
although it is not known whether they were present medially. The internal 
mould shows the traces of coarse tuberculation, presumably devcloped on the 
dorsal surfaee; part of the occipital ring shows this sculpture. 
Discussion. This species is distinguished from the type species, E. marginalis 
(RAYMOND) (COOPER 1953, Pl. 8, Figs. 1-6), in the lesser curvature of the 
palpebral lobes, relatively short (sag.) frontal lobe of the glabella, and shallow 
glabellar furrows. In the subequal development of the glabellar furrows 
Eorobergia sp. A is more like Robergia, but the frontal glabellar lobe on that 
genus is greatly extended (sag.). No described speeies of Robergia or Eorobergia 
compares closely with the speeies from Spitsbergen. The most similar is Eo­
robergia lata CUUGAEV A (1973, p. 53-55; Pl. 3, Figs. from the Llanvirn of 
the EI'genchaksk l\:lountains, northeast Siberia, which has a similarly broad 
glabellar tongue. However the wide (sag.) anterior border and rapid median 
glabellar expansion of that speeies at once distinguish it from the earlier form 
from Spitsbergen. In the absenee of a pygidium the formal naming of Eorobergia 
sp. A does not seem to be justified. 
Genus Remopleurides PORTLOCK 1843 
Type speeies . Remopleurides colbi PORTLOCK 1843. 
Discussion. A cranidium attributed to Remopteurides has been recovered 
from the Profilbekken Member, and is compared with R. pilulus \:VHITTINGTON 
1965. Both these early speeies differ from later Remopleurides in the glabella 
being (both sag. and tr.) markedly convex and in having particularly narrow 
palpebral rims, which do not get wider posteriorly. The type speeies (\VHIT­
TINGTON 1950, p. 540-3; Pl. 70, Figs. l ,  2, 4, 5), and other Middle and Upp er 
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Ordovician species assigned to the genus (weU preserved examples described 
by WHITTINGTO=" 1959; SHAW 1964; WEBBV 1973; CHATTERTO=" and LUD­
VIGSEN 1976) have a flattened (tr.) glabella with a steeply downturned tongue, 
and flat palpebral rims widening backwards. These features are shared also 
with the species assigned below to Robergiella, which, however, retain a distinct 
cranidial anterior border, and a broad genal area on the hee cheek bctween 
borders and eye sode. I note that on Remopleurides eaphyroides WllITTlNGTON 
(1959, especially Pl. 8, Fig. 6) there remains a small triangular area between 
gen al borders and eye sode. It does seem possible that Remopleurides Ser/su strido 
was derived from a Robergiella-like form by progressiv c reduction of the genal 
area, and concomitant abbreviation of the anterior cranidial border. lf this 
proves to be the case then it is unlikely that the early species Remopleurides pilulus 
and R. sp. A (below) belong to this phyletic group. 
Remopleurides sp. A 

(Pl. 5, Figs. IS, 17, 18) 

Stratigraphie range. Profil bekken Member, Whiterock (Orthidiella zone) , -
60 m from base of Member, V4b. 
Material. - Cranidium PMO NF 1295. 
Deseriplion. Cranidium convex (sag., tr.), glabellar tongue protruding -
forwards, sagittal length in dorsal view equal to maximum transverse width at 
mid-point of palpebral lobes. Glabellar furrows not visible. Transverse width 
of occipital ring slightly more than half maximum cranidial width, length 
(sag.) about one quarter cranidial length in dorsal view. Palpebral rim out­
Jined by deep furrow, very narrow, and not widening noticeably backwards. 
In anterior view the front margin of the cranidium is not arched upwards 
about the mid-line, nor is there an anterinr border. The dorsal surface of the 
cranidium is covered with fine and even ly spaced granules. 
Diseussion. - This is probably a new speeies, but the single specimen is 
inadequate to establish it as such. As not ed above the speeies from Spitsbergen 
compares with R. pilulus WHITTlNGTON 1965, from the Middle Table Head 
Formation, and differs from other Remopleurides species, in the transverse 
convexity of the giabeIla, the long protruding glabellar tongue, and in the very 
narrow palpebral rims which do not widen backwards. R. pilulus shows a 
single pair of gla belIal' furrows which run into the palpebral furrows; this is 
more like the condition in Opipeuter than in other Remopleurides. Remopleurides 
sp. A differs from R. pilulus in the transverse, rather than upward-arched 
anterior cranidial margin, and in the surface sculpture of seattered granules. 
Remopleuridid gen. et sp. indet. 
(Pl. 4, Fig. 6) 
Stratigraphic range. Olenidsletta Member 135 m from base, Vaa. -
Material. -- One cranidium PMO NF 3]38. 
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Discussion. The single cranidium is imperfectly preserved and for this 
reason cannot be definitely assigned. Distinctive features are the broad palpe­
bral rims (tr.), defined by shallow palpebral furrows, and the apparent lack of 
glabellar furrows, apart from a pair of shallow depressions that may represent 
IP. 
Genus Robergiella \VHITTINGTON 1959 
Ty'Pe speeies. Robergielta sagittalis WHITTINGTON 1959. 
Discussion. The type species was described from silicified material from 
the Lower Edinburg limestone (Middle Ordovician), and differs from the 
species assigned below to Robergiella in having a longer glabellar tongue. Both 
species share glabellar furrows of similar form, a narrow, horizontal rim in 
front of the tongue, and, most important, a relatively broad (tr.) area on 
the free cheek between the eye socle and borders. This area is reduced or 
absent on Remopleurides. The similarities are considered to outweigh the major 
point of difference, and the following species are included in a slightly ex­
panded concept of Robergielta. 
Robergiella brevilingua n. sp. 
(Pl. 5, Figs. 1-8, 10, I l; Pl. 25, Figs. 7, Il , 13) 
Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken Member, V4b, 35 m to 55 m. 
Material. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 3143; eranidia: PMO NF 320, 
3131-2,1401, 1370,1366. free eheeks: P1VI0 NF 3110, 3171; pygidium: 
P::\lO NF 3172. 
Diagnosis. Robergiella species with relatively short (sag.) glabellar tongue, 
posterior glabellar furrow broadest and best-defined, eranidial surfaee seulpture 
of seattered granules. :Free eheek narrower (tr.) and genal spine more advanced 
than in R. sagittalis. 
Description. Cranidium of 10w transverse eonvexity, and with a relatively 
short, steeply downturned anterior tongue, which in dorsal view presents a 
eonvex profile about the mid-line. Total eranidial length in dorsal view is 
less than maximum eranidial width, width/length ratios being within the 
range I. l to 1.3; width of the tongue just in front of the palpebral lobes is 
about half maximum eranidial width, and here the eonvexity (tr.) inereases 
so that the tongue bulges forwards slightly. Expression of the glabellar furrows 
varies; on the dorsal surfaee of small speeimens they are faint, on internal 
moulds (PL 5, Fig. 2) they are deeply ineised. Of the three pairs IP is mueh 
the most deeply impressed, more than twiee as wide (exsag.) as 2P. IP is 
eonvcx forwards, isolated within the glabeIla, outer end opposite maximum 
eranidial width; 2P is longer and straighter, inner end making an angle of 
about 75 degrees to sag. line, outer end almost touehing the axial furrows; 
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3P a shallow pit, behind transverse line connecting anterior limits of palpebral 
lobes. Occipital ring about one sixth sag. 1ength of cranidium, slightly nar­
rower laterally, where it is downturned to meet the spine-like postocular fixed 
cheeks. Occipital furrow uniformly deep. There is a prominent occipital node 
anteriorly placed so as to constrict the occipital furrow medially. Palpebrall 
axial furrows similarly deep, narrowing anteriorly. Palpebral lobes of length 
(exsag.) between 0.6 and 0.7 cranidial length, widening regularly backwards, 
maximum width approaching half that of occipital ring (sag.). Adjacent to the 
førward tongue the lobes pass into narrow gutters. Anterior border narrow 
(sag.), horizontal, widening laterally; at its widest point it is perforated by a 
single pit. Surface of cranidium (except furrows and palpebral lobes) carries a 
sculpture of scattered granules, interspersed in places with even smaller 
granules. 
Free cheek with distinetly defined lateral and posterior borders. Anteriorly 
the lateral border is horizontal, rim-like where it abuts the cranidial anterior 
border, posterolaterally widening, and sloping outwards and downwards, and 
running without a break into the sharply pointed genal spine; the latter is 
quite short, length slightly more than half length of eye, and carries fine raised 
lines running along hs length which pass on to the adjacent parts of the lateral 
border. Posterior border without sculpture, adaxially transverse, near genal 
spine curving sharply forwards so that the genal spine lies in a slightly ad­
vanced position. Border furrows shallow, mceting at a large obtuse angle. 
Crescentic area inside borders widest posteriorly, carrying scattered granules 
like hose on the glabella. Ccmvex, rim-like eye sode as on other remopleurids. 
The long band of the eye, height about three times that of the eye sode, is 
composed of min ute lenses smaller towards the base of the eye. 
An incomplete silicified hypostoma (destroyed) was typically rcmopleuridid, 
with a prominent anteromedian boss, large striate maculae. 
Pygidia known from silicified specimens (Pl. 25, Fig. 13), small, with short 
axis not reaching posterior pygidial margin. One axial ring is defined, which 
is narrower medially, and a short terminal piece. Two pairs of pygidial spines, 
of which the outside pair are the larger and extend further posteriorly, as in 
R. sagittalis (WHITTINGTON 1959, pl. 6, Figs. 25, 29, 32). Sculpture of raised 
lines running exsag. on outer pair. 
DisclIssion. The cranidial difference in the glabellar tongue between R. 
brevilingua and the type species has been mentioned above. To this may be 
added the narrower free cheek of the Spitsbergen species, and the greater 
forward curvature of the posterior border on the free cheek, so that the genal 
spine is more advanced. On R. sagittalis lateral and posterior border furrows 
meet at about 90 degrees. The small free cheek of R. sagittalis figured by 
WHITTH,GTON (1959, Pl. 6, Figs. 26, 28, 33) is more similar to that of the 
Spitsbergen speeies in the proportions of the notch behind the genal spine. 
A Robergiella sp. described by TRIPP (1976, p. 379, Pl. 2, Figs. 21-23) from 
the superstes Mudstones, Girvan, Scotland, has a considerably broader (tr.) 
glabellar tongue than R. brevilingua. R. correcta REED (1903, Pl. 6, Figs. 1-3) 
-
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has a longer glabellar tongue, and the l P and 2P glabellar furrows are equally 
indsed. 
Severai species attributed to Remopleurides, based on cranidia alone, are 
sufficiently similar to the present species to require discussion here; when other 
parts are discovered they may prove referable to Robergiella. Remopleurides sp. 
ind. (WHITTINGTON 1965, Pl. 40, Figs. 1-4) from the Middle Table Head 
Formation has a cranidium very like that of Robergiella brevilingua, but with 
glabellar furrows scarcely visible, sculpture of granules around the perimeter 
of the glabeIla only. Remopleurides shihtzupuensis Lu 1957 (see also Lu 1975, 
p. 301-2, Pl. 4, Figs. 14, 15), from the Llanvirn of southwest China, is poorly 
preserved and apparently flattened, but has a distinet rim-like anterior border 
and protruding glabellar tongue, which, however, is much narrower (tr.) 
than in the Spitsbergen speeies. A similarly narrow tongue is present on 
Remopleuridiella? khitica CHUGAEVA 1973 (p. 48-9, Pl. 2, Figs. 1-3) from the 
Arenig (Khitinsk Formation) of Northeast Siberia; this species has glabellar 
furrows similarly distributed to Robergiella brevilingua, but I P is long and 
narrow (like 2P) in this species, and the granulation is coarser and denser. 
Robergiella lundehukensis n. sp. 
(PL 5, Figs. 9, 12-14, 16) 
Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken fvlember 18 m to 23 m from base, V4a, 
(Valhallan) . 
lvfaterial. - Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 2405. Other material includes 
cranidia: PMO NF 2429,2475, 2462b, 2455; free cheek: PMO NF 2466. 
Diagnosis. - Robergiella speeies with glabellar furrows not impressed, an­
terior tongue narrow. Surface sculpture of low tubercles around posterior part 
of giabeIla, finer granules anteriorly. 
Discussion. This species occurs stratigraphically bclow R. brevilingua in the 
Profilbekken :Member, and is closely similar to that speeies. It is perhaps more 
similar than R. brevilingua to the type species of Robergiella in its longer glabellar 
tongue, which expands forwards, but the glabellar furrows are not impressed. 
They are, however, representcd by smooth arcas on the dorsal exoskeletal 
surface, which show that they are identieal in form to those of R. brevilingua. 
The principal points of difference betwecn R. lundehukensis and R. brevilingua 
are as follows: 
( l )  	 The glabellar tongue is narrower, such that its transverse width at the 
anterior limits of the palpebral Jobes is less than half the maximum width 
of the gla beila (greater than half on R. brevilingua). 
(2) The tongue is also longer (sag.) and expands in width forwards. 
The anterior cranidial border is slightly wider. 
(4) The surface sculpture includes coarser, flattened tubcrcles posterior to the 




Family OPIPEUTERIDAE FORTE Y 1974 

Genus Opipeuter FORTEY 1974 

Type speeies. - Opipeuter inconnivus FORTEY 1974. 
Discussion. Since the type speeies and a second, unnarned Opipeuter sp. 
were described two more species can be added to the genus Opipeuter angularis 
(YOUNG 1973) and O. emanuelensis LEGG 1976. The latter was discovered in 
northwestern Australia, and adds weight to the functional arguments given by 
r'ORTEY (1974) that Opipeuter led an actively swimming existence in the surface 
water layers of the open ocean, resulting in wide geographic dispersal. LEGG 
(1976) allied Opipeuter with Carolinites, a resemblance considered by FORTEY 
(1974) to be due to homeomorphy in response to a similar mode of life. I have 
not changed my opinion, and additional evidence is added below from the 
discovery of the hypostoma of the genus. 
Opipeuter inconnivus FORTEY 1974 
(Pl. 6, Figs. 12, 14, 15) 
1974 Opipeuter inconnivus :FORTEY (pars.), Pl. 13, J:1'igs. 2-4, 9, 11, 12; Pl. 14, 
Figs. 1-3, 5,8-10, 11-13. 
Stratigraphic range. OlenidsIetta Member, V1b-V2, early to middle Arenig, -
coincident with the range of Carolinites genacinaca genacinaca. 
Material. Additional material described here includes a hypostoma: 
PMO NF 769; free cheek: PMO NF 648. 
Diagnosis. Diagnosis follows that of FORTEY (1974), with the exception 
that speeimens with truncate anterior glabellar profile are assigned to O. 
angularis (below). 
Discussion. A full description of this species was given by FORTEY (1974) 
and repetition is not necessary here, except to note that the stratigraphically 
early material is he re removed to O. angularis. A hypostoma is attributed to 
O. inconnivus (Pl. 6, Figs. 14, 15), and because it is important in the arguments 
on the familia1 affinities of the genus it is worth explaining the grounds on 
which the attribution has been made. The hypostoma was found in a bed 60 m 
from the base of the Olenidsletta Memher on Profilstranda, where O. inconnivus 
is more than usually common. Occurring with Opipeuter in the same bed are 
the genera Carolinites, Oopsites, Balnibarbi and Svalbardites. The hypostoma of 
Carolinites has been established beyond doubt from an in situ occurrence 
(FORTEY 1975, p. 108). The telephinid hypostoma is also known (WHITTING­
TON 1965), and that of Balnibarbi and related olenids was described by FORTEY 
( l 974a). The hypostoma of Svalbardites is not known, but the hypostoma in 
question is too large for that small genus, and it is not similar to other pelturine 
hypostomat a. The fauna of the olenid community is sparse, consisting of the 
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eponymous family and a few pelagic species; it therefore is improbable that the 
hypostoma belongs to some other species unrepresented in the fauna by other 
skeletal parts  nor can it be attributed to any described genus. So the 
probability that it belongs to Opipeuter is high. It has a pair of densely pitted 
maculae dose together near the mid-line, and a distinct, transverscly truncate 
posterior border, somewhat thickened and backward-deflexed at its lateral 
edges. Neither of these features can be matched on hypostomata of Tele­
phinidae (sensu .FORTEY 1975). This may be added to the evidence given 
previously (FORTEY 1974, p. 119) that Opipeuter is not rclated to Carolinites or 
Telephina. On the other hand prominent maculae and truncate posterior bor­
ders (with p::)Sterolateral spines) can be matched with examples from the 
Remopleuridacea (e.g. WHITTINGTON 1959, Pl. 6, Fig. 14-). Hm.vever, propor­
tional development of these features in Remopleurides, for example, is very 
different, and if the structures are homologous the morphological distance from 
described remopleuridids is considerable, which might be adduced as evidence 
for the familial separation of Opipeuter. In any case a dose relationship to 
Carolinites and allied genera (LEGG 1976) is improbable. 
The larger free cheeks used to illustrate the species by FORTEY (1974) are 
from the early stratigraphic occurrences, and now better referred to O. angularis 
(below). A free cheek from a stratigraphic horizon dose to that of the holotype 
is illustrated here (Pl. 6, Fig. 12) and it is like the cheek attributed 10 O. in­
connivus from \Vestern Ireland (FORTEY 1974·, Pl. 14, Figs. 12, 13). Another 
type of free cheek, undoubtedly opipeuterid, has been found from the same 
horizon (Pl. 6, Fig. 10), in which the border is wider, and the area between 
border and eye correspondingly reduced. It is not known whether this form is 
an extreme intraspecific variant of O. inconnivus (but it is perhaps unlikcly) 
and for the present it is referred to O. cf. inconnivus. 
The ancestors of Opipeuter must be sought in the Tremadoc. One suggestive 
spe eies is Remopleuridiella acuta FLOWER 1968, from the Tremadoc of New 
Mexico, which appears to have an almost hexagonal gla beIla like the early 
O. angularis . 
Opipeuter angularis (YOUNG 1973) 
(Pl. 6, 9, 13) 
1973 Remopleuridiella angularis YOUNG, p. 112, 114, Pl. l ,  Figs. 21, 22, 26 non 
Figs. 25, 27. 
1974 Opipeuter inconnivus FORTEY (pars.), Pl. 13, Figs. 1, 6 8, 10; Pl. 14, 
Figs. 4, 6, 7. 
Stratigraphic range. Lowest part of the 01cnidslctta lembcr, Vla (early 
Arenig). 
Material. Cranidia: PMO NF 2982, 2983, 2986; frec cheeks P:\10 NF 
2980,2981; incompletc pygidium: PMO NF 3147. 
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. •Diagnosis. Opipeuter species with gla beila truncate anteriorly in dorsal 
view, due to broader anterior tongue than O. inconnivus. 
Discussion. In the original description of O. inconnivus, FORTEY (1974) 
included a wide morphological range of speeimens, the species being proposed 
to include material from the greater part of the Olenidsletta 1vlember. White 
O. inconnivus was in press YOUNG (1973) described a fauna from the early 
Arenig (zone H) of Utah, including Remopleuridiella angularis. This species is 
now better reIerred to Opipeuter. Furthermore it compares with the strati­
graphically earliest Opipeuter specimens from Spitsbergen (FORTEY 1974, Pl. 13, 
Fig. 6, cL YOUNG 1973 PL l ,  Fig 26) in having an hexagonal glabella and . 
wider glabellar tongue than the type of O. inconnivus, differences already 
remarked by FORTEY (1974, p. 118). It seems beyond coincidence that the 
Spitsbergen and Utah specimens resemb1e one another in these features ­
furthermore they had been deduced to have been the same age independently 
on the presence in the same beds of a diagnostic Carolinites species with a 
subocular ridge, C. genacinaca nevadensis HINTZE (FORTEY 1976, p. 269). YOUNG'S 
attribution of Opipeuter to Remopleuridiella is interesting because it shows a 
judgment compatible with };'ORTEY'S derivation of Opipeuter from a remopleur­
idid, but different from LEGG'S (1976) assignment to the same family as 
Telephina and Carolinites (Telephinidae sensu FORTEY 1975, p. 94). It should be 
added that the free cheek attributed to O. angularis by YOUNG (1973) is far 
more like small cheeks of Carolinites genacinaca nevadensis in the long, almost 
straight genal spine; a subocular ridge is also visible (ibid. Pl. 27, Fig. 1). 
Family SCUTELLUIDAE RIcHTER and RIcHTER 1955 
Subfamily STYGININAE VOGDES 1890 
Genus Raymondaspis PRIBYL in PRANTL and PRIBYL 1949 
1)!pe speeies. Holometopus limbatus ANGELIN 1854. 
Discussion. The type species of Raymondaspis has be en fully redescribed by 
POULSEN (1969), who also gave a list of characters discriminating the genus 
from other styginines. Descriptions of Raymondaspis speeies by WHITTINGTON 
(1965), Ross (1967), DEAX (1971) and TRIPP (1976), show that the genus can 
be extcnded to include forms with variable widths of the cranidial anterior 
border, and pygidia with or without a concave border. \Vhen preservation is 
good enough all the speeies show a fine bertillon sculpture on the cephalon 
and terrace lines on the pygidium. Three species with greater cephalic con­
vexity (sag.) than is usual in Raymondaspis, and with blunt genal angles, form 
a separate but closely-related group, and have been included in the new genus 
Turgicephalus below. RO:Jmondaspis vespertina Rass, from the Profilbekken 
Member, is in all respects a typical Rqymondaspis. Since the name Raymondaspis 
is derived from the greek and Latin 'aspis' shield, it should take the gender 
of that name, which is feminine. 
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Raymondaspis vespertina Ross 1967 
(Pl. 6, Figs. 1-8, 11) 
1967 Raymondaspis vespertinus, n. sp. Ross, p. 15-16, Pl. 4, Figs. 26-30. 
Stratigraphic range. Profil bekken Member, V4b, (Orthidiella zone) 35 m to 
55 m. 
Material. Figured material includes cranidia: PMO NF 3117, 3119;-
pygidia: PMO NF 3118, 3121; free cheek: PMO NF 3120. Also, cranidium, 
PMO NF 324, pygidium, PMO NF 331. 
Diagnosis. A Raymondaspis species with cranidial border in front of glabella 
narrower than that of all speeies except R. hermaion TRIPP and R. arcuata DEAN. 
Occipital organ minute. Bertillon pattern on glabella finer than on cheeks. 
Pygidium with narrow, flattened border. 
Discussion. -· Ross (1967, p. 15-16) has described this species from the 
Orthidiella zone of the Antelope Valley, Limestone Nevada, and the following 
remarks amplify his description. Ross' material is silicified and the holotype, 
a cranidium, is small and not as well-preserved as the Spitsbergen material. 
But the specimens, from the two widely-separated localities share features 
which are of unequivocal taxonomic importance. The narrow border on the 
cranidium, which produces a distinctive rim in anterior view (Pl. 6, Figs. 5, 8; 
Ross 1967, Pl. 4, Fig. 28) is a feature shared only by R. vespertina and R. arcuata 
DEAN (1971, Pl. 6, Fig. 2). The pygidium has a narrow, flattened border, of 
about half the relative width of that of the type speeies, R. limbata (ANGELIN 
1854), which has been re-illustrated by POULSEN (1969, Fig. 2B). R. arcuata 
DEAN 1971 lacks a pygidial border, and a cranidium attributed to this specics 
(DEAN 1971, Pl. 6, Fig. 10) has much coarser terrace lines than R. vespertina. 
The Spitsbergen and Nevada speeimens have idendcal proportions in cxactly 
those characters which are liable to variation in other speeies, and for thi8 
reason wc regard them as conspecific. The pygidial axis of the type pygidium 
appears slightly more truncate, but since the silicification of the speeimen is 
coarse (sufficient to obscure the sculpture) it is possible that this is a pre­
servational feature. R. hermaion TRIPP (1962, p. 8, Pl. 2, Figs. 1-3) lacks a rim 
altogether in front of the glabella. R. reticulata WHITTINGTON (1965, p. 402-6, 
Pl. 55, Figs. 2, 3, 5--9; Pl. 56, Figs. 1-10; Pl. 57, Figs. 1-13; Pl. 58, Figs. l, 7) 
and R. angelini BILLINGS WHITTINGTON 1965, Pl. 56, Figs. 11-13) both 
have wider preglabellar rims than R. vespertina, and the former lacks a concavc 
border on the pygidium, as does R. nitens I''''IMAN) (see SKJESETH 1955, Pl. 4, 
Fig. 3). 
Raymondaspij reticulata has been given an exhaustive description by \VHlT­
TINGTON (1965), and most of the features he notes can be remarked also on 
the present speeies and do not require reiteration here. Among fine points of 
distinetion attention is drawn to the occipital organ, which is minute in R. 
vespertina, but spans almost half the width (sag.) of the occipital ring of R. 
reticulata (ibid. Pl. 55, Fig. 9). The occipital tubercle is typical of FORTEY and 
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CLARKSON'S (1975) morpho10gical type D of cephalic organ. The scale of the 
bertillon pattern on the glabella of R. vespertina is much finer than that on 
R. reticulata; gena1 bertillon of the former is less crowded than that on the 
glabeIla. Muscle insertion arcas show as smooth patchcs on the (xtuior of the 
glabella, with disposition much like that described by W HITTINGTON (1965, 
p. 402-3). The l P furrow appears to be bicomposite; 2 P is smaller than 3 P 
and both lie a little above the axial furrow, within the glabeIla. A shallow 
median eleft in the front of the glabella may represent the point of attaehment 
of an anterior musde. 
A number of speeies with wide pygidia, which have been assigned to Ray­
mondaspis, for example, R. ilifundibularisTJERNVIK ( 1956, p. 263, PL 10, Fig. 19) 
and a speeies identified with R.limbata (ANGELIN) by SKJESETH (1952, especially 
PL 4, 2 1), are probably to be referred to the genus Turgicephalus below. 
Genus Turgicephalus n. gen. 
Type speeies. - Turgicephalusfalcatus n. gen., n. sp. 
Diagnosis. Styginine trilobites generally resembling Raymondaspis, but 
eephalon highly convex (sag.), genal borders inflated and genal angle not 
sharply spinose. Hypostoma with prominent middle body surrounded by 
narrow and eonvex borders. Pygidium about twice as wide as long, with or 
without coneave border. Transverse width of articulating facets on pygidium 
occupies only a small part of total pygidial width (trans.). Surface sculpture of 
eoarse bertillon pattern. 
Discussion. Turgicephalus is erected he re to indude three species of Arenig 
and LIanvirn age, and possibly same species from Seandinavia of which only 
the pygidia are sa far deseribed. The genus is dose to Raymondaspis, but seem ; 
to form a morphologically distinet group contemporaneous with or older thall 
the earlier representatives of that genus. �10st obvious of these differenees are 
a greater cephalic convexity, produced by a marked downward flexure ill 
front of the eyes; this is not aceompanied by an increase in pygidial convexity, 
pygidia being slightly less convex than those of Raymondaspis. The eHeet is to 
produee an illaenid-like morphology. The type speeies, with its peculiarly 
extended (trans.) eheeks, may be appropriately compared with a genus such 
as Harpillaenus WHITTINGTON 1963 (p. 77, Fig. 5) in its organisation, and differs 
from Raymondaspis, whieh has a more usu al styginid morphology, like that of 
Stygina or Bronteopsis. 
The general differences are aceompanied by other small features which 
perrnit recognition of all parts of the exoskeleton. The hypostoma diffcrs frem 
that of Raymondaspis (WHITTINGTON 1965, Pl. 55, Figs. 2, 3, 5-8) in its convex 
and narrow borders, which surround an inflated middle body. Spot-like 
maculae are similar on the hypostomata of the two genera. The border of the 
free eheek in Raymondaspis species is co-planar with the cranidial border; in 
Turgicepltalus the border of the free cheek becomes gently inHated, convex 
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forwards rather than flat or concave, and in T. falcatus greatly extended 
laterally. The Turgicephalus pygidium tends to be relatively wider than that of 
Raymondaspis, the former with a maximum width about twice the sagittal 
length, the latter about one and a half times. !viore importantly, the articu­
lating facets in Turgicephalus are much less wide (trans.) than the adjacent 
anterior margin of the pygidium up to the axis; in Raymondaspis facet width is 
approximately equal to the adjacent anterior pygidial margin. The occipital 
organ in Turgicephalus is developed as a minute tubercle. Four symmetrically 
disposed pits have been observed at the apex of the tubercle in T. hinlopensis. 
PRIBYL and V ANEK (1971) have proposed the genus Styginella, type species 
S. macrophthalma, which was originally described by CHUGAEVA (1958, p. 109-
112,Pl. Il, Figs. 5-9) under open nomenclature as "Gen. Indet. Il". As far 
as may be judged from available illustrations Styginella differs from Turgicephalus 
in having low convexity, large eyes, glabeIla greatly forward-expanded an­
teriorly, and pygidium generally more similar to that of Rqymondaspis. Of other 
early styginines neither Hallanta POULSEN 1965 nor Perischoclonus RAYMOND 
(see WHITTINGTON 1963) are at all similar to Turgicephalus. 
Included speeies. T. falcatus n. sp., T. hinlopensis n. sp. and T. turgidus 
(WHITTINGTON 1965). Probably congeneric are a number of Arenig forms from 
Scandinavia deseribed from pygidia which have the proportions of Turgicephalus 
rather than Raymondaspis, under which generie name they have been deseribed: 
R. brevicauda I)ERNVIK 1956, R. infundibularis TJERN VIK 1956 and material 
identified with R. limbata (ANGELIN), by SKJESETH (1952, p. 171-2),but dif­
fering in pygidial details from the type material of that speeies redeseribed by 
POULSEN (1969). 
Turgicephalus falcatus TI. gen., n. sp. 

(Pl. 7,Figs. 1-4,6, Pl. 8,Figs. 1,2,4-6,8, 10; :Fig. 5) 

Stratigraphic range. Lower part of Profilbekken Member (V4a), Valhallan, 
7 m to 23 m. 
Alaterial. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 235. Other material includes -
cranidia: PMO NF 264, 272,276,289, 1092, 1100,2437; pygidia: PMO NF 
2423,214,230,258,293,2363,2433,2370,2449; free eheeks: PMO NF 1879, 
284 (2 speeimens), 1011; hypostoma: PMO NF 1840. 
Diagnosis. A Turgicephalus speeies with free cheeks greatly extended 
laterally. Cranidial border wider (sag.) than other Turgicephalus speeies. 
Pygidium about twiee as wide as long with distinet flattened or concavc border. 
Description. This speeies is known from plentiful and well-preserved-
material in the Profilbekken Member. The cranidium is highly convex (sag.) 
sueh that the sag. length on dorsal view is about three-quarters the cranidial 
height (border to occipital) in anterior view. This convexity is produced by 
a downward-deflexion of the eranidium aeross a line in front of the palpebral 
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Fig. 5. Cephalon and pygidium 
of Turgicephalus falcatus, n. gen., 
n. sp., about three times natural 
size. 
lobes. This may be contrasted with the condition in Raymondaspis where the 
forward and downward slope of the cranidium is on a line with the frontal 
lobe of the glabella. �1aximum cranidial width is at the posterior margin, 
where the occipital ring occupies (trans.) between one third and one quarter 
this width. 
Glabella pestle-shaped, expanding even ly Iorwards to maximum width at 
anterolateral corners, this being about 1.6 to 1.7 times the transverse width 
of the occipitaI ring. Front margin of glabeIla gently rounded about mid-line. 
Muscle impressions show as smooth patches on external surface. Occipital 
impression abuts the occipital furrow on the lateral parts of the occipital ring. 
IP is bicomposite, and weU impressed enough to show as a forked furrow ex­
tending beyond the level of the palpebral lobes, consisting of two oval (trans.) 
impressions extending less than one quarter across the glabella. 2P and 3P 
small, spaced at equal distances between l P and the anterior fossula, just 
isolated within the glabella. Occipital furrow deep and straight. Minute 
ocdpital organ on forward part 01 occipital ring, more prominent on small 
cranidia. There does not seem to be a small median furrow at the anterior 
margin of the frontal lobe of the glabella, as is the case in Raymondaspis from 
Spitsbergen. 
Fixed cheeks slope downwards towards the glabeIla inside the eyes, an­
teriorly are nearly vertical. Palpebral lobes forming almost three quarters of a 
circle, on a level with the highest part of the glabeIla, positioned relatively 
posteriorly, such that transven;e line connecting anterior limits lies at about 
0.4 cranidial length (in dorsal view). Eye ridges are quite prominent, but 
terrace lines pass over them without break. They slope backwards at about 
45-50 degrees to sag. line. Anterior border of cranidium slightly concave, with 
narrow upturned rim, length (sag.) about one-third that of occipital ring. 
Fadal sutures swing out almost at right angles to sag. line behind the eyes, 
cutting the posterior cranidial margin at a Iow acute angle, thereby defining 
long (trans.) and narrow (exsag.) postocular cheeks of transverse length ex­
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ceeding that of occipital ring. Posterior border furrow hardly ddined. Dorsal 
bertillon p:lttern of strong terrace lines, which are concentric about the posterior 
part of pre-occipital glabeIla (here they are raised lines rather than true 
cuc,ta-like tcrrac:es). Steep slopes of the terraces otherwise face upwards and 
badward3, except where deHected on fixed cheeks adjacent to the palpebral 
lobc3. Sm::lOth area in «alar» position probably represents another muscle 
insection area. Preocular suture3 diverge in front of palpebral lobes, and due to 
the strons downward ddlexion of the cheeks at this point the anterior brandl 
make:; an angle of at least 45 degrees to the sag. line in dorsal aspect. In 
anterior view (Pl. 7, Fig. 3) the su ture meets the anterior border at a right 
angle. 
Wide, sickle-shaped free cheek with strongly forward-bowed anterior margin, 
back margin weakly so, not produced into a sharp spine as in Raymondaspis. 
Anterior border adaxially continues eoncavity of eranidial border, with the 
same upturned rim. The great width of the cheek is produced by expansion of 
the lateral bJrder, which is also inflated. The border furrow almost bisects the 
cheek, forming a gentle depression between the convex adaxial, and inflated 
border regions of the cheek. Doublure is also extended (trans.) beneath the 
border, but is concave upwards, so that the whole genal prolongation must 
have had the form of a curved, hollow cylinder. The strongly curved eye has 
its larger lenses concentrated dorsally; about 9-10 lenses per dorso-ventral file. 
Narrow strip beneath the eye with a kw pits may represent a peripheral 
sensory zone. Terrace lines become faint near border furrow, and then absent 
on gen al borders. 
A small free cheek (Pl. 8, Fig. 10) has a genal spine, showing that at this 
size the cheek was like that of other styginines. The border is also flat, so that 
the peculiar genal inflation of this species was evidently acquired late in 
ontogeny. 
Hypostoma (Pl. 7, Figs. 4, 6) with maximum width at anterior margin, this 
about one and a half times maximum posterior width. Middle body convex, 
slightly longer than broad; middle furrows deep, inclined inwards at a low 
acute angle to sag. line, and terminating in prominent spot-like maculae. 
Border furrows deep, converging backwards; posterior border furrow trans­
verse. Middle body surrounded by narrow and convex borders carrying two 
or three rai sed lines. Anterior wings large, strongly dorsal1y direeted, and 
excavated into prominent pits near anterolateral extremities, the sites of 
forward-directed apodemes. External hypostomal surface with relative1y sparse 
terrace lines running approximately parallei with perimeter, but not extending 
far on to anterior wings or into border furrows. 
Pygidium semicircular, slightly inflated adaxially, peripherally curving 
downwards quite sharply to flattened or slightly concave border, which extends 
to about one sixth (sag.) length of pygidium. Axis occupying one fifth max. 
pygidial width, and extending to just over half its length. Axial furrows well 
defined, eonverging backwards adjacent to first three rings, thereafter be­
coming almost parallei. First two ring furrows distinet ; traces of four more 
shown by smooth musele areas, and by repeated terraee line patterns. End of 
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axis not defined posteriorly, except on some specimens by a median dimple 
(PL 8, Fig. l); postaxial ridge faint. Articulating facets occupy only a small 
part of the transverse pygidial width at anterior margin: their width (trans.) 
about two-thirds that of axis, and a lesser part of the adjacent anterior pygidial 
border. No doubt this reflected form of posterior thoracic segments, which 
must have had long horizontal adaxial sections, sharply downturned and 
facetted pleurai tips. Pygidial pleurai furrows faint behind anterior furrow, 
two pairs can be seen on some speeimens. Surface sculpture of faint lerrace 
lines slightly oblique to posterior pygidial outline. Concave doublure which 
widens b::tckwards with stronger terrace lines (about 30 sag.) parallei to 
posterior margin. 
Discussion. A second Turgicephalus species is diseussed below, and differences 
from T. falcatus are summarised there. T. turgidus (WHITTINGTON 1965) from 
the Middle Table Head Formation, Newfoundland, resembles T. falcatus in 
many features of cranidium and pygidium, but the pygidium lacks a concave 
border, and the cranidium is virtually without an anterior border. The free 
cheek is narrower than that of T. falcatus, but like this sped es has a convex 
lateral border without a genal spine. WHITTINGTON (1965, p. 407-8) noted 
the many differences displayed by T. turgidus from Raymondaspis species (to 
which he assigned T. turgidus) , and suggested that they might warrant generic 
recognition. Abundant material from Spitsbergen, particularly with the 
distinctive hypostoma, indicates that there are a duster of spedes sharing sueh 
differenees, which are probably dosely related, and best united within a 
genus other than Raymondaspis. 
Turgicephalus hinlopensis n. gen., n.sp. 
(Pl. 7, Figs. 5, 7; Pl. 8, Figs. 3, 7, 9) 
Stratigraphic range. - Profilbekken Member, upper part, V4b (Orthidiella 
zone) , ?35, 49 m to 80 m from base. 
Material. Holotype, eranidium, PMO NF 3122; pygidia: PMO NF 1257, 
1272, 1246. 
Diagnosis. A Turgicephalus speeies with distinet, but very narrow anterior 
cranidial border; postocular fixed eheeks narrower (trans.), and anterior 
divergence of fadal sutures less than in T. falcatus. 
Discussion. This species so doscly resembles T. falcatus, which it follows 
stratigraphically in the Profilbekken Member, that it is best diseussed in 
relation to that speeies, and detailed description is unneeessary. Cranidia of 
the two species are dosely similar, but an obvious difference is in the rclatively 
narrow cranidial border of T. hinlopensis, which also has a deeper thickened 
rim medially (Pl. 7, Fig. 7). Anterior and posterior divergence of the facial 
sutures is less in T. hinlopensis, the latter resulting in a shorter (trans.) postocular 
eheek, whieh only just exceeds transverse width of the ocdpital ring. No free 
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cheek has been discovered for T. hinlopensis, but a small hypostoma, PMO NF 
3190, is similar to that of T.falcatus and very likely belangs here. Terrace lines 
are denser on the middle body than in T.falcatus, but we do not know to what 
ex tent this may be a function of their difference in size. Pygidia are closely 
similar, the only difference being the relative length of the pygidial axis: in 
T. falcatus ratio of axial length to total pygidial length ranges between 0.58 
to 0.61; in T. hinlopensis 0.54 to 0.55. The variability of these figures is di­
minished because of the difficulty in precisely defining the axial tip, and the 
few speeimens of T. hinlopensis available. T. hinlopensis pygidia are preserved 
largely as intern al moulds, which show additional details. Caeca are present 
on ane specimen (Pl. 8, Fig. 7) but these are not as strong, nor sa elearly 
related to segmentation, as those illustrated on Raymondaspis reticulatus by 
WHITTINGTON (1965, Pl. 57, Fig. 13). Another specimen from the same bed is 
not caecate, nor is the paradoublural line 80 elearly visible; this is regarded as 
purely a matter of preservation. Axis shows six (?seven) axial rings with traces 
of musele impressions: the internal mould shows short elevated transverse 
ridges on the forward lateral edges of the ring furrows; inner ends of these 
are backed by subcircular depressed areas; lateral edges of ri ngs themselves 
with oval (lang axis. sag.) elevated area. The first and last of these are not 
unlike the musele insertion areas described from Eophacops musheni by CAMPBELL 
(1975, Fig. l, Pl. A, Fig. 6). 
T. turgidus (WHITTINGTON 1965) has the anterior border on the cranidiuIlI 
even further reduced than T. hinlopensis: the pygidium is wider, with narrower 
doublure (sag., exsag.), and lacking a concave border. 
A few pygidia (Pl. 9, Figs. 6, 7) stratigraphically between T. falcatus and 
T. hinlopensis include large speeimens with narrow, ill-defined borders and 
generally low convexity. Terrace lines are coarse and scalloped adaxially, and 
the caecal system is strong enough to appear on the dorsal surface. It is not 
certain whether these differences may be accounted for by continued growth 
of stratigraphically late T. falcatus, or early T. hinlopensis, or whether a third 
species is present. We designate these specimens as Turgicephalus cf. hinlopensis, 
because the proportions are eloser to that speeies, although cephalic parts are 
needed to resolve the question of their identity. 
Genus Protostygina PRANTL and PRIBYL 1949 

?Protostygina sp. ind. 

(Pl. 9, Fig. 4) 

A single incomplete cranidiuIlI P!\10 NF 519a.Material. 
Stratigraphic occurrence. Mid-part of Olenidsletta Member V2a, about 90 -  m 
from base of that Member. 
Discussion. This speeies is represented by ane fragmentary cranidium, but 
is worth remarking as it shows severai features unusual in styginines. The 
material available i3 inadequate to name it as a new species. Dorsal effacement 
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is considerable, and there are no glabellar furrows, although smooth patches 
adjacent to the axial furrows show sites of muscle attachment. The giabeIla 
itself is narrow (trans.) and parallei sided posteriorly, while anteriorly the 
axial furrows are completely effaced. There is a weakly defined occipital ring, 
and a very narrow (exsag.), concave anterior cranidial border. Details of the 
sutures are not preserved although the fixigenal areas are wide (trans.) and 
the palpebral lobes therefore well-removed from the giabeIla. The dorsal sur­
face is densely punctate an exceptional surface sculpture among styginines. 
This combination of characters sets this species apart from most other early 
scutelluid genera. With its 10w convexity and effacement it lies at the opposite 
morphological extreme to Turgicephalus (above), and may be compared in 
these characters with some later Ordovician and Silurian Goldillaeninae. 
Other cephalic characters, such as the cranidial border and narrow, parallel­
sided glabeIla, predude a dose relationship with this group. Hallanta POULSEN 
1965, from the Arenig rocks of Bornholm, has a similarly narrow glabella, but 
one which is clearly defined anteriorly, and the re are also distinct eye ridges in 
this genus. Only Protostygina PRANTL and PRIBYL 1949, type species P. bohemiea 
(BARRANDE 1872) from the Llanvirn Sarka Formation of Czechoslovakia (see 
(PRIBYL in HORNY and BAsTL 1970, Pl. 8, Fig. 3), compares in its low convexity, 
effacement, and posteriorly parallel-sided glabeIla, but other characters, for 
example of anterior border and facial sutures, are imperfectly preserved on the 
type material. Because of its incompleteness, the present specimen can only be 
tentatively referred to Protostygina. 
Subfamily THEAMATASPIDINAE HUPE 1953 
? Dulanaspinae PRIBYL and V ANEK 1971. 
Discussion. LANE ( 1972, p. 340) indicated that the subfamily Theamatas­-
pidinae, assigned to the Illaenidae in the Treatise (JAANUSSON in MOORE 1959, 
p. 0-376), might better be referred to the Scutelluidae. The one genus in the 
subfamily, Theamataspis QpIK 1937, has been known hitherto with certainty 
only from the type species, T. illaenoides OPIK 1937. The discovery of a second 
species in the Arenig of Spitsbergen is therefore of considerable interest. It 
disp1ays an odd amalgam of illaenid and scutelluid characters, and gces far to 
demonstrate the alliance between the two families, but on balanee is perhaps 
doser to the Scutelluidae, particularly species of Turgicephalus described 
ahove. 
PRIBYL and VANEK (1971, p. 370) have erected a scutelluid subfamily 
Dulanaspinae to indude the genus Dulanaspis CHUGAEVA 1958, type species 
D. levis CnUGAEVA 1958 from Caradocian of Kazakhstan. There are points of 
resemblance between Dulanaspis and Theamataspis tuber n. sp., notably the 
waisted glabella, which is anteriorly rounded, "alar" muscle impressions 
similarly placed, cranidial border of comparable proportions, and palpebral 
lobes of similar form and in the same position. These similarities suggest that 
the subfamily Dulanaspinae may prove s'.lperfluous. 
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Genus Theamataspis OPIK 1937 
Type speeies. - T. illaenoides OPIK 1937. 
Tlzeamataspis tuber n. sp. 
(Pl. 9, Figs. 1-3,5; Fig. 6) 
Stratigraplzic range. - The type specimen is from the mid part of the Olenid­
sletta (M. Arenig) Member, V2a, 89 m from base. 
Material. Holotype, cranidium retaining cuticle, p:yro NF 510. 
Diagnosis. A Theamataspis species with concave cranidial border; palpebral 
lobes shorter than in T. illaenoides, not extending as far posteriorly. Surface 
sculpture of irregular and convoluted ridges. 
Description. Only one cranidium is known of this speeies, but this shows 
many distinctive features, and is so obviously new, that naming the speeies 
based on little material seems justified in this case. 
Cranidium high ly convex (sag.), flexed downwards especially in front of 
palpebral lobes; maximum width at posterior margin, this being about one 
and a half times sag. length in dorsal view. Anterior cranidial margin rounded 
gently about mid-line. GlabeIla gently convex (trans.), only slightly elevated 
above fixed cheeks. GlabeIla initially tapers forwards to about one quarter 
cranidial length (dorsal view), then expands gently forwards at a lesser angle, 
such that the axial furrows enclose an angle of about 27 degrees. Front margin 
of gla beIla rounded, more acutely so than front margin of cranidium. There is 
a total of six pairs of muscle impressions preserved as smooth areas on the 
dorsal surface of the exoskeleton: l P serves to define the forward (exsag.) 
limit of the occipital ring; 3P is the largest impression, at glabellar mid-Iength 
(dorsal view) , subcircular, touching the axial furrow; 2P immediately behind 
inner end of 3P and less than half its diameter; 4P and 5P equidistant from 
each other, 3P and the front of the glabeIla, 5P small er than 4P; 6P is a very 
small, circular impression opposite the inner end of 5P. All impressions except 
3P are isolated within the glabeIla ; because 2P and 3P, and 5P and 6P are 
closely set together, and by comparison with styginids and illaenids (below), 
they might have bcen associated with the functioning of single appendages, 
indicating a total of four pairs, rather than six pairs of cephalic limbs. Major 
additional pair of muscle impressions in axial furrows adjacent to the narrowest, 
waisted part of the glabeIla. Occipital ring transversely fusiform, inclined 
forwards, width slightly exceeding that of glabella at frontal lobe; occipitaJ 
furrow shallow. Faint, median occipital tubercle present. Axial furrows simi­
larly shallow, slightly deepened in to pits at anterolateral corners of glabeIla. 
Fixed cheeks of transverse width about one-third that of adjacent glabeIla 
at frontal lobe, posteriorly relatively wider. Palpebral lobes gently arcuate 
frontal limits at about half cranidial length in dorsa] view, length (exsag.) 




Strong eye ridges, running inwards to meet the axial furrows opposite muscle 
impression 4P. Postocular fixed cheeks narrow (exsag.), triangular, without 
border furrows, defined by strongly forward-converging postocular sutures. 
Preocular sutures subparallel in front of palpebral lobes, anteriorly con verging 
slightly to cut anterior margin at obtuse angle. Concave cranidial anterior 
border, about one-tenth length of glabella in dorsal view. External surface of 
cranidium covered with coarse, irregular ridges, between which there are 
finer granules. The ridges, but not the granules, are reflected on the intern al 
mould. 
Discussion. - T. tuber n. sp. is distinguished from the type species, T. 
illaenoides OPIK 1937, from the Middle Ordovician of Estonia, in its small er 
palpebral lobes, distinctive surface sculpture, concave anterior border, and 
wider postocular cheeks. ?Theamataspis sp., described by Lu (1975, p. 390, 
Pl. 34, Figs. 1-3) from a similar horizon to T. illaenoides in China, also lacks a 
concave border, and has a relatively narrow and convex glabella. 
Comparison of cranidial morphology of T. tuber with that of an early 
styginine (Turgicephalus) and early illaenid (lllaenus gelasinus WHITTINGTON 
1965) demonstrates the intermediate position of Theamataspis (Fig. 6). General 
glabella form, presence of a concave border and transversely extended post­
ocular cheeks, and the conspicuous eye ridges are features shared with Tur­
gicephalus. Effacement of the occipital ring, isolation of muscle impressions from 
the axial furrow3 and the gently curved palpebral lobes are generally illaenid 
features. Comparison of the homology of muscle impressions is particularly 
informative. The constriction of the glabella in Theamataspis is homologous 
with the lunettes of Illaenus, being caused by extra-axial muscle impressions; 
the same are present also on Turgicephalus but do not constrict the glabella. 
Occipital impressions are similar on Turgicephalus and Theamataspis ; they are 
not obvious on 1. gelasinus, where the occipital ring is effaced, but they have 
been remarked on I. dalmani (jAANUSSON 1954). The first pre-occipital muscle 
impression of Turgicephalus is large and bicomposite, as it is on Theamataspis 
(terrned 2P and 3P above); on lllamus it seems to be a single impression, 
although the tendency of the impressions to become isolat ed from the axial 
furrows is matched in Theamataspis. 
It is concluded that the inclusion of the Illaenidae and Scutelluidae within 
a single larger taxon (Superfamily Illaenacea HAWLE and CORDA 1847) is 
justified. What does not seem justified is bracketing this group with the 
1/: 
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Fig. 6. Diagram demonstrating homology of muscle insertion areas in illaenids (a) Theamataspis 




Proetacea in a single Order Illaenida, as advocated by BERGSTROM (1973, p. 41), 
since the muscle insertion areas and cephalic furrow patterns of this group are 
radically different. There is not, for example, an equivalent of the extra­
glabellar impression that produces the lunettes of the illaenids, and the 
homologous ("alar") impression of the scutelluids. 
Family ILLAENIDAE HAWLE and CORDA 1847 

Genus lliaenus DALMAN 1827 

Type species. Illaenus crassicauda (W AHLENBERG 1821) 
Illaenus oscitatus n. sp. 
(Pl. 10, Figs. 1-13) 
?1972 lllaenus sp. cRoss, 1972, p. 33. 
1975 Illaenus sp. FORTEY, Fig. 7F. 
Stratigraphic range. Upp er part of Profilbekken Member (V 4b) 38 m to-
100 m from base, Whiterock, (Orthidiella zone, early Llanvirn). 
Material. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 282; cranidia: PMO NF 226, 
1347, SMA 84351-5; pygidia: PMO NF 283, 228, SyrA 84356-8; free cheek: 
P:VfO NF 317; hypostomata: PMO NF 227, 327a, 1246a, 3198. 
Diagnosis. - lilaenus speeies with surface sculpture of dense terrace ridges 
interspersed with punctae. GlabeIla half cranidial width at posterior margin, 
slightly tapering to prominent lunettes; other cephalic musc1e insertion areas 
not visible. Pygidium less than twice as wide as long, axis well-defined an­
teriorly onIy; pygidial doublure cuspate. 
Descriptiofl. One of the common speeies of the uppcr part of the Profil­
bekken 11ember, where it is represented by allochthonous material, in some 
cascs broken (FoRTEY 1975a, Fig. 7F). Cranidium ol width at posterior margin 
in palpebral view between l .S and 1.6 times sag. lcngth, anterior downward 
deflexion considerable, such that the cranidial height (seen in lateral vicw) is 
one and a half times sag. length. GlabeIla gently convex (tr.) posteriorly, 
occupying half total cranidial width at posterior margin. Axial furrow shallow, 
initially paraBel or slightly converging inwards about the prominent lunettes 
which are the only smooth patches on the dorsal exoskeleton. On internal 
moulds the lunettes are also prominent, crcscentic, and a minute, posteriorly 
placed glabellar tubercle is also visible. Palpebral lobes of length (exsag.) about 
0.4 sag. cranidial lcngth in palpebral view, gently arcuatc. Facial sutures 
diverge be hind palpebral lobes to define narrow, triangular postocular cheeks. 
Antedor branches subparallel in front of palpebral lobes, anteriorly converging 
slightly and more so near the antcrior cranidial margin. Very narrow rim 
separates dorsal surface from narrow strip of dou blure on cranidium, which 
curves slightly upwards to be visible in anterior view (Pl. 10, Fig. 3). Close 
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terrace lines on doublure. Wider spaced terrace lines on cranidial surface, 
running more or less transversely, except where bowed forwards on posterior 
part of glabella. Pits in lines just posterior to terrace lines, in the position 
illustrated by MILLER (1975). Internal mould finely punctate, except on 
median smooth line running sag. on forward part of glabeIla. 
Free cheek about as long (exsag.) as wide (tr.) in plan view, genal angle 
only slightly rounded. Sculpture as On cranidium except terrace lines absent 
around base of eye. 
Hypostoma smooth, maximum width at anterior wings on ly slightly ex­
ceeding sagittal length. Anterior lobe of middle body circular, gently convex, 
equally so sag. and trans. Anterior margin bowed backwards medially. Furrow 
defining anterior half of middle body shallow. Middle furrow narrow and deep 
(exsag.), shallowing posteromedially to cut off low, crescentic posterior lobe of 
middle body. Length of posterior lobe about one-third that of anterior lobe 
(sag.). Narrow downturned rim around posterior lobe of middle body. Evi­
dence of maculae is lacking on the exterior cuticular surface, although there is 
a circle of small, faint pits on the anterior lobe of the middle body that may 
represent muscle insertion areas. Posterior hypostomal margin transverse. 
Pygidium of length slightly more than half maximum width, less convex 
(sag.) than cranidium. Axis occupies 0.3 pygidial width at anterior margin, 
convexity (tr.) slight, initial taper rapid, but soon becoming parallel-sided. 
Although posteriorly not distinet from pleurai fields ex tent of axis is marked 
by termination of some of the terrace lines, showing that it extends to half 
pygidial length (dorsal view); axial definition is clearer on internal moulds. 
Steeply down turn ed facet, not extending far across anterior pygidial margin. 
Terrace lines and pits as on cephalon, except only half as closely spaced on axis, 
not on facet. Doublure (Pl. lO, Fig. 12) steeply reflexed beneath dorsal 
surface, gently cuspate around tip of axis, with sparse terrace lines (12 to 18 
on larger speeimens examined). There is a median groove in the doublure 
running sag. behind the axis almost to the posterior pygidial margin, inter­
rupting the course of the terrace lines. 
Discussion. This species belongs within the lllaenus sarsi species group of -
JAANUSSON (1957, p. 110), whkh includes a number of speeies with a cuspate 
inner margin of the pygidial doublure. WHITTlNGTON (1965, p. 385) has sug­
gested that a notch in the anterior margin of the hypostoma is associated with 
species having an axe-shaped rostral flange. The similarity of our hypostoma 
to that of l. consimilis BILLINGS (ibid. Pl. 52, Figs. 6-13) indicates a rostrai 
development of this type in l. oscitatus. In view of the numerous described 
species ol lllaenus it is a little surprising to find that the speeies from Spits­
bergen is a new ane. 1. sarsi ] AANUSSON 1954, itself is closely similar to our 
species in general proportions but differs significantly in having facial sutures 
that are scarcely divergent behind the palpebral lo bes, and in laeking the 
coarse pits that cover the external surface of l. oscitatus. The convexity (par­
ticularly se en in lateral view) of the cranidia of l. sarsi and l. oscitatus is similar. 
Since the size series of cranidia of l. oscitatus shown on Pl. 10, Figs. 2, 6, 7 
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demonstrates that convexity (sag.) decreases with increase in size it is ob­
viously important to com pare cranidia at the same approximate size. Of the 
species from the Lower Head Boulder, western Newfoundland, described by 
\VHITTI:-.IGTON (1963) l. oscitatus compares in some general features with l. 
tumidifrons BILLINGS, but this spedes has deep dorsal furrows, lacks an anterior 
cranidial border, has a different surface sculpture, and a fork-like median 
extension of the pygidial doublure. WHITTINGTON (1965) described five named 
species from the Middle Table Head Formation, western Newfoundland. 
l. fraternus BILLINGS is probably the most similar of these to the Spitsbergen 
form, but it is less convex, has a different surface sculpture, the free cheek is 
much narrower, with a prominent flange, and the outline of the pygidial 
doublure is like that of l. tumidifrons. A species recorded as Illaenus sp. ind. 2 
(\VHITTINGTON 1965, Pl. 54, Figs. 4, 6, 7) evidently had exterior punctae on 
the cranidium, and has a narrow glabeIla of about the same (sag.) length as 
that of l. tumidifrons, but the eyes of this species are so far back as to reduce the 
postocular cheek to a spine. 1. auriculatus Ross (1967, p. 16-17, Pl. 5, .Figs. 1-32, 
36, 40) from a Whiterock horizon in California has outward-bowed glabellar 
furrows, at least on larger cranidia, the anterior cranidial border is not defined, 
the pygidium is transversely wider, and the free cheek has a broad lateral 
flange. Ross (1972) has also described seven lllaenus speeies from the Meiklejohn 
bioherm, Nevada, six under open nomenclature. One of these, lllaenus sp. c 
(Ross 1972, p. 33, Pl. 14, Figs. 7-12) may be conspecific with 1. oscitatus, 
judging from the glabellar profile, the forward position of the palpebral lobes, 
divergent postocular sutures, and definition of the glabeIla. Fragments of 
exoske1eton adhering to Ross' Fig. 9 show a comparable surface sculpture. 
The lunettes are slightly more impressed on the Nevada material, and the 
anterior cranidial border is not clearly visible, so that specific identity must 
remain in doubt. 
Family AULACOPLEURIDAE ANGELI:-.I 185­
Subfamily SCHARYIIiIl'AE OSMOLSKA 1957 

Genus Oenonelta n. gen. 

l)pe species.·- Oenonetla paulula n. sp. 
Diagnosis. Scharyiine trilobites with long, gently tapering glabeIla ; 
palpebral lobes relatively short, less than half length of glabeIla. 1 P glabellar 
furrows 8hort. Postocular fixed cheeks acutely pointed. Anterior branches of 
fadal sutures not highly divergent. Pygidium large, resembling that of Scharyia. 
THOMAS and OWENS (1978, p. 75) included four genera of 
scharyiine trilobites as a subfamily of the Aulacopleuridae. They suggested 
that Panarchaeogonus OPIK 1937, might include sped es at the root of later genera. 
Panarchaeogonus has not yet been recorded in rocks of pre-Llandeilo age. The 
new genus from Spitsbergen takes the history of the group back to the Arenig. 




indicates that Oenonella is allied to the scharyiines rather than the aulacop­
leurines. Scha yia itself includes species in which the glabellar furrows are sub­
dued (OWENS 1974) ; in Oenonella paulula a short section of the I P furrow remains, 
but this is entirely different from the deep, backward curving I P furrow 
characteristic of aulacopleurines. All Scharyia species have well developed 
cedariiform facial sutures, with strongly divergent anterior branches, whereas 
the sutures of Oenonella are of a usual opisthoparian type. Panarchaeogonus 
(type species P. parvus OPIK 1937, Pl. I ,  Fig. 3) is similarly opisthoparian, but 
differs from Oenanella in the structure of the glabeIla, in the large palpebral 
lobes close to the glabeIla, and in the comparatively short preglabellar field. 
On balance Oenonella shares more morphological features with Scharyia than 
whh Panarchaeogonus. THOMAS and OWEKS (1978) indicated that the latter 
may have included species ancestrai to Scharyia. Oenonella now seems a more 
plausible alternative. In any case the discovery of Oenonella supports OWEKS' 
(1974, p. 687) belief that "the ancestors of Scharyia presumably had ... a 
normal opisthoparian su ture" . 
Oenonella is also present in Nevada, in the beds flanking the Meiklejohn 
bioherm. A good cranidium is in the collections of the British Museum (Naturai 
History) (No. It 9810). 
Oenonella paulula n. gen., n. sp. 
(Pl. I l  , Figs. 1-8, 11; Fig. 7) 
Stratigraphic range. Only found in one bed on Profilbekken, not in measured -
section, but from the associated fauna certainly in the uppermost part of the 
Olenidsletta Member or very lowest ProHlbekken Member (latest Arenig, 
Valhallan) . 
Material. Holotype, cranidium PMO NF 1324; cranidia: PMO NF-
1327-8, 1343; pygidia: PMO NF 1325, 1337. 
As this genus is so far monotypic, diagnosis follows that of 
genus above. 
Diagnosis. 
Description. All specimens are small, cranidia 2 mm long or less, and it is 
probable that this small size is characteristic of the genus, because a second 
undescribed species from the 'flanking beds' at Meiklejohn Peak, Nevada, is of 
similar proportions. Largest pygidium slightly shorter than cranidium, and it 
is considered that this species was probably subisopygous, like Scharyia. Maxi­
mum cranidial width at posterior margin slightly exceeding sagittal length. 
GlabeIla convex (tr.) posteriorly, decreasingly so anteriorly, extending to 
thre:,: fifths cranidial length (dorsal view), tapering gently and uniformly for­
wards, axial furrows enclosing an angle of 20 degrees or less. Front margin 
truncate to gently rounded on largest cranidium (Pl. Il, Fig. l). Only one pair 
of glabellar furrows at all well-defined, and these are short, inward-backward 
directed at about 0.4 glabellar length (including occipital ring); faint in di­
cation of second pair of furrows opposite forward parts of palpebral Iobes. 
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7. Cranidium and pygidium of Oenonclla paulula n. gen., n. sp. 
restored approx. X 12. 
Slightly inflated glabellar lobe in front of l P furrow. Lateral parts of occipital 
furrow curve backwards paraBel to l P; mid-part curves forwards 50 that 
occipital ring widest medially (sag.), where about one-quarter total glabellar 
length. Axial furrows deepest posteriorly; preglabellar furrow shallow. Small 
palpebral lobes placed opposite mid-part of pre-occipital glabclla, width (tr.) 
of intraocular cheek about half that of adjacent glabella. Palpebral furrow 
deep. Faint eye ridges run inwards and forwards from anterior limits of 
palpebral lobes to meet axial furrows shortly behind anterolateral corners of 
glabeIla. Preglabellar field broad, continuing downward and forward slope of 
front part of gla beIla, faintly caecate. Anterior border nearly fIat, widening 
medially, slightly acuminate. Border furrow shallow. Posterior border elevated 
above postocular cheek, widening laterally. Anterior branchcs of facial suture 
diverge slightly in front of palpebral lobe, posterior divergenee much greater, 
suture running almost straight to posterior margin, whieh is cut at an aeute 
angle. Cuticle thin, and there is little difference between external surface and 
intern al mould. Surface sculpture laeking exeept for eaeea. 
Larger pygidium about two-thirds as long as wide, axis standing well above 
pleural ficlds, oeeupying about one-third pygidial width at first axial ring. 
Axis tapers posteriorly, axial furrows enclosing an angle of about 25 degrees, 
to acutely rounded tip at about three-quarters pygidial length. Four (? five) 
axial rings, only the first two defined aeross mid-part of axis, ring furrows 
shallowing mediaUy. Artieulating half ring prominent, length (sag.) about 
equal to that of axial rings. On the pleural fields the first two segments are 
clearly delimited by interpleuraI furrows, almost like unreleased thoracic 
seg-ments. PleuraI furrows shallow on these segments, extending almost to 
pygidial margin. Ridges mal'king the intersegmental boundaries run across the 
pleural fields and on to the pygidial margin to delineate the third, fourth and 
fifth pleuraI segments, their tips strongly deHected posteriorly. Convex pos­
terior border narrowing anteriorly, and not present adjacent to first two 
pIeural segments. 
Minute, immature pygidium almost twiee as wide as long and with relatively 
shorter axis than above (Pl. I l  , F'ig. Il), generally more proetid-like. Five 
pleural segments are still visible at this size. Partially revealed doublure IS 
narrow, coneave-upwards, vent rally eoineident with pygidial border. 
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Discussion. The affinities of this species have been discussed above. It is 
worth remarking that it occurs in Spitsbergen with an assemblagc of trilobitcs 
(Triarthrus, Hypermecaspis, Ampyx and Nileidae) of transitional type between 
olenid and niIeid community types. Aulacopleurids, including Aulacopleura 
itself, have a long subsequent history in the equivalents of the olenid com­
munity (FORTEY and OWENS 1975). 
Family DIMEROPYGIDAE HUPE 1953 

Subfamily DIMEROPYGINAE HUPE 1953 

Genus lsc yrotoma RAYMOND 1925 

Type speeies. lschyrotoma twenhofeli RAYMOND 1925 
lschyrotoma twenhofeli kA YMOND 1925 
(Pl. Il , Figs. 9,10,12-21) 
Stratigraphic range. Profil bekken Member, V4b, 65 m to 75 m from base-. 
(Whiterock Orthidiella zone). 
Material. Cephala: PMO NF 138,SMA 84345; pygidia: PMO NF 3ll3, 
SMA 843,16. 
Discussion. The type species of lschyrotoma has be en redescribed by \VHIT-
TINGTON (1963, P. 45-48, Pl. 7). I cannot distinguish the cephala from the 
Profil bekken Member from similarly preserved material of the type species 
from the Lower Head Boulder, western Newfoundland. The eyes are not 
preserved on the material available to us. Glabellar tuberculation is particu­
larly coarse and reflected in a more subdued fashion on the internal mould. 
A deep preglabellar furrow separates the convex well-defined border from the 
glabella, and there is no preglabellar field, these characters senring to dis­
tinguish l. twenhofeli from 1. anataphra FORTEY 1979, from an earlier horizon in 
the St George Group of western Newfoundland. An incomplete cephalon (Pl. 
Il , Figs. 12, 15) has only one free cheek, and the doublure has been prepared 
to show the connective suture anteromedially. From its position near the mid­
line the rostrai plate can only have been excessively narrow, as shown by 
WHITTINGTON (1963,Pl. 7,Fig. 13) for l. twenhofeli. 
WHITTINGTON (1963) did not have complete information on the pygidium. 
Two well-preserved examples are known from Spitsbergen. They are assigned 
here rather than to lschyrophyma ? borealis n. sp. because they resemble pygidia 
of other lschyrotoma species described by Ross (1951), HINTZE (1953) and 
FORTEY (1979). A pair of tubercles was present on the terminal piece of one 
specimen, but they were unfortunate1y destroyed during preparation. 
Pygidium with broadly triangular outline, convex, of sagittal length about 
two-thirds its maximum width at the anterior margin. Axis broad, of maximum 
transverse width slightly less than half that of pygidium, tapering posteriorly. 
Three convex (sag., trans.) axial rings which are bowed forwards slightly 
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medially, of decreasing length (sag.) posteriorly. Ring furrows deep, shallower 
medially. Crescentic articulating half ring of sagittal length equal to that of 
the axial ring immediately behind it, from which it is separat ed by a deep 
furrow. The first ring furrow contains a transverse, inflated ridge medially, 
probably representing a vestigal articulating half ring. Pleural fields with 
narrow (trans.) adaxial horizontal part, laterally and postaxially steeply down­
wards sloping. The structure of the anterior pair of pygidial pleurae is complex 
and probably closely reflects the thoracic structure. A posterior adaxial convex 
band, almost horizontal, terminates in a tubercle, and is continued laterally 
as a downward sloping triangular raised band, the point of this triangular band 
joining the posterior border of the pygidium. In front of the triangular band 
there is a broad (exsag., trans.) triangular facet which slopes downwards to 
the front of the pygidium (PI. Il , Fig. 16). The adaxial part of the convex 
band is bounded anteriorly by a deep, transverse pleurai furrow which shallows 
laterally. In front of this furrow is a narrow (exsag.) anterior convex band 
which bears a prominent node (possibly an articulating boss), this band being 
truncated laterally by the facet. The structure of the second pygidial pleurae 
is similar, although the anterior convex band and pleural furrow is feebly 
developed. Shallow furrows run along the mid line of the lateral, triangular 
parts of the posterior convex bands, dying out abaxially. On the posterior 
three pygidial pleurae these details are not visible, and the posterior bands 
only are developed, these being progressively more backward directed, the 
fifth pair almost parallel to the sagittal line; the bands are separated by broad 
furrows. An indistinctly defined sixth pair of pleurai bands may be present 
behind the axis. A narrow (sag., exsag.) convex rim runs along the posterior 
margin of the pygidium, which joins the tips of the pleural bands. 
l. twenhofeli has been fully diseussed by \VHITTINGTON and his account does 
not require repetition. Ross (1967, p. 21, Pl. 7, Figs. 1-7) has described a 
speeies, lsckyrotoma sp., from the Orthidiella zone of the western United States. 
The specimens are immature, but they seem to have more in common with 
l. twenhcifeli than any other speeies. Isckrrotoma thus ranges from probably late 
zone G of Ross 1951 to the early Whiterock, i.e. throughout the Arenig and 
just into the Llanvirn. 
Subfamily CELMINAE JAANUSSON 1956 

(nom. transl. herdn ex Celmidae J AANUSSON 1956) 

Genus lsckyropll)'ma WHITTINGTON 1963 

Ty'Pe speeies. - Ischyrophyma tubereulata WHITTINGTON 1963. 
Discussion. I regard Ischyrop yma as related to Gelmus ANGE LIN 1854, and-
incorporate both genera in the Dimeropygidae. Gelmus has a peculiar pygidium 
consisting of a single segment. FORTEY and OWENS (1975, p. 232) presented 
arguments to show that this form could have been derived from a dimeropygid 
ancestor. Unfortunately, the pygidium of the type speeies of lschyrophyma is 
not known. Cranidial characters of Gelmus and Isc yrophyma are similar : hook­
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like IP glabellar furrows and a 8hort 2P, similar course of the fadal sutures and 
similar position of palpebral lobes. The glabella of Celmus (JAANUSSON 1956, 
Pl. l, Figs. 3, 6, 9) is anteriorly truncate, while that of Ischyrophyma has a 
broadly parabolic outline and may be inflated anteriorly. A species from 
Spitsbergen is included, cautiously, in Isclryrophyma. The l P glabellar furrows 
are less incised that in the type spedes and the palpebral lobes are further from 
the glabella. 
Ischyrophyma? borealis n. sp. 
(Pl. 12, Figs. 1-7) 
Stratigraphic range. - Profilbekken Member, 45 m to 65 m from base (White­
rock, Orthidiella zone). 
Material. Holotype, cranidium, SM A 84343; cranidia: SM A 84344,-
84359, PMO NF 3258 free cheek: SM A 84347. 
Diagnosis. A species referred with caution to Ischyroplryma with weakly 
impressed lateral glabellar furrows. Surface sculpture of tubercles of two sizes. 
Description. Cranidium with maximum width at posterior border. Glabella -
of transverse width at occipital ring slightly less than half the maximum width 
of the cranidium, high ly convex (sag., trans.), expanding slightly in width in 
front of the occipital ring, anteriorly tapering to broadly rounded front. Two 
pairs of weakly impressed lateral glabellar furrows, transverse line joining the 
abaxial ends of furrows l P is about mid-Iength of glabeIla in dorsal view. 
Outer part of glabellar furrow l P almost transverse, curving sharply back­
wards and shallowing, not reaching ocdpital furrow. Furrow 2P short, trans­
verse. Occipital furrow deep, straight. Occipital ring narrower laterally, in 
lateral view slightly lower than posterior part of glabeIla. Axial and preglabellar 
furrows deep and wide. Fixed cheeks slope steeply downwards in front of 
palpebral lobes, posterior parts slope more gently outwards and downwards. 
Posterior limit of palpebral lobe opposite furrow l P, anterior limit slightly in 
front of furrow 2P. Lobe is defined by a distinct, outward bowed furrow, 
broadest medially, and is directed upwards from cheek. From midpart of 
palpebral furrow a short, outward-directed branch furrow bisects palpebral 
lobe. Anterior border of the cranidium convex, defined by deep border furrow 
confluent with preglabellar furrow mediaIly. Fadal sutures cut the posterior 
border at about 70 degrees, running inwards at about 20 degrees to the 
sagittal line, in front of the palpebral lobes converge forward and curve 
adaxially after crossing the border furrow to meet on mid line. 
Lateral border of free cheek strongly convex, separated from cheek by broad 
furrow. The lateral outline of the cheek is evenly rounded in this species so 
that the genal angle is not identifiable. I agree with ]AANUSSON (1956, p. 43) 
that the fadal suture should be regarded as opisthoparian. Doublure of free 
cheek narrow, curved upwards sharply beneath border and continued adaxially 
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beneath anterior border of cranidium. Subsemicircular eye elevated above free 
cheek on narrow, convex sode, and shows no lenses, in spite of excellent 
pre,ervation. The lenses were probably extremely min ute. 
S:::ulpture of coane tuberdes, quite widely spaeed, interspersed with finer 
granule>. The tuberdes are reflected on internal moulds, granules not visible 
internally. Furrows, palpebral lobes and adaxial part of posterior borders 
smJoth, and there are broad, smooth bands surrounding the eyes on the free 
cheeks (Pl. 12, Fig. l). The lateral border bears low ridges anteriorly in 
addition. 
Pygidium not known, but if it were the minute, single segment structure of 
Celmus type, this is scarcely surprising. 
Discussion. The type speeies, l. tuberculata, from the Lower Head boulder, -
western Newfoundland, has a convex, forward-protruding gla beIla, deep l P 
glabellar furrows, and a coarsely tubereulate sculpture (WHITTINGTON 1963, 
Pl. 8, Figs. l -10) The first two features als o distinguish l. tumida WHlT­. 
TINGTON (1965,Pl. 19,Figs. 6-12,15) from l.? borealis. 
lschyrophyma marmorea DEAN (1970) from northeastern Newfoundland and 
l. d serta (BILLINGS) (DEAN 1970,Pl. l, Figs. 2-4, 7-9, 11-13; Pl. 2,Figs 1-3, 
5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13) also have deep IP furrows which are isolat ed within the 
glabeIla, and these may be bicomposite. The pygidium attributed to l. mar­
morea by DEAN is very different from the single segment of Celmus. I have 
re:::ently &scovered a typical lschyrophyma from a silicified fauna in north­
western N eWLoundland in which the pygidium is again a single segment 
similar to that fig-ured by FORTEY and OWENS (1975,Fig. lB) for Celmus sp. 
Thi, leads me to smpect that l. marmorea is not a true lschyrophyma, if its pygi­
dium is correctly associated. !ts isolated l P furrow inclines me to the view 
that it is a glaphurid. 
Family BATHYURIDAE WALCOTT 1886 

Subfamily BATHYURINAE WALCOTT 1886 

Genus Acidiphorus RAYMOND 1925 

Type speeies. - Acidiphorus spinifer RAYMOND 1925. 
Discussion. WHITTINGTON (1965) has redescribed the type speeies of-
Acidiphorus, from the Lower Table Head Formation, western Newfoundland. 
Acidiphorus was considered to be the senior synonym of Goniotelus ULRICH, and 
this is accepted here. Two speeies assigned to Acidiphorus occur in the Profil­
bekken Member in Spitsbergen. Oile of these, Acidiphorus ?ligo n. sp., retains a 
short preglabellar field and a pointed anterior border, in these respects more 
closely resembling the type speeies of Goniotelina, G. williamsi (Ross 1951,Pl. 14, 
Figs. 16-22, 25). The forward expansion of the gla beila of Acidiphorus ?ligo 
suggests that assignment to Acidiphorus is more appropriate, although the speeies 
is evidently transitional with the somewhat older genus Goniotelina. 
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Acidiphorus brevispicatus n. sp. 
(Pl. 12, Figs. 8-17) 
Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken Member, 65 m to 85 m from base (White-
rock). 
Material. Holotype, cranidium: PMO NF 1353. Cranidia: PMO NF 
3129, 143, 3259, SM A 84360; pygidia: PMO NF 1349, 1396, 135; free cheeks: 
PMO NF 124, 135, 14 7b. 
Diagnosis. Acidiphorus species with short genal and pygidial spines. An­
terior border of cranidium medially tumid; coarse glabellar tuberculation 
replaced by ridges anteriorly. Posterior part of pygidial axis tumid; pygidial 
spine comes off border. 
Description. Most of the available material of this species is exfoliated, but -
in spite of the thick cuticle the intern al surfaces seem to match the externals 
except that the surface sculpture is only weakly reflected. Cranidia highly 
convex, glabella sloping down especially in {ront of palpebral lobes, slightly 
overhanging anterior border in lateral vicw but with a truncate forward 
outline in dorsal view. Glabella not greatly vaulted transversely, with charac­
teristic slight expansion in width opposite centre points of palpebral lobes. 
It narrows again at the front of the palpebral lobes, only to expand around the 
frontal glabellar lobe, where it is broadly rounded about the mid-line. Two 
pairs of glabellar furrows are imperfectly indicated by smooth are as on the 
glabella. l P commences at wide point of glabella opposite palpebral lobe, 
curves inwards and backwards in a deep hook to a point about opposite 
posterior end of palpebral lobe; 2P shorter and fainter wi th similar form, 
commencing near anterior limit of palpebral lobe. Occipital ring only slightly 
wider medially ; ring furrow deep. Axial furrows deepest at front and baek 
ends of palpebral lobes, preglabellar furrow shallow. Palpebral lobes semi­
cireular, almost touching axial furrows at both ends, indined towards glabeIla, 
lcngth (exsag.) about one-third total glabella length in dorsal aspeet, and 
rather far advaneed for Acidiphorus. Palpebral rims well-defined, narrow, 
without tubercle. Narrow, downsloping preoeular eheeks widen forwards in to 
preglabellar field which is virtually absent medially. Narrow (trans.) anterior 
cranidial border earries fine terrace ridges and is swollen medially (Pl. 12, 
Fig. 10). Narrow (exsag.) and acutely pointed postoeular cheeks not as wide 
as oecipital ring, largely composed of eonvex posterior border whieh ap­
parently lacks tuberdes. The rest of the dorsal surface earries surfaee sculpture: 
discrete, large tubercles over most of glabella and occipital ring, a few of the 
same on palpebral lobes, irregular ridges on forward part of glabella. An 
internal mould ol a free eheek (Pl. 12, Fig. 12) shows a short, eurved genal 
spine with a medial keel, narrow border steeply downturned towards front, 
with the border furrow fading out near genal spine. Refleetion of surfaee 
sculpture on internal surfaee suggests that posterior part of field carried seat­
tered tubercles like those on glabella. 
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Triangular pygidium prolonged into posterior spine of about same length 
or le33 as pygidial axis. Spine is a prolongation of the border, tapers rapidly at 
first into circular cross section, indined upwards. Axis occupies half or some­
what less pygidial width at anterior margin, tapers very slightly anteriorly 
throush two axial rings of similar width (sag.) Postedor part of axis tumid and 
barrel shaped, carrying obscure indications of up to six segments. Pleural 
field, steeply declined abaxially, with anterior facet swept far back, indicating 
a narrow thoracic axis at real'. Two pairs of plcural furrows are strongly 
backward-directed and fade out on border, one weak pair interpleurai furrows. 
Dorsal sculpture not known from internal moulds, but induded lines of 
tubercles on first two axial rings and posterior part of axis, traces of which are 
seen on the internal mould. 
Discussion.  This is a distinctive species of Acidiphorus, which is easily 
distinguished by its 8hort pygidial spine and rounded, prominent tubercles on 
the glabeIla. The convex nub on the anterior cranidial border is also unique 
to A. brevispicalus. Acidiphorus spinifer (WHITTINGTON 1965, Pl. 44, Figs. 3-16) 
has a stout and long pygidial spine, narrow cranidial anterior border, and the 
glabeIla carries a dense mosaie of flat-topped tubercles. Of the severai speeies 
of Acidiphorus (formerly Goniotelus) described by WHITTINGTON 1963, from the 
Lower Head boulder, western Newfoundland, A. brevispicatus is dosest to A. 
rostratus, which displays glabellar furrows of like form, palpebral lobes similar 
in size and position, narrow anterior cephalic borders and apparently short 
genal spines. However, A. rostratus is densely and finely tubereulate right to 
the front of the glabella, and the cranidial border is prolonged into a spikelike 
projection medially (WHITTINGTON 1963, Pl. 1 5, Fig. 4). 
SUAW (1974) has described Goniotelina cf. G. williamsi (Ross) from the ]oins 
Formation, Oklahoma. Most of the material described under this name bears 
no resemblance to the speeies under discussion, however one pygidium figured 
by SUAW (Pl. 5, Fig. 26) is very like that of A. brevispicatus, and differs in its lack 
of pleurai furrow3 and p sterior axial furrows from other pygidia attributed to 
Goniotelina cf. G. williamsi. It is probably more correctly referred to a species 
like that from Spitsbergen, and differs from the pygidium of A. brevispicatus 
on1y in the lack of a second pair of p1eural furrows. The fact that the Oklahoma 
speeimen occurs with Carolinites angustagena Ross ( C. sibiricus CHUGAEVA),= 
which is present in Spitsbergen along with A. brevispicatus, indicates a similar 
age for the similar pygidia. 
Acidiphorus ? ligo n. sp. 
(Pl. 1 3, Figs. 1-9) 
Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken Member, 40 m to 75 m from base (White-
rock, Orthidiella zone). 
Material. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 126; cranidia: PMO NF 30, -
33,340, SM A 84361-5; thorax (partial) and pygidium: PMO NF 127; free 
cheeks: PMO NF 31 , 1 1 6, 1 341,3191; pygidia: PMO NF 126a, 888, 1 756, 
SM A 84366-9. 
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Diagnosis. Acidiphorus with short (sag.) preglabellar field, flat, sharply 
acuminatc cranidial border. Sculpture on glabeIla of seattered tuberdes 
especially sparse posteriorly. Genal spines long, flat. Pygidium with up to four 
axial rings, narrow posterior border. 
lateral corners, broadly rounded in Iront, not overhanging anterior border. 
Glabellar furrow.> not incised, except for faint indications of furrows opposite 
anterior end 01 palpcbral lobe and again opposite mid-point of palpebral lobe. 
Occipital ring slightly wider medially, defined by deep, transverse or forward­
arched occipital furrow. Axial furrows slightly deeper and wider anteriorly 
around anterolateral corners of glabeIla. Palpebral lo be large, length (exsag.) 
half that of pre-occipital glabella, forward end doser to glabella than back end, 
outline a deep, transverse U-shape. Narrow well-defined rims carry a row of 
small tubereles. Palpebral lobes far back, transverse line connecting posterior 
limits only slightly in advance of occipital furrow. Preocular cheeks very 
narrow (trans.), sloping downwards into pregiabellar field, which is a narrow 
and gently forward-sloping band in front of frontal glabellar lobe. Horizontal 
anterior cranidial border very narrow laterally, medially expanding into a flat 
obtuse triangle. Facial suture of usual course for genus. Surfaee sculpture on 
glabeIla of rather sparse tubercles, whieh may be almost absent posteriorly, 
although median oeeipital tuberele present. Fine anastomosing raised lines also 
on frontal lobe of glabella and preoeular fixed eheek, eontinuing on to librigenal 
borders. 
Free eheek equipped with a long and gently eurved genal spine whieh in 
lateral view forms a nearly flat plane with the sharp edge facing outwards. 
Posterior and lateral borders fade out when approaching spine, whkh runs 
without a break into the genal field. Lateral border narrow in dorsal view, 
steeply inclined downwards along cephalic margin, and bowed down below 
level of genal spine. Eye elevated on low, smooth eye sode, dorso-ventrally high, 
so it must have occupied a relatively elevated position above most of cephalon 
except midpart of glabeIla. Minute crowded lenses, at least twenty per dorso­
ventrai row. Genal field carries line of tubercles beneath eye like a row of 
beads, over rest anastomosing ridges. Ridges on lateral border in ranks oblique 
to margin, on spine in a series of forward-pointing chevrons. 
Thorax incomplete, showing seven posterior segments, pleurae wider than 
axis, outer half downturned from small articulating proeess. Pleural tips 
minutely spinose. Pleurai furrows not extending quite to tip. Anterior and 
posterior pleural bands may earry tubercles, as does axis. 
an extension of 
border, circular to oval cross section, length up to twice that of axis. Sculpture 
on spine of fine forward-pointing lines in chevron pattern. Anterior pleural 
Description. GlabeIla expanding in width (trans.) gently forwards to antero­
Triangular pygidium about two-thirds as long as wide (excluding spine); 
angle enclosed by backward convergenee of borders variable. Convex axis has 
three or four rings defined progessively fainter backwards; all carry tubercles 
in lines with raised lines additionally on terminal piece. Axis is set off from 
terminal spine by shallow {urrow. Spine is presumed to be 
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segment well-defined and interpleurai furrow encroaches on border, pleurai 
furrow deep. Posterior two segments progressively shorter, anterior pleurai 
band of third segment only developed. Few tubercles on ribs of pleural field, 
anastomosing raised lines may be present on narrow, convex border. 
Discussion. As noted above this speeies falls between typkal Goniotelina 
and Acidiphorus speeies. It differs from the type species of Acidiphorus, A. spinifer 
RAY:\10ND (WHITTINGTON 1965, Pl. 44, Figs. 3-16) especially in having a 
short preglabellar field, palpebral lobes further back, and the pygidial spine 
being clearly di!ferentiated from the axis. The type species of Goniotetina, 
G. williamsi (Ross 1951, Pl. 1+, Figs. 16-22,25), resembles the new species in 
these same features, but has a parallel sid ed glabella with a deeply rounded 
anterior profile. Other Goniotelina species in HINTZE (1953) have similar glabel­
larf orm to G. williams/o G. brighti resembles the Spitsbergen species most closely, 
but has finely granulate sculpture, strongly recurved genal spines, and only one 
segment clearly defined on the pygidial pleurae. The one described species 
with an intermediate set of characters like A ?ligo is Goniotelina hesperia Ross 
1967 (Pl. 6, Figs. 10-15) from the Orthidiella zone in Nevada. This species was 
described from small, and rather coarsely silicified specimens. They resemble 
A. ?ligo closely in the forward-expanding glabella, long, flat genal spines and 
acuminate cranidial border. The palpebral lobes are perhaps larger, but this 
may be accounted for by size diIference, since during ontogeny the eyes of 
bathyurids become reduced in size (e.g. WHITTINGTON 1963, Pl. Il, Fig. 9). 
Ross (1967) states, hmvever, that the surface of the glabeIla of G. hesperia is 
"not pustulose" and that the pygidial spine is "rooted in axis" rather than 
separated from the axis by a furrow as in A. ?ligo. These features would preclude 
identity of the Nevada and Spitsbergen species. It is possible that the small size 
and poor silkification of available material of G. hesperia is responsible for the 
supposed differences, and the discovery of larger and better preserved material 
ol G. hesperia may establish the identity of the widely separat ed forms. The best 
recourse for the moment seems to be to establish A. ?ligo for our well-preserved 
material. 
Bathyurine gen. et sp. indet 
(Pl. 13, Figs. 10, I l) 
Stratigraphic range. Lower part of Olenidsletta Member early Arenig (V la). 
Material. Cranidium, PMO NF 2767; cephalon, PMO NF 3113. 
Discussion. - This species is incompletely known, and without a pygidium 
cannot be certainly assigned to a genus. It is of interest as the only bathyurid 
found in the Olenidsletta Member, at the base presurnably "carried over" 
from the facies of the underlying Kirtonryggen Formation. It is remarkable 
for its complete lack of surface sculpture except for parallel striae on the an­
terior border. This smoothness, and the deep border furrow recall Strigigenalis 
(see FORTEY, 1979, for a re-evaluation of this genus), but the broadly rounded, 
long glabeIla is significantly different from described species of that genus. 
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Subfamily BATHYCRELLINAE HUPF: 1953 

Genus Punka FORTE Y 1979 

Type speeies. - Bathyurellus nitidus BILLINGS 1865 
Discussion. FORny (1979) redescribed the type speeies of Bathyurellus, B. 
abruptus BILLINGS, from the St George Group, western Newfoundland. This 
species proved to be very different from most of those assigned to Bathyurellus 
in the past, and for the reception of these the genus Punka was proposed. Punka 
speeies have wide cephalic borders and transverse pygidia oLten with a fan-like 
arrangement of furrows, but without the strongly concave border typical of 
Uromystrum. 
Punka eaeeata n. sp. 
(Pl. 14,Figs. 1-12) 
1972 Bathyurellussp. 4 Ross; p. 35,Figs. 13-16 (? non Fig. 20). 
Stratigraphie range. - Profilbekken Member 50 m to 108 m from base. This 
speeies is one of the few identifiable from the uppermost part of the Valhall­
fonna Formation. 
Material. Holotype, incomplete cranidium: PMO NF 243; incomplete 
cranidia: PMO NF 131,242, 1243 1255, 1887, 1974; pygidia: PMO NF 117, 
136,1227,1393,1948,1950,3112; free cheeks: PMO NF 1231, 3109, 29. 
Diagnosis. - Punka with highly caecate preglabellar fidd and free cheeks 
(inside border). Pregiabellar field long (sag.). 
Deseription. Cranidium convex (sag.) but this varies with size, and the most 
convex are the smallest. Glabella with maximum lransverse convexity pos­
teriorly, extends to about two-thirds cranidial length in dorsal view, twice as 
long as wide, paraBel sided or slightly tapering forwards 10 rounded but 
acuminate front. Smooth areas on side of glabella (Pl. l4, 7) homologous 
with glabellar furrows: IP somewhat elongate and inclined backwards, 2P 
eireular, opposite anterior end of palpebral lobes. Axial furrows uniformly deep 
around glabella. Occipital furrow shallower, especially laterally, where there 
may be another muscle insertion area. Palpebral lobes about one-third length 
of glabella, and with strongly curved outline, especially posteriorly. Postocular 
cheeks incompletely preserved, evidently narrow (exsag.) and long like other 
Punka species. Preocular cheeks slope down to merge with preglabellar field, 
gently convex. Preglabellar field long (sag.) but length less than that of border. 
Eye ridges present. Anterior border wide (sag.), gently downsloping and 
sharply demarcated from preglabellar fidd, flat to slightly concave. Sculpture 
on glabella of fine terrace ridges concentric with axial furrows, which break up 
into a fine honeycomb arrangement of ridges over the mid part. Prominent 
pitted caeca over preocular cheeks and preglabellar field. These stop abruptly 
at border which carries sparse, interrupted terrace ridges paraBel to cranidial 
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margin, 8-11 across border. Fine and crowded ridges on palpebral lobes. 
Anterjor branches of facial sutures diverge at up to 60 degrees to sagittal line 
in dorsal view. Small cranidia (Pl. 14,Fig. 9) are more convex (sag.), with 
longer palpebral lobes, more vaulted glabeIla (trans.), and the caeca may be 
faint or absent. 
Free cheek continues cranidial border towards 8hort, triangular genal spine, 
where it rapidly narrows ne ar genal angle. Eye a low and con ve x strip, lenses 
minute. Caeca (including principal genal vein) on convex genal field, ex­
tending on to proximal part of spine, where overlain by terrace ridges, but on 
inflated posterior part of spine they disappear. Terrace ridges continue from 
cranidial border on to lateral border, abruptly curving upwards over posterior 
lobe on genal spine. 
Pygidium is probably correctly associated because it compares in abundance 
with cephalic parts, and shows a closely similar sculpture around its periphery 
to that on cephalic borders. Width about twice length, axis extends to some­
what more than half pygidial length. Axis tapers gently, broadly rounded 
posteriorly, with four axial rings of decreasing width (sag.) backwards, and 
almost semicircular terminal piece almost twice length of prcceding ring. 
Pygidial ribbing deepest on slope to border fading out before margin. Anterior 
pygidial segment relatively clearly defined, distally elevated above pygidial 
border. Three posterior pairs of interpleurai furrows slope progressively steeply 
backwards and widen on to inner part of border, faint or absent on dorsal 
surface of adaxial part of pleurai fields. Pleurai furrows distinct on first seg­
ment only. Internal mould (Pl. 14, Fig. 10) shows deeper furrows on flat, 
adaxial part of pleurai fields including up to t hree pairs pleurai furrows. Edge 
of the slope to border is marked by drop-like, inflated areas lying between first 
interpleurai and second pleuraI furrows and between second interpleurai and 
third pleural furrows. These inflated areas show only faintly on dorsal surface. 
Sparse terrace ridges on border subparallel to margin, discontinuous like those 
on cephalic border. More crowded ridges on adaxial part of pleural fields and 
mid-part of axis. 
Discussion. Apart from the relatively long (sag.) preglabellar fieId this 
speeies is typical of Punka as defined by FORTEY (1979). The type species, 
P. nitida (BILLINGS) (WHlTTINGTON 1953, Pl. 67, Figs. 9,13-15; 1963, Pl. 10, 
Figs. 8, 9,11,12,14-17; Pl. 11,Figs. 1-12,14,15), has larger eyes, a down­
sloping cephalic border, less distinctly furrowed pygidium, and some specimens 
at least have shorter genal spines. No other species that can be assigned to 
Punka has the highly caecate preglabellar area and free cheeks, which serves 
as the defining character of the new species. However, Ross (1972, p. 35, 
Pl. 15,Figs. 13-16) has described a cranidium (as Bathyurellus sp. 4) from the 
bioherm at Meiklejohn Peak, ::'{evada, which appears to be caecate like the 
Spitsbergen form, and has a preglabellar field that is "lang for the genus". 
The border of Ross' speeimen is broken off. The on ly difference is the tendency 
for the glabella to expand slightly in width near the forward end of the pal­




the Spitsbergen form and the Nevada specimen are regarded as compelling 
evidence for their eonspecifieity. Ross (ibid. Pl. 15, Fig. 20) also figur ed a 
pygidium whieh he assigned to Bathyurellus sp. 4, whieh differs in almost every 
detail from the one assigned to Punka caecata herein, and having well-developed 
pleurai and int· rpleural furrows on the adaxial pleurai fields, is unlike Punka 
pygidia in general. If the attribution is correet the Nevada speeies cannot be 
the same as the one from Spitsbergen, but it seems more probably ineorreet. 
A pygidium like that of Rass is also present in the Spitsbergen fauna, and is 
recorded below under open nomenclature. The most plausible explanation 
is that a seeond, and probably new type of bathyurelline occurs in both 
Spitsbergen and Nevada, the remains of which are fragmentary in both 
localities. 
That this species is truly caeeate (rather than merely having pitted sculpture) 
is shown by two features : the principal genal vein is present on the free cheek 
running from the middle of the eye towards the front part of the inflated 
posterolateral border; and on the inner part of this border terrace ridges 
clearly run over the top of the eaeca, which are therefore connected with a 
ventrai structure. Caecate bathyurids are otherwise unknown, and in this 
case the dorsal expression of caeca is evidently a deri ved rather than primitive 
eharacter. 
Bathyurelline gen. et sp. indet. 
(Pl. 15, Figs. 6, 7) 
Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken Member 68 m to 75 m from base (White-
rock, Orthidiella zone). 
Material. Fragmentary pygidia: PMO NF 123; cranidial fragment: 
PMO NF 1392. 
Discussion. A distinct bathyurelline is found as fragmentary and alloch­
thonous debris in the illaenid-cheirurid lenses in the upper part of the Profil­
bekken Member. The material is inadequate for determination. As remarked 
in the previous paragraphs, a pygidium of similar type was fig ur ed by Rass 
(1972, Pl. 15, Fig. 20) from the Meiklejohn bioherm, Nevada. The pygidium 
differs from those assigned to Punka species in having four pairs of deeply 
incised but alma st straight pleurai furrows on the adaxial part of the pleurai 
fields. Interpleural furrows are weaker and hardly extend on to the border. 
The pygidial axis is langer (sag.) than in Punka due to an extended terminal 
piece. Excessively fragmentary cranidia (Pl. 15, Fig. 6) have been found in the 
same beds and may belong here, having fine lines on the dorsal surface like 
those on the pygidia. Little can be said abaut the cranidia except that the 
glabella was evidently somewhat acuminate medially and closely approached 
the cranidial border. The pygidium is distinctive enough to suggest that the 
species may not fit into existing bathyurid genera, but the problems of its 
affinities cannot be resolved here. 
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Family HARPEDIDAE HAWLE and CORDA 1847 
Family name. The name Harpidae HAWLE and CORDA 1847, is preoc­
cupied by a molluscan family based on the genus Harpa. The name Harpetidae 
has been proposed as a replacement for the trilobite family name (Bull. Zool. 
Nom. 29, p. 2 and p. 108; 30, p. 3), a speiling suggested to avoid confusion with 
Harpididae \YHITTINGTON 1950b. The name Harpedidae has been in use for 
a long time (see WHiTTINGTO;'ll 1950b, p. 4), and the earliest use I can End of 
the name in this form is in SALTER 1864. I prefer to adopt this speiling as a 
transladon from Harpides HAWLE and CORDA. 
Genus Scotoharpes LAMO;'llT 1948 
Type speeies. - Scotoharpes domina LAMONT 1948. 
Discussion. - NORFORD (1973) has redescribed the type species of Scotoharpes, 
and suggested that Scotoharpes should have priority over Selenoharpes WHIT­
TI:->GTO:->. Characteristic features of Scotoharpes include a girder that "joins the 
inner rim some distance in front of the tip" (ibid. p. 14), genal caeca that 
extend on to the brim, and, adjacent to girder and rims, "single rows of pits 
coarser than those elsewhere on the brim". A spedes from Spitsbergen could 
be referred to Scotoharpes in the light of this diagnosis. Development of caeca 
on the brim varies considerably, even within a species (\YHITTINGTON 1965, 
Pl. 9, Fig. 6). NORFORD gives Scotoharpes excavatus (LINNARSSON) as the oldest 
spedes of the genus. One as old or older is Harpes cassinensis WHITFIELD 1897, 
from the Fort Cassin Formation, Vermont. 
Scotoharpes aduncus n. sp. 
(Pl. 15, Figs. I 
Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken Member, 60 m to 75 m from base (White­-
rock, Orthidiella zone). 
A1aterial. -- Holotype, large cephalon incomplete on right side, PMO NF 
1356; other cephala: PMO NF 115, 148, 1230, 1254, 1262. 
Diagnosis. Scotoharpes with well-defined, large alae. Genal prolongations at 
least as long as cephalon (sag.) and distally curved inwards. Brim less than 
twice as wide (sag.) as length of preglabellar area to girder. 
Description. Full descriptions of Scotoharpes spp. have been given by 
WHITTI;'IIGTON (1963, 1965) and NORFORD (1973) and only salient points are 
given here. Cephalon of transverse width at occipital ring slightly less than 
twice sagittal length. Length of glabella in dorsal view exceeds length (sag.) 
of brim. Glabella tapers to rounded front, with one pair of glabellar furrows 
defining slightly inflated glabellar lobes. Occipital furrow decpest laterally ; 
occipital tubercle present. Alae prominent and well-dcfincd. Eye ridges 
directed outwards and slightly forwards to small cye tubercles. Genae slope 
downwards most stceply laterally, less so in front of glabella, downward slope 
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continues into inner half to two-thirds of fringe. Caeca prominent on cheeks, 
genal roll and fringe; a stronger vein enters the axial furrow between eye ridge 
and ala. Genal prolongations exceed sagittal length of cephalon on larger 
specimens, converging backwards, steeply inclined except at concave outer 
edge. Girder curves upwards to join inner rim near proximal end of genal 
prolongation. Small speeimen (Pl. 15, 4) still shows prominent alae, but 
genal prolongations may have been shorter and not inward-curved. 
Discussion. The type speeies, as described by NORFORD (1973, Pl. l ,-
Figs. 1-3) differs from S. aduncus i n  the shorter genal prolongations, with the 
out er flattened part proportionately much wider. Silurian speeies of the genus 
have generally broader and flatter brims, with shorter genal prolongations, 
although S. loma (LANE 1972, Pl. 62, Figs. 1-9; NORFORD 1973, PL 3, Figs. 
l - I  l )  has a similar glabella and alae. Ordovician species from western New­
foundland include S. vitilis CWHITTINGTON) (1963, Pl. 2, Figs. 4--8, Pl. 3, 
:Figs. 6-11), S.fragilis (RAYMOND) (WHITTINGTON 1963, Pl. l ,  Figs. 18-20) 
and S. singularis (WHITTINGTON) (1965, Pls. 8, 9). S. singularis is most similar 
to S. aduncus but with the brim twice the width (sag.) of the area between the 
front of the glabeIla and the girder, shorter genal prolongations, and the alae 
are not defined as prominent smooth areas. S. cassinensis (\VHITFIELD 1897, 
Pl. 5, Figs. 3, 4) is alate, but its shorter genal prolongations are also less 
vertically elevated, and the brim is hardly caecate. Scandinavian and Estonian 
harpids are in need of revision, but as WHITTINGTON (1950b, p. 24) noted, 
Harpes excavatus LINNARSSON (1875, Pl. 5, Figs. 1-3; WHITTINGTON 1950a, 
Pl. l, Figs. 1-3) is an early Scotoharpes ( Selenoharpes); this species also has a 
broader ,forward-expanding brim and more poorly defined alae than S. aduncus. 
Similar differences apply to Scotoharpes spasskii CEICHWALD) (see SCHMIDT 1894, 
Pl. 5, Fi s. 3-9; NEB N and KREUGER 1971, Pl. 23, Fig. 16). Ross (1972, 
PL 16, Fig. 8) has figured a fragmentary cephalon which is like smaller ones 
from Spitsbergen, except that the alae are described as "inconspicuous" (p. 36). 
There is little known ab::mt intraspecific variation in these harpids and 
specific distinctions based on the shape or convexity of the brim should perhaps 
be viewed with caution. The prominent alae of the species from the Valhall­
fonna Formation, and the narrow brim produced into exceptionally 10ng, and 
steeply sloping genal prolongations, set it apart from any other early species. 
Family CHEIRURIDAE HAWLE and CORDA 1847 

Subfamily CHEIRURINAE HAWLE and CORDA 1847 

Genus Sycophantia n. gen. 

Sycophantia seminosa n. sp. Type speeies. 
Diagnosis. Resembling Ceraurinella, but with quadrate glabeIla and broad, -
ledge-like anterior cranidial border, small eyes in an anterior position, eye 
ridges bisecting forward part of fixed cheek. Pygidium with three pairs of 
spines and small median knob. Hypostoma with broad, rounded posterior 
border. 
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Discussion. This genus is obviously allied to Ceraurinella, a medial Ordo­-
vician genus of wide distribution. Ceraurinella constitutes a rather compact 
group of speeies, united by similar cephalic characters, including eyes in a 
much more posterior position than is the case in Sycophantia. L'\NE (1971, p. 75) 
has suggested that the evolution of Ceraurinella was accompanied by progressive 
suppression of the posterior pygidial spines. In Sycophantia these spines are 
well-developed, and there is in addition a small, posteromedian knob. It se ems 
probable that Sycophantia represents an early stage in the evolution of the 
Ceraurinella group, in which the eyes were still in a forward position, resulting 
in very wide (exsag.) postocular cheeks, the cranidial border was well-defined, 
and with a well-segmented pygidium. The quadrate glabella and ledge-like 
anterior border are other notable features of the new genus. Ceraurinella polydorus 
(BILLINGS 1865) from a slightly younger horizon in the Middle Table Head 
Formadon, western Newfoundland CWHITTINGTON 1965), is similar to the 
Spitsbergen speeies in these cephalic characters, but in all other respects is a 
typical Ceraurinella. 
To include Sycophantia within an extended concept of Ceraurinella would have 
the advantage of making the phylogenetic suggestions above implicit in the 
classification. On the other hand the morphology of S. seminosa differs in 
severai important features from the closely knit Ceraurinella gro up, and it seems 
preferable to regard the differences as indicating separate generic rank. 
Discovery of other species of Sycophantia might be anticipated in shallow water 
limestones oI Arenigian age. 
)cophantia seminosa n. gen., n. sp. 
(Pl. 16, :Figs. I-Il ) 
Stratigraphic range. Upper part of Profilbekken Member 45 m to 70 m 
from base, V4b, Whiterock (Orthidiella zone). 
j\Æaterial. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 125; cranidia: PMO NF 120,-
113, SMA 84384; pygidia: P"MO NF 128, 140; hypostomata: PMO NF 145, 
3192-3. 
Diagnosis. - As this is the only described speeies of Sycophantia the diagnosis 
follows that of the genus given above. 
Description. The speeies is known from well-preserved material, but the 
exoskeleton tends to flake off during preparation, and so much of the material 
is internal. Cephalic convexity is not great for a cheirurid, but gla beila deeply 
vaulted about mid-line. Width of cranidium at posterior border slightly more 
than twice sagiual length. Glabella occupies only about one-quarter cranidial 
width (excluding spines), rectangular, length two-thirds width. The anterior 
margin of the gla beIla is transverse, slightly indented medially on some 
speeimens, anterolateral corners rounded. Three pairs of glabellar furrows 
extend less than one-third across the glabella in dorsal view, length (exsag.) 
of glabellar lobes along axial furrows subequal. IP is deepest and slopes back 
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most strong1y, faint backward extension extending to occipita1 furrow and 
cutting off basal lobes. 2P and 3P narrow, sloping gently inwards and back­
wards. Occipita1 ring occupying about one-sixth glabellar length, minute 
median tubercle; occipita1 furrow deeper and wider laterally, median nat­
rowing produced by forward expansion of occipita1 ring. 
Anterior cranidia1 border outlined by deep preg1abellar furrow, narroweH 
in front of gla beIla, laterally widening rapidly to form a flat ledge in front of 
the preocular cheeks. Pa1pebral lobes short, about one-sixth of glabella, situated 
opposite 3P glabellar lobes, distance from glabeIla (tr.) equal to about one­
third glabellar width. Deep, straight pa1pebral furrows, outline crescentic, 
upward-tilted palpebral 10bes, which pass into conspicuous eye ridges which 
run inwards and Iorwards to bisect the preocular fixed cheeks, terminating at 
the outer end of 3P. Strong1y defined, smooth lateral and posterior borders ex­
pand in width towards the gen al angle, the latter downward-deflexed beyond 
point of articulation with anterior thoracic segment at about two-thirds trans­
verse width. Slight median forward bend in posterior border furrow. Powerful 
gena1 spines blade-like, flattened in dorso-ventral plane, extending (exsag.) to 
length somewhat less than that of glabella (sag.) Anterior sections of the facia1 
sutures diverge slightly backwards, behind the eyes curving outwards and 
slightly forwards, making a right angle with anterior branches, and meeting 
the lateral cranidial borders at an obtuse angle. 
Sculpture on cheeks of a strong network of raised ridges which are reflected 
on internal moulds. On the ridges, and in the pits between some of them, are 
small round tubercles, which are not seen on the internal mou1ds. Sculpture on 
glabella of finer granules. On internal moulds (Pl. 1 6, Fig. 4) pits on the for­
ward part of the glabella may represent the insertion points of cephalic 
(?oesophagal) muscles. 
Hypostoma CPI. 1 6, Fig. 6) occurs in a bed with numerous cranidia of thi  
speeies (and without other cheirurids) and is associated with confidence. 
Middle body about three-quarters as wide as long, tapering posteriorly to a 
point, widest near anterior margin, which is bowed gently forwards. Convexity 
is greatest anteriorly, where the middle body overhangs the lateral borders. 
Middle furrows short and shallow, sloping inwards and backwards, outer ends 
at about two-thirds length of middle body. Borders wide and flat around much 
of the middle body, narrowing rapidly anteriorly, posterior margin rounded­
acuminate. Border furrows shallower where joined by the furrows on the 
middle body. Surface sculpture on hypostoma like that on dorsal surface, 
discrete small tubercles, which, however, are absent on the middle body 
posterior to the furrows thereon. Tubercles are also coarser anteriorly and 
medially on midd le body. 
Pygidium with three pairs of spines and a small median knob. Outermost 
pair of spines much the longest, twice the (sag.) length of the pygidium, 
diverging outwards at first, distally curving gently adaxially. Two inner pairs 
of spines 8hort, and about equal in length. Pygidial axis shows three pairs of 
axial rings, of progressive ly less width (tr.) posteriorly, with a small terminal 
piece passing into the median protuberance. Furrow between first and second 
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pygidial spines deeper adaxially; anterior spine is bisected proximally by a 
short furrow. Pygidial doublure with V-shaped outline (Pl. 16, Fig. 5), forming 
a raised bar with a posteromedian embayment. 
Discussion. - S. seminosa is the only speeies which can be definitely referred 
to the genus. A pygidium from the early Middle Ordovician of Nevada 
fig-ured by Ross (1967, Pl. 7, Fig. 32) may be referable to the new genus. 
An additional distinetion from Ceraurinella is also worth noting : hypostomata 
of speeies of that genus (e.g. WHITTINGTON and EVITT 1954, Pl. Il, Figs. 8, 
14; SHAW 1968, Pl. 15, Fig. 27; CUATTERTON and LUDVIGSEN 1976, Pl. 8, 
Figs. 28, 31, 38, Pl. 9, Figs. 20, 22) have short (sag.) and truncate posterior 
borders. If the hypostoma illustrated here (Pl. 16, Figs. 3, 6) is correctly as­
signed to Sycophantia, its broad and rounded posterior border is probably of 
generic significance. The middle furrows are als o shallower than is the case in 
Ceraurinella and the posterior lobe is smooth rather than granulate. 
SubIamily PILEKIINAE SDZUY 1955 

Genus Parapilekia KOBAYASHI 1934 

Type speeies. - Calymene ? speciosa DALMAN 1827. 
Discussion. - SDZUY (1955) and LANE (1971) regarded Parapilekia as a 
junior subjective synonym of Pilekia BARTON, but other authors (DESTOMBES 
1970; HAMMANN 1971) have accepted its validity. Examination of the type and 
other speeies of Pilekia shows that this genus should be discriminated from 
Parapilekia on the basis of its tumid and expanded glabellar lobes, and anterior 
glabellar taper. This gives the cranidium an almost sphaerexochinid appear­
ance. As thus limited Pilekia is confined to the North American craton and the 
Canadian Series. Parapilekia includes speeies with subquadrate glabella, gen­
eralised cheiruracean glabellar furrows similar to those of its pliomerid con­
temporaries, and four pairs of pygidial spines, like Pilekia. Anacheirurus and 
Metapilekia both have three pairs of pygidia1 spines. Early speeies of Parapilekia 
show a bicomposite or branching 3P glabellar furrow, for example, P. anxia 
(SDZUY 1955). The anterior branch in this case represents a remnant of the 
4P glabellar furrow, and presurnably the primitive condition for the Cheiru­
racea. In Parapilekia ? discreta (see SDZUY 1955, Pl. 8, Fig. 16a) this fourth 
furrow is still separate from the third. A similar case is described elsewhere in 
this paper referring to early cybelines (p. 97). 
Parapilekia includes the following speeies : P. speciosa (DALMAN) , P. bohemiea 
(RUZICKA 1926), P. olesnaensis (RUZICKA 1934). P. anxia (SDZUY 1955), P. sougyi 
DESTOMBES 1970, P. afghanensis (WOLFART 1970), P. acetae HAMMAN.[\' 1971, P. 
Jacquelinae n. sp. and, more doubtfully, P. discreta (BARRANDE 1868). Two 
cranidia closely similar to P.Jacquelinae have been figured by Ross (1958, Pl. 84, 
Figs. 9, 10) from a pillow lava of early Ordovician age in Nevada. 
P.Jacquelinae occurs in the Profil bekken Member in beds which are probably 
of youngest Arenig age. It is the youngest known pilekiine. The geological 
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range of Parapilekia is thus a long one, spanning the Tremadoc and Arenig, 
with the type species lying at the centre, both morphologically and strati­
graphically. P. Jacquelinae difIers from the older species mainly in having the 
eyes further from the glabella, and in a slightly more posterior position than 
P. speciosa, and in having Iewer pygidial axial rings, but there is nothing to 
suggest that these should be regarded as of more than specific importance. The 
little known genus Macrogrammus WHITTARD (WHITTARD 1966, Pl. 49, Figs. 9, 
10; LANE 1971, Pl. 7, Fig. 21) differs significantly from the Spitsbergen Para­
pilekia only in the even more posterior position of the palpebral lobes. LANE 
(1971) regarded Macrogrammus as a cheirurine, and the question of its affinities 
cannot really be resolved without the discovery of its pygidium. 
Parapilekia Jacquelinae n. sp. 
(Pl. 17, Figs. 1-6) 
Stratigraphic range. Lower part of Profilbekken Member, V4a, 20 m to-
23 m, Valhallan, probably latest Arenig. 
Material. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 200; Cranidia: PMO NF 252,-
292,309, 1090; Pygidium: PMO NF 286. 
Diagnosis. - Parapilekia with palpebral lobes far removed from glabella, 
opposite glabellar furrow 2P. Surface sculpture on glabella of coarse, scattered 
tubercles. Pygidial axis with four axial rings and minute terminal piece; 
slender pygidial spines posteriorly directed. 
Description. This distinctive species is the youngest pilekiine known. Ex­-
cluding genal spines cranidium more than twice as wide as long (sag.), glabella 
of rather low transverse convexity, much of the cranidial convexity deriving 
from sharp downward turn of postocular cheeks. Glabella subsquare in front 
of occipital ring, length including occipital ring about 1.2 times maximum 
width at basal glabellar lobes. This width is rapidly attained in front of the 
occipital ring, only a slight taper anteriorly. Three pairs of deep glabellar 
furrows extend more than one-third across glabella; inner en ds of IP shallow 
abruptly, curve backwards parallel to sag. line, cutting off slightly inflated 
basal glabellar lobe. One specimcn (Pl. 17, Fig. 4) shows a pathological 
effacement of this glabellar furrow abaxially. Truncate forward margin of 
glabella with slight median indentation and smooth area running sagitally 
backwards therefrom. Distinct platform-like anterior cranidial border widest 
exsag. and slightly downward curved laterally. Prominent eye ridge defined 
by deep furrow along anterior edge running outwards not quite at right angle to 
sag. line, total length about two-thirds that of adjacent glabella. Upturned 
palpebral lobes opposite 2P glabellar furrow and anterior part of 2P glabellar 
lobe. Length (exsag.) of cheeks behind palpebral lobfs half (sag.) length of 
glabella. Posterior border narrow, adaxially equal to width of posterior border 
furrow (exsag.), slightly wider laterally where curved very slightly forwards. 
Genal spine long and flattened, directed outwards. Surface sculpture on 
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glabella of seattered tubercles of variable size. Similar tubercles are present on 
the raised ridges between the reticulum on the fixed cheeks. Finer granules on 
anterior border and eye ridges. 
Pygidium with pleural fields almost flat, axis of decreasing convexity 
posteriorly. Latter occupies about one-quarter total pygidial width anteriorly, 
tapers slightly to blunt posterior extremity. }<'our axial rings and minute, 
tuberde-like terminal piece. Ring furrows between first and second, and second 
and third axial rings conspicuously wider medially, representing the homo­
logues of the thoracic articulating half rings. Slender, pointed pygidial spines 
all curved backwards distally, transverse adaxial part on first two pleural 
bands. Interpleurai furrow shallowing abruptly abaxially between second and 
third spines. 
Discussion. Species here regarded as belonging to Parapilekia have been 
discussed above. P. jacquelinae differs from the type speeies P. speciosa (MOBERG 
and SEGERBERG 1906, Pl. 7,Figs. 15-17) in the eyes being further from the 
glabeIla and slightly further back, in the relatively great (trans.) width ol the 
anterior cranidial border, and in the short pygidial axis with no more than 
four axial rings. Similar differences apply to other Tremadodan Parapilekia, 
although P. afghanensis (WOLFART 1970, Pl. 15,Figs. 5, 6) has a similar ab­
breviated pygidial axis. 
Closely similar cranidia, possibly conspecific, have been figured as 'un­
identified proparian speeies' by Ross (1958,Pl. 84,Figs. 9, 10). These occur in 
a pillow lava of extra-cratonic origin in Nevada of "Late Tremadoc or pre­
Llandeilo . If this specific identity is correct it would seem that the fauna 
is of latest Arenig (Valhallan) age. Parapilekia is accompanied there by a 
pliomerid that res em bles Evropeites hyperboreus from a similar part of the Val­
hallfonna Formation to P. jacquelinae. On the other hand another species in 
the same fauna is a Benthamaspis dose to B. coniea FORTEY 1979,which is from 
an early Arenig horizon in Newfoundland. 
Parapilekia jacquelinae is the only cheirurid definitcly associated with the 
nileid fades in Spitsbergen, and, like Evropeites hyperboreus n. sp., is related to 
forms from the Ceratopyge Limestone of Scandinavia rather than the shelf 
faun as of the North American plate. 
Subfamily SPHAEREXOCHINAE OPIK 1937 

Genus Kawina BARTON 1913 

Type speeies. Cheirurus vulcanus BILLINGS 1865. 
Kawina wilsoni Ross 1972 
(Pl. 18,Figs. 1,3,4, 7) 
Stratigraphic range. Profil bekken Member (V 4b, Orthidiella zone, early 
Whiterock) 50 m to 75 m from base of Member. 
Jvfaterial. Cranidia: PMO NF 146,1267; pygidia: PMO NF 137, 1249, 
1394. 
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Discussion. This species was described by Rass (1972, p. 38-39, PL 17, -
Figs. 1-16) from the bioherm at Meiklejohn Peak, Nevada. The material from 
Spitsbergen agrees closely with Rass' description. In particular Rass describes 
the surface sculpture as "very findy granular with widdy scattered large 
pustules" . The material illustrated here shows an exactly similar sort of surface 
sculpture on pygidium and cranidium. Because other Kawina species, including 
those from the Valhallfonna Formation, vary widely in the coarseness and 
density of exoskeletal tuberculation, the similarity of the sculptural pattern of 
the present material and that from Nevada is regarded as a good indication of 
specific identity. Our most complete cranidium (PL 18, Figs. I ,  3) is slightly 
crushed anteriorly, but the right lateral profile is probably not greatly distorted, 
and shows that the Spitsbergen specimen is somewhat less convex across the 
basal glabellar lobes, so that the upward bulge of the glabella in front of the 
occipital ring is less pronounced. Rass describes the pygidial axial furrows as 
endosing an angle of approximately 60°. On our material this angle is ob­
viously obtuse, but the Nevada specimen illustrated by Rass (ibid. PL 17, Fig. 4) 
is similar or even more obtuse, and it is therefore concluded that the axial 
taper in the species was subject to intraspecific variation. The other two species 
of Kawina from the Profilbekken Member are both characterised by denser and 
coarser dorsal tuberculation. An unnarned pygidium figured by 'WHITTINGTaN 
(1965, PL 62, Figs. 5, 7) from the Lower Table Head Formation, Western 
Newfoundland, is also granulate, but instead of having scattered tubercles, 
as in K. wilsoni, the granulation is interrupted by smooth, oval areas. Dif­
ferences from other described species have been summarized by Ross (1972). 
Kawina? sp. aH. K. sexapugia Rass 1951 
(Pl. 18, Figs. 10, 11) 
Stratigraphic range. Olenidsletta Member, 75 m from base (Middle Arenig). -
Material. One cranidium PI\.fO NF 245.-
Discussion. A single small cranidium from the Olenidsletta Member is not -
enough for precise determination. Among early cheirurids it can only be 
compared with Kawina sexapugia Rass 1951, from a zone] horizon in Utah 
and Nevada. Like that species the eyes are far further forward than in any 
latcr species attributed to Kawina, and it has bro ad (trans.) postocular fixed 
cheeks equipped with stout, laterally directed genal spines. Severai minor 
diffcrences from K. sexapugia are noted: the l P glabellar furrows of the Spits­
bergen specimen are evenly backward-curved where the same furrow on K. 
sexapugia is nearly straight, and the latter has a finely granulate sculpturc on 
the fixed cheeks where our species has the rather coarse genal reticulum found 
on many cheirurids. Kawina? webbi HINZE 1953, from a similar horizon to 
K. sexapugia is less like the Spitsbergen spccies, having an elongate and tumid 
glabeIla with poorly defined glabellar furrows. 
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WHITTINGTON (1965, p. 411) and LANE (1971, p. 79) have suggested that 
K. sexapugia is different enough from later sphaerexochindids to be generically 
distinet from Kawina and the allied genera Cydonocephalus and Xystocrania. The 
cranidium from Spitsbergen may belong within the same genus, but the 
material is inadequate to clarify the relationships of these early Sphaerexo­
chinae. 
Kawina sp. A 
(PI 18, Figs. 6, 8, 9, . 
Stratigraphic range. - Profilbekken Member, 60 to 68 m from base (White­
rock, high Orthidiella zone). 
Material. Cranidium, PMO NF 1250 (incomplete); pygidium: P':-',10 NF 
1258. 
DiscusJion. · Although this seems to be a new species, the few specimens 
available and their fragmentary nature makes the use of open nomenclature 
advisable. Cranidium and pygidium are associated because they both carry a 
crowded tuberculate unlike that of K. wilsoni above. On the cranidium the 
maximum glabellar convexity occurs in front of the l P glabellar lobes; this 
was llsed by WHITTINGTON (1963, p. 97) as a discriminating character of 
Cydonocephalus, to which the present species might therefore be referred. 
However, the degree of inflation of the glabella across the basal glabellar lo bes 
seem to vary widely in Kawina/Cydonocephalus, and as a generic character 
glabellar convexity is not entirely satisfactory. The pygidium of our species is 
like those attribllted to Kawina species, and because the pygidium of Cydonoce­
phalus is not known, it seems preferable 10 ref er the new form to Kawina for the 
present. The cranidium compares most c10sely with those of Cydonocephalus 
griphus \VHlTTI:\;GTO:\; 1963 and C. torulus \VHlTTINGTON 1963, from the Lower 
Head boulder, \Vestern Newfoundland, both of which have a tuberculate 
surface sculpture, but differs from both in the relatively Jow transverse con­
vexity across the IP glabellar lobes. The IP glabellar furrow of the Spitsbergen 
speeies has a sharp backward turn at its inner end and is not conspicuollsly 
sigmoidal, borh the Newfoundland species having sigmoidal l P furrows that 
curve backwards in a uniform arc towards the occipital furrow. The pygidium 
differs from that of Kawina wilsoni in the sculpture, and in the more widely 
splayed pygidial spines, but resembles that of K. wilJoni more than any other 
described species. K. arnoldi WHITTINGTON 1963 (Pl. 27, f'igs. 2, 8) has a long 
terminal piece, and none of the unassigned pygidia figured by WHITTINGTON 
(1963, PI. 31, Figs. 1-l7, 19, 20) from the Lower Head boulder are closely 
similar to the present form. Kawina divergens REED 1945 LANE 1971, p. 57) 
from the Arenigian Tourmakeady Limestone of western Eire, is the only species 
with more widely splayed pygidial spines than Kawina sp. A, and has a large 
terminal piece and is not tuberculate. Both Kawina sp. A and K. divergens retain 





Kawina sp. B 

(Pl. 17, Figs. 7, 8) 

Stratigraphic range. From first lllaenid-cheirurid lens in the Profil bekken 
:\fember, 42 m from base (Whiterock, Orthidiella zone). 
Material. One pygidium, PMO NF 317. -
Discussion. - This species is known from a single example of a pygidium. 
As was the case for Kawina sp. A it differs from all described species but cannot 
be formally named without further material. The surface sculpture is distinctive, 
consisting of a fine ground of granules with very large, flat-topped smooth 
tubercles much larger and more closely spaced than in K. wilsoni. This sculpture 
distinguishes K. sp. B from all other Kawina or Cydonocephalus speeies, indeed, 
it is probably coarser than on any other early sphaerexochinid. 
Genus Cydonocephalus WHITTINGTON 1963 
'(ype speeies . Cydonocephalus griphus WHITTINGTON 1963. 
Cydonocephalus sp. A 
(Pl. 18, Figs. 13, 14) 
Stratigraphic range. Olenidsletta Member, V4a, about 90 m from base of 
Member (middle Arenig). 
Material. Cranidium, PMO NF 244. 
Discussion. This cranidium records the rare occurrence of a cheirurid-
within the Nileid community of the Olenidsletta Member. It is an internal 
mould, which carries no indication of dorsal sculpture, which is unlikely to 
have been more than finely granulate. Since the maximum convexity of the 
glabella lies in front of the basal glabellar lobes it conforms to f;ydonocephalus 
rather than Kawina (but sec Kawina sp. A above). Of the six speeies of 
Cydonocephalus described by WHITTI:NGTON ( 1963) from the Lower Head 
boulder, western NewIoundland, C. sp. A compares most closely with C. 
prolificus (BILLINGS 1865), which has a subdued sculpture and a lesser degree 
of glabellar inflation compared with other species oI the genus. C. sp. A differs 
from C. Prolificus and all the other species from Newfoundland in the forward 
position of the palpebral lobes opposite the 2P glabellar furrows. The evolution 
of severaI early groups of cheirurids seems to have been accompanied by a 
backward migration 01 the eyes (see Sycophantia, p. 78) and Cydonocephalus sp. A 
is probably another example of an early representative of the gro up with eyes 
in an advanced position. 
Genus Kolymella CHUGAEV A 1973 
Kawina plana CHUGAEVA 1964.'(ype speeies . 
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Ko(ymella ? sp. indet. 
(Pl. 18, Figs. 2, 5) 
Stratigraphic range. Protilbekken Member, 42 m from base. 
lvfalerial. --- Fragmentary cranidium PMO NF 246. 
Discussion. This fragmentary specimen is attributed with question to 
Ko{ymella, because of the exceptionally low convexity of the glabella (sag., 
trans.) particularly across the basal lobes, in which it resembles the type speeies, 
K. plana ( CHUGAEVA 1964, Pl. 4, Figs. 2, 3; 1973, Pl. 10, Figs. 1-7). The 
strongly curved l P glabellar furrow is more like that of Kawina or Cydonocephalus, 
however, and the attribution to the Siberian genus must thercfore be tentative. 
Family PLIOMERIDAE RAYMOND 1913 

Subfami1y PLIOMERINAE RAYMOND 1913 

Genus Evropeites BALASHOVA 1966 

Type speeies . l:)lrtometopus primigenus lamanskii SCHMIDT 1907. 
Remarks. Evropeites was originally proposed as a subgenus of Pliomeroides 
HARRINGTO;\1 and LEANZA 1957. Discovery of the new species from Spitsbergen 
suggests that it may now properly be regarded as of generic rank. This is more 
fuHy diseussed after the description of Evropeites hyperboreus n. sp. below. 
Evropeites hyperboreus n. sp. 
(Pl. 19, Figs. 1·-8; Pl. 20, Figs. 1-8) 
1973 Europeites sp. FORTEY and BRUTON, p. 2235 (in error). 
Stratigraphic range. - Almost throughout the Profilbekken Member, V4a-b 
3 m to 70 m extending from upper Valhallan to Whiterock. 
11.1aterial. - Holotype, cranidium, PMO 1102; among abundant further 
material are cranidia: .PMO NF 163-4, 329, 1104, 1107, 1269, 2456, 3194, 
SMA 84370-3; pygidia: P MO NF 1106, 1109, l lIO, 1369b, 2406, S:\'1A 
84374-7; free cheeks: PMO NF 1108, 3195, 185; hypostomata: P:VIO NF 
1103, I lOS. 
Diagnosis. Evropeites speeies with glabella rounded anteriorly; 3P glabellar 
furrow sigmoidal or distally terminating in a pil. Pygidium with rounded 
spines, terminal piece with a pair of pits on intern al mould. Surface sculpture 
of minute granules. 
Description. One imperfeet articulated exoskeleton (PMO NF 1248) shows 
that this speeies has the elongate from characteristic of the Pliomeridae and 
reached a length of about 12 cm. Cranidium of low convexity, with only the 
postocular cheeks steeply downward deflexed, glabeIla barely elevated above 
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cheeks. GlabeIla occupies between 0.25 and 0.30 maximum cranidial width at 
occipital ring, expanding in width gently forward to maximum at 3P glabella 
lo bes, broadly rounded anteriorly. Glabellar furrow8 deep, especially the 
posterior two pairs, extending more than one-third across glabeIla. 1 P curves 
backwards, particularly at its inner end, where it is deepened, but do es not 
reach occipital furrow. 2P almost transverse except for backward curve at 
inner end, sit ed at midlength of preoccipital glabeIla. 3P sloping inwards and 
backwards, directed towards anterolateral corner of glabella, and exhibiting 
variation in form. It is generally gently sigmoidal, but on larger cranidia the 
outer end, which invariably does not reach the preglabellar furrow, is deepened 
into a pit (Pl. 19, Fig. 3). On the largest cranidia thi8 pit may become altogether 
detached from the rest of the furrow, giving the appearance of a fourth glabellar 
furrow. The ex08keleton of thi8 species is remarkably thick, and generally 
flakes off, for good dorsal surfaces we have had to reIy on silicified speeimens. 
However, the form of the glabellar furrows on internal surface apparently 
matches that on the exterior. Occipital furrow deepest laterally, arched for­
wards medially. Occipital ring one-fifth or less total glabellar length, with 
small median tubercle visible on internal moulds, representing a site of 
thinning of the dorsal cxoskcleton. 
Axial furrows deep and narrow, further deepened near anterolateral corners 
of gla beila to apodemes; preglabellar furrow deepened medially, where it 
indents the frontal glabellar lobe. Convex anterior border with vertical an­
terior "wall" , bmved gently forwards medially, widest opposite forward con­
tinuation of axial furrows. Preocular cheeks slope downwards and forwards, 
more or less bisected by prominent eye ridges. Palpebral lobes far back opposite 
outer en ds of IP glabellar furrows, semicircular and upward-tilted. Postocular 
cheeks slope downwards laterally, and the adjacent posterior border flattens 
and expands in width here, passing without a break in to short section of 
lateral border of similar width. Min ute genal spine on smaUer cranidium 
(Pl. 20, Fig. 4). Anterior branches of fadal sutures diverge slightly backwards 
behind the eyes swinging forwards again. 
Surface sculpture on gIabeIla and anterior border of min ute granules. 
Similar granules cover the fixed cheeks, which are additionally pitted. The 
pits do not extend on to the eye ridges, nor on to the perimeter of the cheeks 
adjacent to the axial and border furrows. The pits, but not the granules, are 
reflected on the internal mould, especially anteriorly. Internal mould of 
glabella shows scattered, fine pits representing ne edle-like invaginations of 
the exoskeleton. 
Free cheeks carry a similar sculpture to that on the fixed cheeks. Border 
widens anteriorly, and slopes more steeply outwards. 
Hypostoma of maximum transverse width at anterior margin slightly ex­
ceeding sag. length. Egg-shaped middle body widest and most convex an­
teriorly. Short, lateral, middle furrows hardly defined, at about threequarters 
sag. length of middle body. The internal surface of the middle body carries 
numerous scattered thickened areas which show as depressions on the internal 
mould. These may be the sites of muscle attachments connected with the 
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support and dilation of the oesophagus. Anterior wings wide (tr.), triangular, 
steeply downsloping, invaginated into extremely deep apodemes which project 
anteriorly near lateral margins. Narrow anterior border which is bowed for­
wards. Lateral borders narrowest and steeply inward-sloping anteriorly, 
flattening out posteriorly. Margin carries three pairs of angulations (Pl. 20, 
Fig. 6), and the posterior tip is also acute. Border furrow shallow posteriorly, 
deepened anteriorly into apodemes adjacent to mid-part (sag.) of middle body. 
Sculpture on borders of granules like dor sal exoskeleton; posterior part of 
middle body smooth. 
Thoracic segments long and narrow, at least 12 on complete specimen. 
Axis narrower than pleurae in dorsal view, which are turned down strongly 
distally at about half their length. Posterior pleurai band convex, more than 
twice as wide as anterior band (exsag.), pleurai furrows deep. Posterior aspect 
(of PMO NF 162) shows narrow articulating groove extending on to proximal 
portion of downturned part of pleura. 
Pygidium about one and a half times as wide as long, peripherally steeply 
downsloping. Axis occupies about one-third total pygidial width anteriorly, 
tapering and progressively less convex posteriorly, axial furrows enclosing an 
angle of 20-30 degrees. Ring furrows deep, especially laterally, defining five 
axial rings curving gently forwards medially. Articulating half ring prominent, 
about half (sag.) length of anterior axial ring. Long terminal piece one-third 
axial length acutely pointed posteriorly, showing a deep pair of pits on the 
internal mould. On some speeimens the pits are united within a horseshoe­
shaped depression, and the sides of the terminal piece may be slightly concave. 
The only dorsal surface available (PL 20, Fig. 5) shows a single transverse 
depression in the terminal piece. Pleurai ribs terminate in rounded spines; 
smaUer speeimens somewhat more pointed. Adaxial part of anterior rib hori­
zontal, transverse, distally curving downwards and backwards; this rib widest 
medially, separated by a deep furrow from narrow anterior border. AdaxiaI 
horizontal part decreases progressively backwards, so that the posterior pair of 
ribs are subparalleI to the sag. line. In posterior view this pair of ribs does not 
extend as far ventrally as other pairs. Narrow strip of doublure (Pl. 19, Fig. 4) 
connects ribs inside free ends, and carries a prominent, median vent rally­
projecting ridge. It is presumed that during enrollment this ridge engaged 
with the anterior cranidial border leaving the free edges of the pygidial spines 
projecting above the cranidial margin. Dorsal surface of pygidial axis is 
granulate like the glabella, abaxial parts of ribs smooth. Internal moulds show 
obscure depressions along middle of ribs. 
Discussion.  The type species of Evropeites, E. primigenus lamanskii ( SCHMIDT 
1907, Pl. 1, Fig. 3) is not fully known. The available cranidia of the subspecies 
have been re-illustrated by BALASHOVA (1966, Pl. l, Figs. 3-6), but the py­
gidium never seems to have been discovered. Nor has ANGELIN'S speeies 
Pliomera primigena been redescribed in recent years. ANGELIN'S (1854, PL 4 1, 
Fig. 15) illustration is of a pygidium which shows acutely pointed pygidial 
spines, and a trianglliar axial terminal piece with a distinet 'dimple' .:\loBERG. 
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and SEGERBERG (1906, Pl. 7, Figs. 13, 14) give a good drawing of a pygidium 
of similar type, here associated with a cranidium. Both pygidium and cranidium 
suggest that the Spitsbergen species should be referred to the same genus: the 
palpebral lobes are in a similar somewhat posterior position, with the eye 
ridges bisecting the preocular fixed cheeks, glabellar furrows are similar, and 
the pygidium of our species has a terminal piece on the axis with a comparable, 
often horseshoe-shaped depression. Examination of material referred to 
"Cyrtome!opus" primigenus from the Ceratopyge limstone of the Oslo region has 
confirmed the assignment. Cranidia there include specimens in which the 3P 
glabellar furrow does not quite extend to the axial furrow, as in the Spitsbergen 
form. Posterior pleural bands are developed on the pygidia of the Oslo speci­
mens, a primitive character which can be matched on early cybelines, and 
which are almost obsolete on the later species from the Valhallfonna Formation. 
NEBEN and KREUGER (1971, PI. l, Fig. 22) illustrate a cranidium of primigenus 
type from erratic material, on which the 3P glabellar furrow is isolated within 
the glabella, but the pygidium (ibid. Fig. 24) associated with the cranidium by 
them lacks the typical terminal piece of the species, and probably belongs to 
another pliomerid. On the subspecies E. primigenus lamanskii both 3P and 2P 
are isolated from the axial furrow, and the palpebral lobes are larger and 
further back than in ANGELIN'S subspecies. It is unfortunate that BALASHOVA 
nominated this subspecies as type of the genus, because of the incomplete 
information on the pygidium. The new species from Spitsbergen is certainly 
congeneric with E. primigenus primigenus, and should therefore be referred to 
Evropeites. 
Pliomeroides is another incompletely understood genus, known only from its 
Argentine type species, P. deferrariisi (HARRINGTON) (see HARRINGTON and 
LEANzA, 1957, Figs. 120, 121, 2a-c). The cranidium (in HARRINGTON and 
LEANzA's reconstruction) has a tapering glabeIla and long genal sines, and 
the pygidium (HARRINGTON in MOORE 1959, p. 443) do es not have the char­
acteristic axial structure of Evropeites. These features are considered sufficient 
to justify separate generic status for Evropeites. 
Evropeites hyperboreus is of particular interest because, with Parapilekia Jac­
quelinae, it shows affinities with species of the Upper Tremadocian Ceratopyge 
Limestone of Scandinavia. Like P. Jacquelinae it is abundant in the Nileid 
community type of the Profilbekken Member, and serves to confirm the simi­
larities of this facies fauna with that of the Asaphid Province. 
Genus Pliomerops RAYMOND 1905 
Type speeies. Amphion canadensis BILLINGS 1859. 
Pliomerops praematura n. sp. 
(Pl. 21, Figs. 7-15) 
Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken Member 46 m to 65 m from base, V4b, 
Whiterock (Orthidiella zone). 
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Material. Holotype, cranidium, PMO NF 1120; cranidia: PMO NF -
1121-2; pygidium: PMO NF 1198; hypostoma probably referable here: 
PMONF 1129. 
Diagnosis. - Pliomerops with convex anterior border distinctly set off from 
gIabeIla ; 3P glabellar furrow deep, straight. Eyes opposite glabellar lobe 2P. 
Hypostoma with antcrior boss on middle body. 
-Description. This species does not approach the large size of Evropeites 
hyperboreus, largest cranidia sagittal length about l cm. Cranidium about twice 
as wide as long, lateral genal areas steeply inclined downwards. GIabeIla flat­
topp ed, about eight-tenths as wide as long, front margin rounded to truncate 
about mid-line. Glabellar furrows very decp, both on dorsal surface and 
internal mould, all three pairs sloping inwards and backwards at about 80 
degrees to sag. line (3P subtending a more acute angle on larger cranidia). 
Of glabellar lobes I P is the smallest (exsag.) Furrow 3P directed towards an­
tcrolateral corner of gIabeIla, closely approaching preglabellar furrow but not 
joining it. Axial furrows of great depth; preglabellar furrow deepening greatly 
laterally into apodemes opposite outer ends of 3P glabellar furrows. Anterior 
cranidial border not completely preserved on available material, convex and 
bowed strongly forwards medially. Preocular fixed cheeks widening back­
wards, crossed by strong eye ridges near forward margin. Palpebral furrow 
deep, palpebral lobe with forward limit opposite 2P glabellar furrow, and hind 
limit not reaching back as far as I P. Deep posterior border furrow curves 
forwards rapidly into lateral border furrow abaxially; posterior border widens 
laterally. Coarse reticulum on cheeks; fragments of cuticle adhering to gIabeIla 
show rather scattered, pointed gran ul es. 
Hypostoma is attributed to this species because it resembles that of P. 
canadensis (BILLINGS) figured by SHAW (1968, Pl. 2, Figs. l, 2), has coarse 
granules on the middle body like those on the gla beila, and differs from that 
of the other possibility, Ectenonotus (Ross 1967, Pl. 8, Fig. 14). Oval middle 
body three-fifths as wide as long, most convex (tr.) medially, but projecting 
backwards anteriorly to overhang the anterior border (somewhat as the 
rhynchos of encrinurids). Middle furrows not defined or represented by obscure 
depressions far posteriorly. Anterior wings narrow (tr.) and steeply down­
sloping, passing in to anterior border which is very narrow medially. Lateral 
border furrows deepest medially, furrow shallow around end of middle body. 
Lateral borders follow outline of middle body, converging gently backwards, 
widening posteriorly ; prominent posteromedian point. Granules on border 
finer and more crowded than those on middle body (posterior part of middle 
body smooth). Internal surface of middle body irregularly pitted. 
Pygidium known from a single example, not as well-preserved as cranidia, 
highly convex, about two-thirds as wide as long, distal parts of ribs forming a 
steep posterior wall. Ribs remain in contact until almost at tips. Posterior pair 
enclose terminal piece, which is not clearly preserved but evidently nearly an 
equilateral triangle. 
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-Discussion. The types species of Pliomerops, P. canadensis (BILLINGS), has 
been given a full redescription by SHAW (1968, p. 87-89, Pl. l ,  Figs. 3-14, 
Pl. 2, Figs. l, 2) and BILLINGS' original material has been illustrated by WHlT­
TINGTON (1961). This is a Chazy species, in which the anterior cephalic border 
continues the forward slope of the front of the glabella, and the 3P glabellar 
furrow is far forwards. In P. praematura the cepha1ic border is distinct and the 
3P glabellar furrow is directed towards the anterolateral corner of the glabella. 
In these respects it is probably doser to P. senilis (BARRANDE) (SHAW 1968, 
Pl. l ,  Figs. l ,  2) from the Llanvirn of Czechoslovakia, in which the 3P furrow 
is only slightly more advanced, but which has the palpebral lobe far further 
forward than in P. praematura, and with a forward expanding glabdla. Plio­
merops escoti (BERGERON) (redescribed by DEAN 1966) resembles P. senilis in 
the position of the eye, and has much more delicate pygidial spines than the 
new speeies. In both P. canadensis and P. senilis the pygidium is steeply dedined 
posteriorly, and the pleurai ribs run nearly parallel to the posterior margin. 
The same is true of the pygidium from the Profilbekken Member. This provides 
a distinction from some other early species that have been attributed to 
Pliomerops in which the pygidial spines are markedly splayed (and which are 
doser to Pseudomera), for example, Pliomerops shangortensis REED 1945 (REED 
1909, Pl. 6, Fig. 5) and "Pliomera" dactylifera POULSEN 1927. Pliomerops siensis 
CHUGAEV A 1964, is a true Pliomerops very similar to the type speeies, and dif­
fering from P. praematura in the same features. 
The difference in the position of the 3P glabellar furrow in the new species 
compared with other Pliomerops spp. does not constitute a generic distinction, 
particularly considering the similarity of the pygidium and hypostoma to those 
of the type species. 
Subfamily CYBELOPSINAE FORTEY 1979 

Genus Ectenonotus RAYMOND 1920 

Type speeies. - Amphion westoni BILLINGS 1865. 
Ectenonotus connemaricus (REED, 1909) 
(Pl. 21, Figs. 1-6) 
1909 C.ybele connemarica sp. nov. REED, p. 146-7, Pl. 6, Figs. 6, 7. 

1945 Ectenonotus connemaricus, REED, p. 56-57. 

Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken Member, V4b, 36 m to 70 m, Orthidiella -
zone (Whiterock). 
Material. Cranidia: PMO NF 134, 143, 1245,3197; Pygidia: PMO NF -
3130,3196,326. 
Description. Cranidium twice as wide as long in dorsal view. Glabella-
occupying one-third cranidial width, slightly longer than wide, gently rounded 
about mid-line anteriorly. Three pairs of glabellar furrows extending to less 
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than one-third glabellar width. Glabellar lobes IP slightly shorter than 2P 
measured along axial furrow (exsag.) l P and 2P furrows equal in length, deep, 
and sloping slightly batkwards-inwards. 3P reduced to a pit far forwards on 
glabella, not reaching preglabellar furrow, deep on the external surface, but 
shallow on the intern al mould. Occipital furrow deep and transverse laterally, 
shallowing and arched forwards medially. Complex surface sculpture on 
gla beIla of granules of two sizes generally distributed, with scattered low 
tubercles in addition each of which is perforated at the tip (Pl. 21, Fig. 5) , 
this presurnably representing the site of a seta. Anterior border nasute, narrow 
and highly convex, separated from the gla beIla by a deep preglabellar furrow. 
Fixed cheeks slope down towards the glabella adaxially, posterolateral parts 
sloping steeply downwards and outwards. Palpebral lobes extend backwards 
as far as anterior part of glabellar lobes l P, forward Emits opposite forward 
part of 2P. Palpebral furrow continues forward to dcfine a short eye ridge, 
which is effaced adaxially. Cheeks deeply pitted, the pits rcflected on the 
internal mould, the intervening ridges being covered with granules like those 
on the glabella, but coarser adjacent to the axial furrows. Posterior border 
widening and curving forwards laterally, without surface sculpture. 
Pygidium of length about equal to width in dorsal view. Axis tapering 
backwards, axial furrows enclosing an angle of about 30 degrees, transverse 
convexity decreasing posteriorly. There are eleven or twelve axial dngs ddined 
by deep ring furrows, the last six gradually narrower (sag.) backwards. The 
best speeimen shows nine pairs of pygidial pleurae, the last three pairs very 
short, which posteriorly run almost exsagitally and join with the posterior 
parts of the appropriate axial ring. The furrows separating the first six pleurai 
ribs are deep, and run to the pygidial margin. The last three furrows art" 
progressivcly shorter, so that there is a posterior, unfurrowed area behind the 
pygidial axis. This area is also slightly inflated, and, on the internal mould, 
densely pitted. Pleural ribs terminate in blunt spines; broad triangular ar­
tieulating facet. Posterior pygidial margin upward arched about mid-line. 
Fragments of cutide show that the axis is cover ed with granules; the pleurai 
ribs are apparently smooth except for granulose tips. The internal mould shows 
a line of prominent pilS on each axial ring (tuberdes on the ventrai surface of 
the exoskeleton), pleural ribs more finely and densely pitted. 
Discussion. Six species of Ectenonotus have been described, all probably 
from "Whiterock occurrences: E. westoni (RILUNGS 1865), E. connemaricus (REED 
1909), E. octocostatus (REED 1910), E. marginatus HOLLIDAY 1942, E. ra)imondi 
HOLLIDAY 1 and E. whittingtoni Ross 1967. 
The type speeies, E. westoni, has been redescribed by \VHITTINGTON (1961, 
p. 915 6, P1. 99, Figs. l , 6 9) . The species from Spitsbergen is obviously 
congeneric, but the type species has fifteen or sixteen axial rings on the pygidial 
axis, and the cephalic anterior border is medially flattened and acuminate 
where it is gently rounded on our specimens. FORTEY (1979) has suggested 
that Ectenol:otus was derived from a more usual pliomerid ancestor by progres­
sive expression of additional pygidial segments, a suggestion supported by some 
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intermediate forms in the upper Canadian. The number of pygidial segments 
is accordingly regarded as of particular importance in specific determinations. 
E. connemaricus (REED 1909, p. 146-7, Pl. 6, Figs. 6, 7; Pl. 21, Fig. 6 herein) 
from the Shangort beds, Co. Galway, western Eire, has twelve or thirteen 
rings on axis, and nine or ten pleuraI ribs, and the specimens from Spitsbergen 
fall within this range of variation. E. octocostatus (REED 1910) is reputed to 
have only eight pleuraI ribs. REED (1910, Pl. 22, Figs. 5, 6) also illustrated 
cranidia, originally attributed to Pliomera pseudoarticulata (PORTLOCK), but 
subsequently (REED 1945, p. 57) assigned to E. octocostatus, which are not 
unlike cranidia from Spitsbergen, but are not well-preserved or comp1ete. 
The identity of pygidia of E. connemaricus with those of the Spitsbergen species 
justifies the use of REED's specific name for the new material. 
E. whittingtoni Ross (WHITTINGTON 1961, Pl. 99, Figs. 5, 10-15; Ross 1967, 
Pl. 7, Figs. 33, 34, Pl. 8, Figs. 1-22) from the Orthidiella zone of Nevada is an 
exact contemporary of aur Spitsbergen form. The mature pygidium of this 
species has "twelve segments and a minute terminal piece" and "eight pairs 
of pleura with suggestions of a ni nth at posterior end". Except for the lesser 
backward curve of the pygidial pleurae it is difficult to distinguish the larger 
pygidium of Ross (1967, Pl. 3, Figs. 1-3) from the Spitsbergen specimens. 
The anterior border on the larger cranidia of E. whittingtoni (ibid., Pl. 7, Figs. 
33,34) is wider (sag.) than on our material, and the SP glabellar furrow is not 
pit-like, but other cranidia from Nevada (ibid., Pl. 8, Figs. 5, 9) are not so 
different in this regard. Perhaps of more significance is the fact that the surface 
sculpture of E. whittingtoni consists of rather coarse granules, unlike the dis  
tinctive, fine scale sculpture reported for our material. 
E. ro.ymondi HOLLIDAY 194-2 is reported to have as many as 22 axial rings on 
the pygidium, a number exceeding any other speeies. E. marginatus HOLLIDAY 
1942 is known from rather poorly preserved material, and may prove to be 
conspecific with either E. connemarieus or E. whittingtoni, but the question of its 
identity cannot be resolved without the collection of more and better material. 
Genus Strotactinus BRADLEY 1925 
Type speeies. Amphion salteri BILLINGS 1861 
Strotactinus sp. A 
(PL 20, Figs. 9-11) 
Stratigraphic range. Olenidsletta l\fember, 102 m from base, latest Canadian 
(latt Arenig, V2b). 
Afaterial. Cranidium, PMO NF 85; pygidium, PMO NF 98; hypcstoma, 
PMO NF 105. 
Discussion. The type species of Strotactinus, from the early upper Canadian 
of eastern Canada, has been redescribed by LUDVIGSEN (1979); S. insularis 
(BILLINGS) from the St George Group, western Newfoundland, has been revised 
Type 
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by FORTEY (1979). There is no doubt that a species from Spitsbergen should 
be referred to the same genus, although it is only represented by fragmentary 
material and cannot be formally named. Typical features of Strotactinus shown 
by the Spitsbergen species are the recurved anterior cranidial border over­
lapping on to the frontal glabellar lobe, and the long terminal piece on the 
pygidial axis which carries one (and a faint second) transverse furrow. Stro­
tactinus sp. A is the youngest species of the genus known. Severai features show 
that it is a new species. The 3P glabellar furrows are short and isolat ed within 
the glabella. A unique fea ture is a pair of protruberances of the forward 
margin of the glabella opposite the outer ends of the 3P furrows. These may 
have served as buttresses between the glabella and the recurved border. The 
incomplete pygidial material shows that the terminal piece of the axis on 
Strotactinus sp. A was relatively long and narrow (trans.) and not greatly 
inflated, as it is in S. insularis (FORTEY 1979, Pl. 15, Fig. 6). The free ends of 
the pygidial spines are lang and slender, and not curved as in other species of 
Strotactinus. A hypostoma occurs in the same bed as the partial cranidium and 
pygidium, and resembles that attributed to S. insularis by FORTEY (1979). 
Family ENCRINURIDAE ANGELIN 1854 

Subfamily CYBELINAE HOLLIDAy 1942 

Genus Cybelurus LEVITSKIY 1962 

speeies . Cybelurus plan us LEVITSKIY 1962 ( G./bele pianifrons SEMENOVA 
1960, p. 426, plate O-XX, Figs. 8, 9 non VEBER 1948, p. 64, plate X, Fig. 20). 
Discussion. The type species of this genus was described by SEMENOVA-
(1960) under the name C.ybele pIanifrons VEBER 1948. LEVITSKIY (1962) pro­
posed the genus Cybelurus, gave the new name Cybelu1"Us plan us to SEMENOVA'S 
material, which he regarded as distinct from Cybele pianifrons VEBER, and 
nominated Cybelurus p/anus as the type species of the new genus. \VHITTINGTON 
(1965) redescribed Encrinurus mzrus BILLINGS 1865, and referred this species to 
a new genus, <'11iracybele (whh "'11. mirus as type species). Comparisans of the 
type species of Jt.1iracybele and Cybelurus are hindered by the poor illustration of 
the Russian material, but it is dear that Cybelurus planus possesses many of the 
characters regarded by WHITTINGTON (1965, p. 423) as distinguishing Mira­
cybele from other cybelines, notably a deep pit in the preglabellar furrow, and 
a furrow running back from this pit on to the frontal lobe of the g1abella, and 
branched 3P glabellar furrows. BURSKY (1970), DEAN (1973), and TRIPP (1976) 
have regarded Aliracybele as a junior synonym of C.ybelurus, and this procedure 
is followed here. It is noted that there is much variation in Cybelurus as thus 
constituted, especially in the anterior cephalic border, and in the relative 
development of the pleural bands on the pygidium (Ross 1970). 
Cybelurus species are widespread, occurring in the U.S.S.R. in the Altai 
Mountain region ( SEMENOVA 1960; LEVITSKIY 1962) and Pai-Khoya, North­
west Arctic region ( BURSKY 1970), in Norway (NIKOLAISEN 1961, p. 295), 
Sweden (Dr. T. TJERNvIK written communication 1971), Newfoundland 
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(WHITTINGTON 1965), Western U.S.A. (Ross 1967), Scotland (Ross and 
INGHAM 1970; TRIPP 1976), and the Yukon (DEAN 1973). Two new species are 
described below from the upper part of the Valhallfonna Formation. 
Cybelurus hala n. sp. 

(Pl. 22, :Figs. 1-15; Pl. 25, Fig. 12) 

Stratigraphic range. Profil bekken Member, V4b (Whiterock : Orthidiella zone) 
30-100 m from base. 
Material. Holotype, part and counterpart of complete exoskeleton (except -
free cheeks) PMO NF 1278. Abundant further material includes eranidia: 
SMA 84321-3, 84327-8, 84329, 84378-80, P:VI0 NF 1274, 3199, 1397; 
pygidia: SMA 84330, 84332, PMO NF 3200, SMA 84381-3; free eheeks: 
SMA 84324, 84326; hypostome: S"MA 84331. 
Diagnasis. - Cybelurus speeies with anterior border on eranidium greatly 
expanded on mid-line, forming a semicircular brim around front of glabella. 
Pygidium of width slightly greater than length of axis. Axial rings I l  or 12, 
except for anterior twa faintly defined over mid-part of axis. Four pairs of 
convex pleurai bands separated by very low interpleurai bands. Surfaee 
seulpture of fine, densely spaeed granules. 
Descriptian. Cephalon about twice as wide as lang. Glabella gen tI y eonvex 
(sag., tr.) hardly elevated above levd of cheeks, expanding evenly and gently 
forwards, maximum width at anterolateral eorners between 0.75 and 0.8 times 
sagittal length. Front margin very gently rounded. Three pairs oI glabellar 
Iurrows extend one-third aeross glabeIla, l P and 2P deepened and slightly 
wider at their inner ends. Distanee between the out er ends of lateral glabellar 
furrows IP and 2P subequal to distanee between IP and occipital furrow, but 
less than that between 2P and 3P. 1P direeted gently baekwards, 2P crosses 
gIabeIla transversely, while 3P bifurcates at its midpcint, posterior braneh 
slightly backwardly directed, anterior branch running forwards and dying out 
on frontal lobe of the glabella. Glabellar lobes progressively larger ., tr.) 
anteriorly, slightly inflated, 3P most noticeably so. Axial furrows narrow, deep, 
running in gentle eurve outwards-forwards to anterior margin of cranidium, 
deepened greatly to form an apodeme immediately in front of eye ridge. 
Preglabellar furrow shallow laterally, medially deepened in to an elongate (tr.) 
piL From this pit a fairly deep furrow runs baekwards on the sagittal line to 
biseet frontal lobe of the glabeIla. Oecipital furrow curving forwards and 
shallowing medially. Oecipital ring broadest (sag.) medially, bearing a small 
median tubercle. Fixed cheek triangular, posterolaterally very narrow (exsag.), 
sloping downwards in all direetions from palpebral lobe, which forms the 
highest point on the cranidium. Palpebral lobe far back on the cheek, oppcsite 
glabellar lobe 2P, outline subdreular, sloping upwards at a steep angle to 
adjacent areas of the fixed cheek. From anterior limit of the palpebral lobe a 
prominent eye ridge runs inward and forwards across cheek to meet axial 
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lurrow opposite outer end of lateral glabellar furrow 3P. On late cranidia genal 
spine stout, on specimens from lower in the Profilbekken Member it may be 
more slender. Posterior border furrow fairly wide and deep. Posterior border 
convex, sloping slightly backwards laterally, not sharply delimited from oc­
dpital ring. Anterior border broad, greatly expanded medially so that its 
sagittal length is 0.27 to almast 0.40 sagittal length of gla beIla (exeIuding 
occipital ring) lateraUy continuing the downward slope of the anterolateral 
parts of the frontal lobe of the glabeIla, medially almost horizontal, down turn ed 
at its anterior edge. 
Free cheeks trianglllar, with convex lateral border, beneath which dOllblllre 
eIosely reflexed. Anteriorly doublure broadens and Hattens out, passing hori­
zontally beneath expanded anterior border to form a 'doubled back' strllcture. 
If the lateral bOllndary of the doublure of the free cheek shown on Pl. 22, 
Fig. 13 represents the connective su ture the rostrai plate so outlined would be 
forward tapering ; preservation is not good enough to be certain of this detail. 
Facial sut lire proparian, whh shallow V-shaped outline, posterior branch 
cutting lateral border in front of genal spine, anterior branch crossing axial 
furrow where it meets the lateral border furrow and curving adaxially to pass 
along the anterior margin of the anterior border, the medial, transverse 
part presumably being the rostrai suture. Surface sculpture consisting of a 
coarse raised network on cheeks, which is reflected on internal mOlllds, and 
fine granulation over dorsal surface of the ccphalon (except in furrows). 
Around anterior margin of expanded anterior border there are irregularly 
distributed tubercles, which are visible also on internal moulds. Tips of tu­
bereIes perforated. From their confinement only to the anterior part of the 
cephalon, and their connection with the ventrai surface of the exoskeleton, it 
seems possible that these tubercles bore sensory setae. 
Thorax of 12 segments, the sixth segment bearing long pleural spine. 
Hypostoma (Pl. Fig. 3) with oval (long axis sag.) middle body, which 
bcars prominent, bulging maculae, set off from the middle body anteriorly by 
deep straight middle furrows, which converge backwards at an allgle of a bout 
60 degrces to sag. line. Posterior part of middle body crescentic, gently inflated. 
Lateral border furrows deepcned anteriorly to form an apodemc. Antcrior 
margin almost straight, of transverse width more than t wice that of the middle 
body. Anterior wings curving steeply upwards. Pcstcrior border in­
completcly preserved, fairly wide and gently concave. Extcrnal surfacc granu­
late antcriorly and around posterior border. A pair of subcircular smooth areas 
adjacent to the anterior margin on either side of the middlc body probably 
represent sites of muscle attachment. This hypostoma is comparable with that 
described by WHITTINGTON (1965, Pl. 66, Figs. 5-8) for C.ybelurus mirus, dif­
fering from it in having larger bulging maculae, deep middle furrows, and a 
shorter posterior border. 
Pygidium gently convex (tr.), of maximum width anteriorly, Ihis slightly 
greatcr than length of axis. Axis tapering gently and of decreasing convexity 
(tr.) posteriorly, with 11 or 12 axial rings, of which only the first two are 
defined over mid part of axis on dorsal surface (PI. 22, Fig. 15). Ring furrows 
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deep laterally, forming paired apodemes, progressively narrower (exsag., tr.) 
posteriorly. Terminal piece of axis bears two pairs of shallow pits only dis­
cernable on dorsal surface. Axis continued posteriorly by a narrow tapering 
post-axial ridge. Pleural fields of maximum width at about mid-Iength, this 
being slightly less than the maximum width of the axis, almost horizontal or 
sloping slightly inwards and downwards adaxially, laterally curving steeply 
downwards. Four segments in the pleural regions deIined by fairly deep inter­
pleural furrows. Pleurae divided by deep pleurai furrows which separate 
narrow anterior pleural bands from broader, high ly convex posterior pleural 
bands, which are continued beyond the margin of the pygidium as long, 
slightly upward-directed spines. Anterior bands present on the first three 
segments only, and more prominent on internal mould than on dorsal surface. 
The posterior bands are anteriorly continuous with the first four axial rings 
(Pl. 22, Fig. 15). The most anterior of these is adaxially directed transversely, 
soon curving posteriorly and directed slightly inwards. In posteriorly suc­
ceeding bands this proximal transverse part decreases in width, so that fourth 
pair in directed immediately backwards adjacent to the axial furrows, con­
verging backwards and touching postaxially. 
Smallest cranidium (Pl. 22, Hg. 8) is of much greater convexity than larger 
specimens. GlabeIla highly convex (tr.) with three pairs of short (tr.), deep 
glabellar furrows. A fourth furrow is possibly present anteriorly, though very 
faint. The furrow bisecting the frontal lobe is still present, although shallow. 
Eyes further forward than on large cranidia. Genal spine short, stout. It may 
be noted that there is some resemblance between this cranidium and that 
figur ed by POULSE.\I (1965, PL 8, Fig. 10) from the early Ordovician of Born­
holm. 
Discussion. Only one named species of CybeluTUs, C. sokoliensis BURSKY-
(1970) from the earliest Ordovician of Pai-Khoya, has an expanded anterior 
border like that of C. halo n. sp. It differs from C. halo n. sp. in having a weakly 
developed anterior branch of furrow 3P, and in having a broader pygidium 
with fewer axial rings weU defined over mid part of axis. The cranidium and 
pygidia figured by Ross (1967, Pl. 8, Figs. 23 25) as A1iracybele ? sp. l are 
closely similar to those of Cybelurus halo, and the species are probably con­
speciIic. 
The pygidia of the Nevada Cybelurus appear to be longer, and the pygidial 
axis broad posteriorly. Further C.ybelurus from the Western United States have 
been figured by Ross (1970, PL 18, Fig. 6; 1972, Pl. 17, Fig. 26), who (1972, 
p. 40) regarded all the Nevada specimens as belonging to a single species. 
There is a tendency on this material for the anterior and posterior branches 
of the 3P giabellar furrows to be developed as separate pits. A similar tendency 
is shown on a cranidium from the Valhallfonna Formation figured on Pl. 22, 
2 (alsa PMO NF 3199). Apart from the expanded anterior border the 
cranidium is similar to that of C. mirus BILLIKGS (WHITTINGTON 1965, PL 64) 
and to that of the type species C. planus (SEMENOVA 1960, Pl. O XX, Figs. 8, 9). 




does not se em justificd, although it is unusual among encrinurids. The rela­
tionships of C. halo n. sp. to C. brutoni n. sp. are diseussed in the following 
paragraphs. 
Cybelurus brutoni n. sp. 
(Pl. 23, Figs. 1-6) 
Stratigraphic range. Profilbekken Member, lower part, V4a (Valhallan), 
preceding C. halo in the sections 2 m to 26 m from base. 
M.aterial. Holotype: partly exfoliated cranidium SMA 84333; eranidia: 
SMA 84334, PMO NF 151, 157, 174, 176, 2441, 2462a, 239; free cheek: 
PMO NF 353; pygidia: PMO NF 178, 172, SMA 84335; hypostomes: PMO 
NF 267, 219. 
A Cybelurus speeies, with broad anterior eranidial border, of 
subequal width (sag. exsag.) in front of mid-part of glabella. Transverse pit in 
preglabellar furrow very long, and deep. Genal spine laeking. Pygidium closely 
similar to that of C. halo n. sp. but transversely broader. 
Diagnosis. 
Discussion. This speeies occurs immediately below C. halo n. sp., to whieh 
it is similar, differing principally in having a broad, but not medially expanded 
anterior border, and a long, transverse pit in the preglabellar furrow. A graph 
showing the relative length of the anterior border on the sagittal line plotted 
against stratigraphic oecurrence is given for C. halo n. sp. and C. brutoni n. sp. 
in Fig. 8. Available material shows an increase in the relative length of the 
antcrior border on the sagittal line upwards in the sections. Early cranidia of 
C. halo are more like those of C. brutoni also in having a relatively longer (tr.) 
pit in the preglabellar furrow than later eranidia (Pl. 22, Fig. 9). With such 
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Fig. 8. Plot of ratio of length of glabella (LG, measured from the middle of oeeipital furrow to 
front margin) to width of anterior border (LB = border .-:... anterior pit), sag., against strati­
graphie occurrence of C,ybelurus in the Profilbekken Member (m from base). Increase in width 








intergrading characters, it seems possible that C. brutoni gave rise to C. halo 
by a median expansion of the anterior border. Pygidia are similar to those of 
C. halo, but relatively wider (tr.), and it is difficult to discern more than ten 
axial rings. 
Gybelurus cf. mirus (BILLINGS 1865) 
(Pl. 23, Figs. 7-9) 
Stratigraphic range. Profil bekken Member, V4b, 70 m from base, \Vhiterock, 
early Llanvirn. 
Material. A single cranidium PMO NF 1265. 
Discussion. This single specimen occurs with stratigraphically high speci­
mens of C. halo, but is clearly distinet. In particular, the anterolateral parts of 
the anterior border are narrow (exsag.), and it can be inferred that the median 
part was not expanded in the same way as C. halo. The forward expansion of 
the glabeIla is more rapid, and the inflation of the 3P glabellar lobe is especially 
marked, sa that this lobe is proportionately longer (exsag.). The posterior 
branch of the 3P glabellar furrow is more noticeably backward-directed. In 
front of the 3P lobe the axial furrows do not diverge forwards sa rapidly. The 
postocular part of the fixed cheeks are wider (exsag.). Of the species of Cybelurus 
diseussed previously the cranidium most resembles that of C. mirus WHIT­
TINGTON 1965), but there is insufficient material to make more than a tentative 
determination. 
Genus Lyrapyge n. gen. 
Type speeies. Lyrapyge ebriosus n. sp. 
Diagnosis. Glabella with three pairs of lateral glabellar furrows, the an­
terior of which have short, shallow, forward-directed branches commencing 
near their outer ends. Anterior border indistinctly defined, incorporated in 
glabeIla. Mid part of border furrow slightly deepened, from which a furrow runs 
upwards and slightly backwards to bisect the front part of the glabeIla. Pygi­
dium very wide, axis gently tapering, with 8 or 9 axial rings. Pleural fields 
gently convex, crossed by four pairs of staut raised ribs, which distally converge 
backwards and are continued beyond the pygidial margin as upward-turned 
spines. Anterior to the first three pairs of ribs, and weU separated from them, 
are three pairs of much narrower, lower ribs, not extending beyond pygidial 
marglll. 
Included speeies : Lyrapyge ebriosus n. sp., Dindymene (?) areOllosa LrSOGOR 1965. 
Diseussion. The very wide pygidium with its distinctive, widely spaced 
pleurai ribs, axis with relatively few axial rings, and the peculiar anterior 
border of the cranidium distinguish this genus from other cybelines. The furrow 
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bisecting the frontal lobe of the glabella, and the general form of the lateral 
glabellar furrows, fixed cheeks and hypostoma suggest that it is most nearly 
related to Cybelurus. The occurrence in the middle Arenig makes it among the 
earliest known encrinurids, perhaps only predated by Cybelurus sokoliensis 
BURSKY (1970). Dindy'mene (?) areonosa LISOGOR (1965, Pl. 2,Fig. 7) from the 
early Ordovician of Kazakhstan, of which only the pygidium is known, is 
si mil ar to the pygidium of Lyrapyge ebriosus n. sp., differing in having more 
closely spaced pleural ribs and apparently a greater number of axial rings. 
It should probably be referred to the same genus. From a similar horizon to 
Dindymene (?) areonosa VEBER (1948, Pl. X, Fig. 20) described the species 
Cybele pIanifrons, known on1y from an incomplete cranidium, which has similar 
giabellar furrows to those of Lyrapyge n. gen., and may represent the cranidium 
of Dindymene (?) areonosa. 
Lyrap)'ge ebriosus n. gen., n. sp. 

(Pl. 23,Figs. 10-14; Pl. 24, Figs. 1-9) 

Stratigraphic range. Mid part of Olenidsletta Member 80-100 m from base,  ..  
V1a (middle Arenig). 
Material. Holotype: cranidium, largely exfoliated PMO NF 2131. Other 
material includes cranidia: PMO NF 2139, 2143,1666,2042,2309,497,2132, 
SMA 84336-7; pygidia: PMO NF 2151, 2112, 2136,2133, 2154, 2110,3261, 
2120, 2668, SMA 84338-9; free cheeks: PMO NF 2099, 2129, SMA 84341; 
hypostomata: PMO NF 2149, 3114. 
Diagnosis. See that of genus. 
Description. Cranidium moderately convex (sag., tL), more than three 
times as wide as long. GlabeIla convex (tL), with highest part on sagittal line, 
in lateral view (PL 24, Fig. 5) posterior two-thirds of profile horizontal, 
anteriorly steeply downcurved so that front part of frontal lobe of gIabeIla is 
vertkal. GIabeIla expands in width gently forwards reaching maximum width 
at rounded anterolateral carners. Three pairs of lateral glabellar furrows. which 
extend less than one-third across glabeIla, distance between outer ends of 
furrows 3P and 2P being greater than that between 2P and l P and that 
between 1P and occipital furrow. Furrow I P  gently backward directed, 2P 
transverse, while outer end of furrow 3P deepened adjacent to axial furrow, 
from which a very shallow, short branch runs forward on to the frontal lobe of 
the glabeIla. Deep. inner part of furrow 3P shows a tendency to become isolated 
from adaxial pit. Glabellar lobe 3P slightly inflated. Occi pital ring convex (tr.) , 
widest medially. with tubercle. Axial furrows fairly dcep, greatly deepened 
immediately anterior to furrows 3P to form a pair of apodemes. Pregiabellar 
furrow very faint, in anterior view with broadly V-shaped outline (PL 23. 
Fig. 13), slightly deeper across mid-part of glabclla. where broad-based furrow 
runs upwards and slightly backwards to bisect anterior, steeply sloping part of 
frontal glabellar lobe. this furrow narrowing and deepening inwards. Anterior 
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border continuing anterior slope of glabella, and narrowing and cu rving down  
wards medially. Fixed cheeks crossed by prominent, convex eye ridge, com­
mencing opposite outer end of lateral glabellar furrow 3P and running slightly 
backwards to upward-turned palpebral lobe about halfway across the cheeks 
opposite glabellar furrow 2P. Posterior border narrow and convex adaxially, 
broadening and curving posteriorly laterally. Border furrow narrow and deep 
adaxiaIly, wider and shallower laterally. Genal spine variable, quite stout on 
the cranidium on Pl. 23, Fig. lO, but slender on some larger cranidia. Postero­
lateral part of the fixed cheek narrow (exsag.). Surface sculpture on the 
cranidium consisting of a raised network on the cheeks, and apparently rather 
coarse granulation over the whole dorsal surface, preserved as isolated patches 
in available material. 
Free cheek triangular, with narrow convex lateral border continued an­
teriorly as a broad vertical flange (Pl. 23, Fig. 12) which fitted vertically 
beneath lateral part of anterior border in front of glabeIla. Doublure narrow, 
tumed up vertically beneath border. Fadal suture cuts lateral border at an 
acute angle, curving adaxially to run transversely to palpebral lobe, in front 
of which it runs inwards at about 20 degrees to sagittal line, crossing axial 
furrow where it meets the border furrow, and curving adaxially to run in front 
of anterior border. Ventrai sutures not known. 
Hypostoma (PL 24, Figs. 6, 8) generally similar to that of Cybelurus, with 
broad, triangular anterior wings. convex, oval middle body, narrow steep 
lateral borders, and a wide (sag.) posterior border with gently rounded outline 
and posteromedian point. Macular small, like those of Cybelurus mirus (WHIT­
TINGTON 1965. Pl. 66, Fig. 8). Anterior part of lateral border furrow deepened 
conspicuously to form an apodeme. 
Pygidium broadly triangular, with maximum transverse width shortly be­
hind anterior margin, this being between 1.6 and 1.8 times length of axis. 
Axis tapering. of decreasing convexity posteriorly. with 8 or 9 axial rings, first 
two curving slightly forwards medially. Ring furrows deep laterally, forming 
paired apodemes. fainter across mid-part of axis. Terminal piece of axis small, 
with two pairs of pits. Axial furrows deep anteriorly. shallowing rapidly adja­
cent to tip of axis. Pleural fields gently convex, most steeply downward-sloping 
posteriorly. Four pairs of convex ribs originate adaxially adjacent to first four 
axial rings, and are continued posteriorly as long, tubular, upward directed 
spines (PL 24, Fig. 7), which are broadened at their bases. Proximal part of 
anterior rib is transversely directed, laterally curving backwards and slightly 
inwards to broadened base of posterior spine. Proximal end of second rib runs 
gently backwards at about 80 degrees to sagittal line before curving posteriorly, 
that of third rib at about 60 degrees and the fourth only at about 20 degrees, so 
that curvature of ribs decreases progressive ly posteriorly. Irregular postaxial 
corrugation may represent the remant of a fifth pair of ribs. Anterior to first 
three pairs of ribs and about midway between successive pairs there are much 
narrower, lower ribs which are not continued as spines. Surface sculpture of 
the pygidium comparable to that of cephalon consisting of a raised network 
bearing coarse granules. 
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Discussion. - The only other speeies which may be attributed to this genus, 
Dindymene (?) areonosa LISOGOR, has be en diseussed above (p. 100). It is of 
particular interest to note the resemblance of this trilobite to the pliomerid 
Evropeites BALASHOVA 1966. The pygidium of Evropeites primigenus (ANGE LIN) 
from the Ceratopyge limestone of Scandinavia has a similar arrangement of 
paired convex pleural bands. The cranidium of a new speeies of Evropeites from 
the Profil bekken Member has the eyes in a posterior position, and a prominent 
eye ridge crossing the preocular cheek (Pl. 19, Fig. 1). In these features it is 
very like Lyrapyge n. gen. and distinet from other Pliomeridae. It is considered 
possible that the Cybelinae were derived from the Pliomeridae, and that 
l-!yrapyge ebriosus retains some of the primitive characters. 
Family ODONTOPLEURIDAE BURMEISTER 1843 
Genus Ceratocephala WARDER 1838 
Type species. - Ceratocephala goniata W ARDER 1838 
Ceratocephala sp. indet. 
(Pl. 25, Figs. 8-10) 
Stratigraphic range. - Olenidsletta Member, horizon about 92 m from base 
(middle Arenig). 
Material. - small pyritised specimens. Cranidia: PMO NF 3168-9; pygi­
dium: PMO NF 3170. 
Discussion. This speeies is known only from a num ber of small, pyritised 
speeimens, and this is not enough to permit its formal naming. I t is of interest 
as the earliest Ceratocephala, which now has a range from early Ordovician to 
Devonian. Silicified Ordovician Ceratocephala speeies have been described by 
\'\THlTTINGTON and EVITT (1954), VVHlTTINGTON (1956) and CHATTERTON and 
LUDVIGSEN (1976). The incomplete pygidium from Spitsbergen shows the 
three barbed spines typical of the genus, although the median and left spines 
are broken off. The right hand spine is shorter and more incurved than in 
other speeies of the genus. On the largest cranidial fragment the glabellar lobes 
are quite well-defined at their inner ends; a pair of occipital spines but no 
median spine is present. In these respects the Spitsbergen form is perhaps 
closest to C. laciniata WHiTTINGTON and EVITT 1954, although the glabellar 
taper is less than on later Ordovician Ceratocephala species and the 2P Iobes are 
relatively large. Tuberculation is rather subdued on the material from the 
Olenidsktta Member. 
Genus Diacanthaspis WHiTTINGTON 1941 
Type species. - Diacanthaspis cooper i VVHITTINGTON 1941. 
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Diacanthaspis sp. indet. 
(PL 25, Figs. l, 2) 
Stratigraphic range. Profil bekken Member, 40 m from base. 
Material. Silieified pygidium, PMO NF 3105. 
Discussion. A single speeimen of a pygidium is referred to Diacanthaspis. 
The specimen is silieified, with two greatly elongate posterior spines between 
whieh there are two pairs of spines (the inner pair almost broken off). a third 
pair almost hidden behind the elongate spines, and twa pairs exterior to them. 
It is assigned to Diacanthaspis because it resembles the pygidium of D. ulrichi 
WHIT1'lNGTON 1956 (but not other Diacanthaspis spp.), exeept for the additional 
pair of spines half eoneealed beneath the elongate pair. Primaspis primordialis 
(BARRANDE) (BRUTaN 1968. p. 11-13, Pl. L Figs. 8, 9. Il, 12) has a pygidium 
which is not unlike that of the Spitsbergen form, but with three pairs of spines 
exterior to the lang pair. The Spitsbergen oecurrenee is an early one, but note 
that HINTZE (1953, Pl. 19. Fig. 16) has figured a probable Diacanthaspis era­
nidium (as "Dicantaspis") from a still earlier horizon in Utah. 
V. Revisions and corrections to Parts I & Il 
Additional notes on described species 
Ampyxoides inermis FORTEY 1975. In the original description of this species -
I indicated that the lack of a frontal spine was ane of the defining characters. 
I noted there (p. 75) that most of the material was phosphatised, but that the 
lack of the spine was not considered to be only a product of the phosphatic 
internal mould in whieh the material was preserved. This supposition was 
wrong. Now (Pl. 17, Fig. 9) further breakage of material has shown that there 
are small cranidia with slender frontal spines, slightly declined, and so the 
original description must be accordingly modified. This is unfortunate, because 
it makes the specific name inappropriate. The spine was probably reduced on 
the larger cranidia. 
Carolinites species. I have stressed that Carolinites species are particularly 
widespread. and of corresponding stratigraphic importance. Since the publi­
cation of the seeond part of this monograph severai more descri ptians of 
Carolinites species have been published. and it may be of use to plaee them in 
the context of the Spitsbergen suceession of speeies, whieh is the most eomplete 
anywhere. LEGG (1976) has described the type speeies, C. bulbosus, from 
material from northwestern Australia, but unfortunately without re-i llustration 
of material from the type area in Tasmania. As LEGG noted, this material is 
indistinguishable from Carolinites genacinaca Ross sensu lato. The slightly flat­
tened eranidium (LEGG 1976, Pl. l, Fig. 6) is identical to that of a stratigraphie­
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ally early specimen of C. genacinaca genacinaca from Spitsbergen (FORTEY 1975. 
Pl. 38. Fig. l). A free cheek from Australia (LEGG 1976, Pl. l. Fig. 29) shows 
a prominent subocular ridge, which therefore places it dose to C. genacinaca 
neuadensis HINTZE. It seems probable that both subspecies are present in 
Australia, and it is to be anticipated that when the material from Tasmania is 
redescribed that C. genacinaca will enter into synonymy with C. bulbosus. The 
species C. pardensis LEGG, which lies stratigraphically above C. bulbosus in 
Australia, seems to be indistinguishable from C. ekphymosus FORTEY 1975, from 
a similar stratigraphic position in Spitsbergen. The information on this species 
from Australia is incomplete. however. Lu (1975) has described severai species 
from central and southwest China. C. ichangensis again falls within the limits 
of variation of C. genacinaca as shown in Spitsbergen. and probably the nominate 
subspecies. Furthermore. the re-illustration of C. minor (SUN) a small cranidium. 
shows that this speeies. too, could well prove to be identical to C. genacinaca 
genacinaca, in which case this name will have priority even over C. bulbosus 
KOBAYASHI. 
Note that Lu (1975, p. 290) uses small differences in the relative width of 
the fixed cheeks to discriminate the severai speeies of Carolinites in China. I have 
shown (1975, p. 105, Fig. 14) that this is not a reliable way of distinguishing 
the various speeies of Carolinites, as it is subject to much intraspecific variation. 
C. subcircularis Lu, 1975, is known from small specimens, and at this size the 
specific characters are not fully expressed. An associated pygidium is incom­
plete, but does seem to taper backwards rather rapidly, a particular feature ol 
Carolinites killaryensis killaryensis. It is my opinion that the evidence supports the 
widespread distribution of Carolinites species, and I regard it as unfortunate 
that the speeies names have proliferated in the way that they have. 
Cloacaspis ekphymosa FORTEY 1974. Previous illustrations of this species -
were of slightly flattened material. and I have taken this opportunity to il­
lustrate a specimen preserved in relief (Pl. 9, Fig. 8). 
Errata from Parts I and Il 
A number of errors, mostly concerning speeimen numbers, have been 
detected during curation of material described in the first two parts of this 
monograph. Correct speeimen numbers are listed as follows family by family. 
Olenidae (FoRTEY 1974) 
p. 33. Balnibarbi scimitar, holotype, PMO NF 2785. Fused cheeks Pl. 7, 
Fig. 4, PMO NF 2779. 
p. 47. 	 Smallest cranidium (line 6) should be Pl. 13, Fig. 7. 
p. 	 55. Psilocara comma (Pl. 17, Figs. 1-10 etc.), line 5, numbers transposed, 
that of holotype being NF 2544. 






Asaphidae. etc. (FoRTEY 1975) 
p. 6. 	 "Svalbardaspis" error pro Svalbardites FORTEY 1975. 
p. 	 41. Pygidium of N. glazialis costatus should be PMO NF 1664. Pl. lO. 
Fig. 18. 
p. Delete, pygidium PMO NF 374. 
p. 58. Add PMO NF 1345 to list of pygidia. 
73. PMO NF 1330 should be added to cranidia of A. toxotis. 
p. 76. 	 Line 14, for occipatalis read occipitalis. 
p. 92. 	 "Alsataspidiae" error for A1sataspididae. 
p. Line 17: "Oopsites gladiator n. sp." nom. nud. synonym of O. hibernicus 
(REED) . 
p.100. 	 Ho10type, cranidium, Oopsites squamosus PMO NF 2879. Pygidium 
correctl y PMO NF 1576. 
p.105. 	 Figured Rhombampyx rhombos also on block PMO NF 1192. 
p.115. 	 Delete PMO NF 785 from list of cranidia. 
p.116. 	 OGIENKO in ZANINA published 1972. 
p. 128. 	 Add Fig. 7 to Fig. 2. 
p. 182. Fig. 16, shou1d read 332b. 
p.189. 	 Figs. 5-16. Endymionia clavaria. 
p.198. 	 Figs. 1-3. For Profilbekken read Profilstranda. 
p.204. 	 Carolinites sibiricus is described on p. Il l. 
Glossary of new names; Origin of names 
acuticaudata (Latin) "sharp tail". 
aduncus (Latin) -- bent inwards. 
bellatula (Latin) - diminutive of beautiful. 
borealis (Latin) - northern. 
brevilingua (Latin) - short tongue. 
brevis (Latin) short. 
brevispicatus (Latin) "short spine". 
brutoni 	 after D. L. Bruton. 
caecata 	 wi th caeca. 
ebriosus (Latin) a guzzler. referring to the swollen glabella of L. ebriosus. 
falcatus (Latin) provided with scythes, the broad cheeks of the type speeies. 
halo referring to the broad anterior border of Cybelurus halo. -
hinlopensis after Hin10penstretet, a10ng which the Va1hallfonna Formation 
outcrops. 
hyperboreus (Latin) - very far north. 
inexpectata (Latin) - unexpected. 
jacquelinae after my wife, who produced a daughter on the day this speeies 
was conceived. 
ligo (Latin) - a grubbing mattock. referring to the spade-like anterior border 
of Acidiphorus? liga n. sp. 
lundehukensis after Lundehuken, a prornontory near the type locality. 
 
BARRANDE, J., 1872: Systeme 
ques, supplement au vol. l. x,xx --'-
Texas Publs. 6005. 129 pp. 20 pls. 
of organic remains from the Silurian rocks. 1861 
1-40 l. 
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Lyrapyge (Greek) "Lyre tail" [Fem.J; in L. ebriosus the specific name is a 
noun in apposition. 
minaretta hybrid word referring to the minaret-shaped glabella of Shumardia 
mina retta n. sp. 









(Latin) liable to provoke a yawn. 
paulula -
phalloides phallus-shaped, of the glabeIla of S'humardia phalloides. 
praematura (Latin) prernature, coming early. 
proxima (Latin) in close proximity, referring to its closeness to 
seminosa (Latin) full of potential to produee offspring. 
serus (Latin) 
deceit. knavery. referring to the problem of deciding 
whether this form was distinet from Ceraurinella. 
tuber (Latin) 
Turgieephalus (Latin) swollen or turgid head. 
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Figs. 1- 14, 16. Micragnostus serus n. sp. ...................................... (p. 21) 
Figs. 1, 6. Cephalon with cuticle, X 12. PMO NF 2671. Olenidsletta Member 
on Olenidsletta at mouth of stream B, about 106 m from base of 
Member. 
Figs.2-5. Holotype, well-preserved pygidium with cuticle, PMO NF 404; 
Figs. 2, 5, X 20, oblique view showing sculpture, and dorsal view, 
Figs. 3, 4, posterior and lateral vicws, X 8. Olenidsletta Member 
on Profilstranda, V2a, 92 m from base. 
Figs.7, 10. Pygidium, X 8, lateral and dorsal views. Horizon and loeality as 
holotype, Figs. 2-5. PMO NF 402. 
Fig. Stratigraphically low cephalon, X 8. PMO NF 3142. Profilstranda 
30 m from base of Olenidsletta Member, Vlb. 
Fig. Stratigraphically high cephalon with narrow borders, X 9, about 
100 m from base of Olenidsletta Member on Profilstranda, 
PMO NF 3 135. 
Fig. Il. 	 Stratigraphically low pygidium, X 8. PMO NF 3 140. Olmidsletta 
Member, VIC, 60 m from base on Profilstranda. 
Fig. 12. 	 Pygidium, X 9, PMO NF 1747. Stratigraphically low (slightly 
flattened) 25-30 m from base of Olenidsletta Member on Profil­
stranda. 
Fig. 13. Cephalon, X 8. PMO NF 2927. Same bed as cephalon, Fig. l .  
Fig. 14. Cephalon, large ly decorticated, X 9 .  PMO N F  3 134. 7 0  m from 
base of Olenidsletta Member on Profilstranda. 
Fig. 16. Incomplete pygidium, with slightly longer terminal piece, X 12. 
PMO NF 1456. 95 m from base of Olcnidsletta Member. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fig. 15. Micragnostus calvus (LAKE) . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . (p. 23) 
Fig. 15. 	 Lectotype, original of LAKE 1906, PI. 2, Fig. 18, X 7. Tremadoc 

of Nant rhos ddu, Arenig, North Wales. Sedgwick Museum Coll. 

Figs. 17, 18. Micragnostus sp. A. (p. 24). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 17. Partial pygidium, PMO NF 601, X 12. 75 m from base of OIenid­

sletta Member on Profilstranda. 

Fig. 18. Incomplete pygidium, X 8. 70 m from base of Olenidslctta Member 

on Profilstranda, VlC. PMO NF 3133. 





Figs. 1-9, Il , 12. Arthrorhachis daniea proxima n. subsp . ........................ . (p. 29) 
Fig. l. Internal mould of cephalon, PMO NF 40 l b, from same rock frag­
ment as holotype pygidium, Fig. 7, X 8. 
Fig. 2. Largely exfoliated eephalon showing musele impression, X 9. 
PMO NF 3138. Olenidsletta Member, V2b on Profilstranda, about 
90 m from base. 
Fig. 3. Latex east from slightly flattened, entire exoskeJeton preserving 
external surface of cutiele, X 9. Stream E on Olenidsletta, horizon 
about 80-90 m from base of Olenidsletta Member, V2a. PMO 
NF 2044. 
Figs. 4, 8. Internal mould of pygidium, X 9. Shore section on Olenidsletta 
8085 m from base. Fig. 8, detail of postenor part of axis photo­
graphcd in strongly oblique light to show intranotular X 15. 
PMO NF 3141. 
Figs. 5, 6. Cephalon, internal mould, slightly caeeate. X 9. PMO NF 501. 
Olenidsletta l'vlember on Profilstranda, V2b, horizon as 12. 
Fig. 7. Holotype, internal mould of pygidium, x 8. PMO NF 401a. Shore 
seetion on Profilstranda, 92 m from base. 
Figs. 9, 12. Pygidium, lateral and dorsal views, X 10. Olenidsletta Member 
on Profilstranda, V2b, 90 m from base. Note tripartition of terminal 
approaching the subspecies brevis. PMO NF 527. 
Fig. Il. Pygidium showing particularly broad axial furrows, X 10. About 
90 m from base of Olenidsletta Member. PMO NF 3111. 
Figs. 10, 13-15. Arthrorhaehis dan iea brevis n. subsp. ............................ (p. 32) 
Fig. 10. Cephalon, internal mould, displaying all the muscle scars, X 10, 
PMO NF 3137, about 106 m from base of Olenidsletta Member, 
V2b/Vaa transition. 
Figs. 13, 14. Pygidium, intern al mould, x 8, dorsal and lateral view, PMO 
NF 70. Profilstranda, V2b, 102 m from base of Olenidsletta 
Member. 
Fig. 15. Holotype, pygidium, x 12. PMO NF 2664. Olenidsletta Member 
on Olenidsletta at mouth of stream B, 106 m from base. 




Figs. 1····10. Shumardia minaretla 11. sp. (p.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figs. 1-3. Holotype, cranidium, dorsal, x 16, anterior and oblique lateral 
12. PMO NF 3126, 93 m from base of Olenidslettaviews, 
NIember 011 Profilstranda, V2a. 

Figs. 4, 7. Latex cast from external mould of 
 oblique lateral and 
dorsal views, X 12. PMO NF 3125. Horizon and locality elose to 
that of holotype, Fig. I .  
Figs. 5, 6. 	 \Vell-preserved cranidium, anterior and dorsal views, X 12. 
PMO 'XF 3123. Horizon and locality as holotype, Fig. I. 
Figs. 8, 10. 	 Stratigraphically early cranidium, anterior and dorsal views, X 12. 
PMO 'Xl" 1874. Extension of glabeIla anteriorly not so !ong on 
this specimen, 80--85 m from base of Olenidsletta l\1ember. 
Fig. 9. Incomplete pygidium with sparse tubercles, X 20. PMO NF 1244, 
92 m from base. 
Fig. 11. Shumardia cf. minarelta. Pygidium, X 8, with longer axis and denser 
tuberculation than S. minaretta forma and stratigraphically 
higher. PMO NF 1469. 100 m from base of Olenidsletta Mcmber 
on Profilstranda. 
Figs. 12-18. Shumardia acuticaudata n. sp. ... ..... ...... ... .... .. . ......... .. .. (p. 
Figs. 12, 16. Cranidium, dorsal, oblique views, X 15. Lower part of Profil­
bekken Membcr, Yta, on Profilstranda 23-25 m from base of 
Mcmber, PMO NF 300a. 
Figs. 13-15. Perfectly preserved cranidium, dorsal view, X 20, lateral and 
anterior X 15. P:VIO NF 241, same bed as holotype, Fig. 17. 
Figs. 17, 18. Holotype, pygidium, dorsal and slightly oblique lateral views, 
X 12. PMO NF 311. Lowcr Profilbekken Member on Profil­
stranda, 23-25 m from base. 
Figs. 19-24. Shumardia Jihalloides n. sp. .. .. . .. .... .... .......
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figs. 19-21. HoJotype eranidium, dorsal, anterior and lateral vicws, X 12. 
Upper part of Profilbekken Mcmber, Vtb, 50 m from base on 
Profil bekken. PMO 'XF 3128. 
Figs. 22,23. Small cranidium, PMO NF 3127, dorsal and anterior views, x 12. 
Note buttresses interrupting course of axial furrows. Same bed as 
holotypc, 19. 
Fig. 24. 	 Small cranidium, X 12, PMO NF 1363. Locality as last, 40 m 
from base. 
Figs. 2.'i-28. Buttsia inexpectata n. sp. ........................................ (p. 
Figs. 25-27. Holotype cranidium, partly cxfoJiated, anterior and lateral vicws, 
x 5, dorsal view, X 8. NF 2879. Olenidsletta Member, V lC, melt 
stream E on Olenidsletta, horizon about 75 m from base of mernber. 
Fig. 28. Internal mould of cranidium, X 6, PMO 'XF 1700. Same bed as 
holotype, 26. 
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Figs. 1 5, 7, 8. Lacorsalina ? bellatula n. sp. (p. 39) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figs. 1,4. 	 Latex east of holotype, external mould of eranidium, PMO NF 96, 
dorsal and lateral X 10. Profilstranda, V2b, 102 m from 
base of Olenidsletta Member. 
Fig. 2. Fragmentary free cheek, PMO NF 75, X 10. Same bed as holotype, 
Fig. I. 
Fig. 3. Pygidium, X 10. PMO NF 1596. Bed as holotype, Fig. I. 
Fig. 5. Part of a thoracic segment, X 10. PMO NF 91. Same bed as 
holotype, Fig. I. 
Fig. 7. Small cranidium, X 10, PMO NF 97. Same bed as holotype, 
Fig.1. 
Fig. 8. Pygidium showing broad doublure, X 6. PMO NF 499. 92 m 
from base of Olenidsletta Member. 
Figs. 9-11 Eorobergia sp. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p.41). . 
Figs. 9-11. 	 Cranidium, internal mould, dorsal, lateral and anterior views, X 3. 
PMO NF 3139. Olenidsletta Member, 75 m from base on Profil­
stranda. 
Fig. 6. Remopleuridid gen. and sp. indet. . ........................ '......... (p.43) 
Fig. 6. Cranidium, ineomplete internal mould, x 7. NF 3138, Olenid­
sletta Member 135 m from base, V3b on Profilstranda. 
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Figs.1. 4, 
Small free eheek, 12, PMO NF 2466. Horizon and loeality 





J -8, 10, 11. Robergiella brevilingua n. sp. 	 (p. 44). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Il. Cranidium, dorsal and anterior views, X 12, and lateral view, 
X 8. Holotype, P:VIO NF 3143. Upper Profilbekken Member on 
Profil bekken, V4b, 50 m from base. 
2. Exfoliated eranidium, lO, showing relativcly deep 
glabellar furrows. Profilbekken Member on Profilbekken, 41 m 
from base of Member. PMO NF 3131. 
Figs. 3, 6. 
Figs. 5, 10. 
7,8. 
Cranidium, dorsal and antero-dorsaJ view to show border, X 12. 
Profilbekken Member on Profilbekken, 50 m from base. PMO 
NF l401. 
Cranidium preserving sculptural details, X 12, anterior and 
dorsal views. PMO NF 3132. Horizon as Fig. l. 
Free cheek, lateral, X 10. and dorsal, X 12, views. Profilbekken 
Member on Profilbekkcn. PMO NF 31 lO. 
Figs. 9, 12-14, 16. Robergiella lundehukensiJ n. sp. .............................. (p. 46) 
Fig. 9. Incomplete eranidium, X 12, NF 2475. Horizon and loeality 
as holotype, Fig. 12, in lower part of Profilbekken Member. 
Figs. 12,16. Cranidium, holotype, dm'sal and anterior views, x 12. PJ.\;IO 
NF 2405. Profil bekken Member, lower part on Strcam A on 
Olenidsletta, 23 m from base. 
Fig. 13. 
as holotype. 




Figs. 15, 17, 18. Remopleurides sp. A. 
Figs. 15,17,18, Cranidium, dorsal, oblique lateral and anterior views, X 12. 
Profil bekken :Vlember, V4b, 60 m from base of l'vlember on 





Figs. 1-8, 11. Raymondaspis vespertina Ross . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . (p. 50). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1,2,5. 	 Cranidium, dorsal, lateral and anterior views, X 8. Upper 
part of Profil bekken Member, V4b, 40 m from base of Member, 
on Profilbekken. PMO NF 3117. 
Figs. 3, 7. 	 Pygidium, dorsal and posterior views, X 8 PMO NF 3118. 
Same bed as cranidium, Fig. 1. 
4. 	 Pygidium, X 8. PMO NF 3121. Profil bekken Member on 
Profil bekken, 38 m from base. 
6. 	 Free cheek, plan view, X 8. PMO NF 3120. Same bed as 
cranidium, Fig. L 
8. 	 Small eranidium, X 5, same bed as cranidium, Fig. I. PMO 
NF 3119. 
Figs. 9, 13. Opipeuter angularis (YOUNG) 	 (p. 48). . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

9. 	 Cranidium, X 8. Olenidsletta l'vlember, VIa, about 8 m from 
base on Olenidsletta. NF 2983. 
Fig. 	 13. Small, ineomplete eranidium, X 8. Same bed as Fig. 9. 
PMO NF 2986. 
Figs.12, 14, IS. Opipeuter inconnivus FORTEY . '" .............................. (p. 47) 

12. 	 Frcc eheek viewed laterally, x 8. Olenidsletta Member, VIe, 
68 m from base on Profilstranda. NF 648. 
14, 	 15. Hypostoma, ventrai view, X 12, and enlargement, X 25, 
showing maeulae. PMO NF 769. Same bed as free eheek Fig. 12. 
. .	� .Fig. 10. Opipeuter cf.inconnivus FORTEY . .. . .......... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . (p. 48: 

10. 	 Free eheek viewed laterally, X 8. Compare Fig. 12. Same bed 






Figs. 1-4, 6. Turgiæphalusfalcalus n. gen., n. sp . .  . . . . .. . .  . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figs. 1-3. 	 Holotype cranidium, X 8, dorsal, oblique lateral and anterior 
views. Compare with cranidium of Raymondaspis, Plate 6. PMO NF 
235. Lower Profil bekken lV[ember on Profilstranda, V.a, 20 m from 
base. 
Figs. 4, 6. 	 Hypostoma, Fig. 6, ventral view, X 8. Fig. 4, detail of sculpture 

and macula, X 20. PMO NF 1840. Profilbekken Member on 

stream A on Olenidsletta, 23 m from base of ,Member. 

Figs. 5, 7. Turgicephalus hinlopensis n. gen., n. sp. (p. 55) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5, 7. Holotype, cranidium, dorsal and anterior views for comparison 
with T.falcatus, X 10. }'MO NF 3122. Upper part of Profil bekken 





Figs. l, 2, 4-6, 8, 10. T urgicephalus Jalca/us n. gen.) n. sp. (p. 52) 
1,2. Pygidium, dorsal, JO, posterior, X 5, views. PMO F 214. 
Lower part of Profilbekken Member, V4a, on Profilstranda, about 
20 m from base. 
Figs. 4, 5. Free cheek, dorsal and anterior views, X 8. PMO NF 1879. Profil­
bekken Member on stream A on Olenidsletta, 23 m from base. 
Fig. 6. Pygidium showing doublure, X 5. PMO NF 230. Profilbekken 
Jlvfember on Profilstranda, about 20 m from base of Member. 
Fig. 8. Small cranidium, X 6. PMO NF 264. Horizon and locality as 
previous. 
Fig. 10. Free cheek showing doublure, X 6. A second small cheek shown 
on same piece. PMO NF 284. Horizon and locality as 6. 
Figs. 3, 7, 9. Turgicephalus hinlopensis n. gen., n. sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 55) 
Figs. 3, 9. Pygidium, posterior and dorsal views, X 5. PMO NF 1246. 
Upper part of Profil bekken Member, V1b, on Profil bekken 70 m 
from base. 
Fig. 7. Internal mould of incomplete pygidillm, X 8. Note caeca, mllscle 
scars on axis. PMO NF 1272, locality as pr("vious 68 m from base. 
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Figs. 1-3, 5. TheamatasjJis tuber n. sp.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 58) 
Figs. 5. Holotype, cranidium with small pateh of exoskeleton rcmovcd, 
dorsal, oblique lateral and anterior views, X lO. 3. Oblique 
anterior view to show arcas of muscle inscrtion, X 12. P.tvl0 NF 
510. Olenidsletta Membcr, V2a, 89 m from base of Profilstranda. 
Fig. 4. ?Pratostygilla sp. ind. (p. 56) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 4. 	 Cranidium, X 13. PMO NF 519a. Olenidsletta Member, Vza, on 
Profilstranda, 85 m from base. 
6-7. Turgicephalus cf. hilliopellsis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 56) . . . . . . 
Fig. 6. Pygidium, dorsal view, X 3. PMO NF 3316. Profilbekken Membcr, 
35 m from base on Profilbekken. 
Fig. 7. Fragmentary and bighly eaeeate large pygidium, X 2. PMO NF 
3315. Horizon and loeality as previous. 
Fig. 8. Claacaspis ekphymasa FORTEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (p.104) 
Fig. 8. Latex east from eranidium, X 4, bet ter preserved than those 
illustrated in FORTEY (1974a). PMO NF 3108. Vaa on the shore 
at Olenidsletta. 




Figs. 1-13. lllaenus oscitatus n. sp. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 60) 
Figs. 1 3. Holotype, cranidium preserving ('xoskeleton, palpebral, lateral and 
anterior views, x 6. PMO NF 282. Profil bekken Member, V4b, 
60 m from base on Profilbekken. 
4, 7. Exfoliated large cranidium, X 2, palpebral and lateral views. 
Profilbekken, 38 m from base, of Profilbekken ;VIemb('f. PMO NF 
226. 

Figs. 5, G. Small cranidium dorsal and lateral views, X 8. PMO NF 1347. 

68 m from base of Profilbekken Member. 

Figs. 8, 10. 	 Pygidium, incomplete on Idt side, posterio!" and dorsal views, X 6. 
PMO NF 283. Profil bekken Member, 45 m from base on Profil­
bekken. 
Fig. Il. Hypostoma, ventrai view, X 6. PlVI0 NF 227, locality and horizon 
as cranidium, Fig. 4. 
Fig. 9. RostraI plate, x 4. 70 m from base of Profilbekken I\!lernber. 
PMO NF 147a. 
Fig. 12. 	 Exfoliatcd pygidium showing doublure. Note pits on internal 
mould of exoskeleton. PMO NF 228. 65 m from base of Profil bek­
ken Member, on Profil bekken. 
Fig. 13. 	 Frec cheek, plan view, X 6. PMO NF 317. Localitv and horizoll 
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Figs. 1-8, Il . Oenonellapaulula n. gen., n. sp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , (p. (3) 
Fig. I. Incomplete cranidium, X 15. PMO NF 1327. Bed at transition 
from Olenidsletta to Profilbekken Memher, in base of latter, 
isolated outerop of Profilbekken. 
Figs. 2, 6. Cranidium, x 12, dorsal, oblique anterior views. Loeality and 
horizon as 1. Holotype, PMO NF 1324. 
Figs. 3, 7. Pygidium, dorsal, lateral views, x 15. Loeality and horizon as 
l. PMO NF 1325. 
Figs. 4,8. Cranidium, dorsal and lateral views, x 15. Pl'vIO NF 1328. 
Horizon and locality as Fig. L 
Fig. 5. Partial cranidium showing some inflation of IP glabellar lobe, 
X IS. NF 1343. Locality as previous. 
Fig. 	 11. Small pygidium, X 15. PMO NF 1337. Locality, horizon as 
previous . 
Figs. 9, 10, 12-21. lschyrotoma twenhofeli RAYMOND 	 (p. (5). . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . , . 
Figs. 9, 10, 13. 	 Cephalon, exfoliated except on genal borders, X 6, lateral, 
dorsal and anterior views. P1\10 NF 138. Profil bekken Member 
on Profilbekken, V4b, 68 m from base. 
Figs. 12, 14, 16, 17. Pygidium, lateral, dorsal and posterior views, >: 6. Fig. 16, 
detail of articulation. SM A 84346. Profilbekken Member on 
Profilhekken 46 m from base. 
Figs. 15, 18, 19. 	Incomplete cephalon, anterior, dorsal and lateral views, >: 8. 
Anterior view shows doublure and outline of rost rai suture. 
SM A 84345, 65 m from base of Profilbekken Member. 
Figs. 20,21 	 Pygidium, dorsal, posterior views, X 6. PMO NF 3113. 
Profilbekken Member, 46 m from base. 
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1-7. lschyrophyma? haTealis n. sp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1,6. 	 Frcc chcck, x 5. SMA 84347. Profil bekken Membcr, V4b, on 
Prolilbekken 57 m from base of Mnnber. 
2,3,5. Holotype, cranidium, exfoliated over glabella, dorsal, anterior and 
lateral views, 5. SMA 84343. Profil bekken Member on Profil-
bekken 55 m from base of Member. 
4, 7. 	 Cranidium, dorsal, lateral views, 6. SMA 84344. Same bed as 
holotype, Fig. 2. 
8-17. Acidiphorus breuispicatus n. sp. ...... .............................. (p. (9) 

8. 12. 	 Free chcek, internal mould dorsal and lateral vi C\\/s , X 6. PMO 
:\'F 147b. Profilbekken Member, V4b, 65 m from base on Profil-
bekken. 
911. 	 Cranidium, dorsal, anterior and lateral views. X 4. Anterior view 
shows median swelling on border. PMQ NF 3129. 70 m from base 
of Profilbekken Member. 
13, 14. Holotype, 	 well preserved eranidium, oblique lateral and dorsal 
views. X 6. ::\ote hooked smooth areas. PMO NF 1353.68 m from 
base of Profilbekken Member. 
15. 	 Internal mould of cranidium, X 6. PMO ::\F 143. Same bed as 
Iree cheek, Fig. 8. 
16,17. Internal mould ol pygidium incomplcte 	 on right side. lateral and 
dorsal views, y 6. PMO ::\F 1349. Horizon as holotvpe, Fig. 13. 
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Figs. 1-9. Acidiphorus ? ligo IL Sp. 	 (p. 70). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figs. I, 4. 	 Holotype, cranidium, dorsal and anterior views, x 6 and x 4 
respectively. PMO NF 126. Profilbekken, 68 m from base of Profil-
bekken Member, V4b. 
Figs. 2, 9. 	 Free cheek, dorsal and lateral views, x 8. PMO NF 116. Same 

bed as Figs. 5, 7. 

Fig. 3. 	 Small cranidium with more paralleI sided glabella and longer 
preglabellar fidd, x 12. PMO NF 33. Profilbekken, 63 ill from 
hase of Profil bekken Member. 
Figs. 5, 7. Pygidium showing cauda I spine, dorsal and lateral views, x 4. 
PMO NF 888. 
Fig. 6. Incomplete thorax and pygidium, x 4. Pl\iO NF 127. Loeality 
as holotype, Fig. I, 50 m from base. 
Fig. 8. Cranidium, showing both palpebral lobes, x 5. PMO NF 30. 
Profilbekken, 65 m from base of Profilbekken Member. 
10, Il. Bathyurine gen. and sp. indet. ................................. (p. 72) 
Fig. 10. Cranidium, x 3, PMO NF 2767. Melt stream C on Olenidsletta, 
no more than 5 Ol from base of Olenidsletta Member, VIa. 
Il. Slightly crushed cephalon, x 2 Y2. PMO NF 3113. Isolated outcrop 
of low Olenidsletta l'.1ember on Olenidsletta. 
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Figs. 1-12. Punka caecata n. sp. (p. 73) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figs. 1,3,4. Holotype, incomplete cranidium, dorsal, lateral views, 4. Fig. 4, 
detail of preglabellar field showing caeca, X 6. PMO NF 243. 
Profilbekken Member, V4b, 68 m from base on Profilbekken. 
Figs. 2, 5. 	 Frcc cherk, plan view, X 6, lateral view, 4. Note how terrace 
ridges pass over caeca, PMO NF 1231. Locality as holotypr, 
Fig. I, 70 m from base. 
Figs. 6 8. 	 Cranidium, dorsal and lateral views, 3. Fig. 7, detail ol gIabeIla 
showing sculpture, X 7. Locality and horizon as previous spC'cimen. 
PMO NF 1243. 
9. Small cranidium, X 8, without conspicuous caeca. PtvIO NF 242. 

68 m from base of Profilbekken Member on Prolilbekken. 

Fig. 10. 	 Pygidium, incomplcte internal mould showing inflated areas on 
pleurae, X 6. PMO NF 3112, Profilbekken, 50 m from base of 
i\1ember. 
Figs. 	 I l, 12. Pygidium preserving exoskeleton, dorsal, posterior views, x 6. 
PMO NF 1393. Profilbekken Member on Profilbekken, 70 m from 
base. 




Figs. 1-5. Scotoharpes aduncus n. sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 76) 
Figs. I, 5. Holotype, incomplete cephalon with long genal prolongation on 
leit side almost to tip. Dorsal view, X 3, lateral, X 2. PMO NF 
1356. Profilbekken Member, V4b, on Profilbekken 64 m from base 
of Member. 
Figs. 2,3. Smaller cephalon than holotype, incomplete. Fig. 2, showing 
details of eaeea, girder, upper lamella, Fig. 3, X 4, latex east from 
counterpart of Fig. 2, showing width of brim. PMO ::\F 115. 
Fig. 4. Small eephalon, broken on right side, X 4. PMO !\F 148. Locality 
as holotype, 60 m from base of Profil bekken Member. 
Figs. 6, 7. Bathyurelline gen. et sp. indet. (p. 75) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 6. Fragmentary eranidium, PMO NF 1392, X 6. Profil bekken 
Member, V4b, on Profilbekken, 68 m from base. 
Fig. 7. Ineomplete pygidium, X 6, PMO NF 123. LoeaIity and horizon 
as fragmentary eranidium, Fig. 6. 
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Figs. I- Il. Sycophantia seminosa n. gen., n. sp. (p. 78). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figs. I. 7. 	 Holotype, eranidium, dorsal and oblique lateral views, X 6. 
PMO NF 125. Profil bekken Membcr, V b, 68 m from base of 
.\fembcr of ProfiJbekken. 
Figs. 2, 4. 	 Incomplete eranidium, lateral and dorsal views, x 2. PlVIO NF 
120. Horizon and loeality as holotype, Figs. I, 7. 
Hypostoma, oblique lateral and ventraI vicws, X 6 and X 8 
respcetively. PMO :-.iF 145. Horizon and loeality as holotype, 
Fig. 5. 	 VentraI view of pygidium, X 1%. P.\10 NF 128. Horizon and 
locality as holotype, I. 
Figs. 8, 10. 	 Pygidium in anterior and dorsal views, X 4. PMO NF 140. 
Isolated limestone block from the interval 35- 70 m, Profil bekken 
.\lember. 
Figs. 9, Il . 	 Fragmentary large eranidium, 2, dorsal, anterior views. PMO 
NF 113. Horizon and locality as holotypc, Fig. l. 
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. . .Figs. 1-6. Parapilekia jacquelinae n. sp.. .. .. . (p. 81) 
Figs. 1,6. Holotype, eranidium, PMO NF 200, dOl'Sal and lateral views, X 6. 
Lower part of Profil bekken Member, V.a, on Profilstranda, 20 m 
from base of Member. 
Figs. 2, 4. Cranidium, anterior, X 4, and dOI'Sal, X 6, views. IP fUl'row on 
right hand side pathologieally developed. PMO NF 309. Same 
bed as holotype, Fig l.. 
Figs. 3,  5.  	 Pygidium, latex east from exlemal mould, X 8,  dorsal and lateral 
views. PMO NF 286. Same bed as holotype, Fig. l.  
Figs. 7,8. Kawina sp. B. 	 (p. 85) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

dorsal and posterior, views, X 8. PMO NF 317. 
Profilbekken Member, V.b, 38-40 m from base on Profilbekken. 
Figs. 7,8. 
Fig. 9. Ampyxoides inermis FORTEY . .	� .. . . (p. 103) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�
Fig. 9. 	 Small eranidium with frontal spine. X 8; eompare FORTEY 1975, 
Pl. 30, 12. Spine may be lost on lar'w'r cranidia. PMO NF 359. 
Low Profil bekken Member, V.a on melt stream A on Olenidsletta, 
12 m hom bast'. 
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Figs. l, 3. 
4. 
7. 
Figs. 2, 5. 
Figs.6, 8. 





Kawina wilsoni Ross 1972 .. .. .............................. 
 82) 

Cranidium, dorsa!, X 6 and lateral, X 4 views. Speeimen slightl y 

erushed on left hand side. PMO NF 146. Profil bekken Mcmb r, 

V4b, on Profilbekken 64 m from base of Member. 

Pygidium, G, from same bed as cranidium. PMO NF 137. 

Fragmentary cranidium, X 6. PMO NF 1267. 69- 70 m from basl' 
of Member. 
2, 5. Kolymella ? sp. indet. (p. HG) 
Incomplete eranidillrn, dorsal and lateral views, x. 6. Note fine 
granulation. PMO NF 246. Profilbekken Mernber, V4b, 65 ID 
from base on Profil bekken. 
6, 8. 9, 12. Kawina sp. A. .................................... . 84:)
. . . 
Cranidium, broken on right side, dorsal and lateral views, X 6. 





Pygidillm, dorsal and post rior views, X 6. PMO NF 1258. Profil­

bekken Member on Profilbekken, 68 m from base. 

Il. Kawina? sp. aff. sexapugia Ross .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 1::13) 
Figs. lO, Il. Cranidium, dorsal and anterior views, x 10. Olenidsletta Member 
on Olenidsletta, Vie, 75 m from base. PMO NF 245. The on ly 
example of a eheirllrid associated with olenids in Spitsbergen. 
14. Cydonocephalus sp. A. 	 (p. 85). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figs. 13, 14. 	Cranidillm, dorsal and lateral views, A 4. PMO NF 244. OIenid­
sletta Member, V2a, abollt 85 m from base of I\Iember on Profil­
stranda. 
.'''1 /�' -" 
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Figs. 1-8. Evropeites hyperboreus n. sp. . . . . . . . .  ................ ................ (p. 86) 
Figs. I, 3, 8. Silicified, incomplete cranidium, preserving details of dorsal surface. 
Dorsal, anterior views, x 3. Detail of left anterior shown on Fig. 8, 
X 6, to shown granulation. PMO NF 1107. Profilbekkm Member, 
low V4b, 32-33 m from base of Member. 
Fig. 2. Free eheek (lacking eye) with cuticle, X 3. PMO NF 1108. Horizon 
near Fig. l .  
Fig. 4. Partial pygidium, dorsal surface removed to show ventraI surface 
of spines and uniting strip of doublure, X 3. PMO NF 1109. 
Profil bekken Member, 40 m from base on Profilbekken. 
Figs.5-7. Internal mould of pygidium, dorsal, lateral and posterior views, 
X 2.7. PMO NF 1110; same bed as cranidium, Fig. l. 
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Figs. l-Bo EVTopeites hyperboreus n. sp. ........................................ (p. B6) 
l, 3. Holotype, cranidium, largely exfoliated and laeking left postocular 
Iimb. Dorsal and lateral views, X 2 %. Note sigmoidal 3P glabellar 
furrow. PMO NF 1102. Profil bekken Member, Profil bekken, 40 m 
from base. 
Fig. 2. Hypostoma retaining exoskeletal posteriorly, ventrai view, X 2 %. 
PMO NF 1103. 32-33 m from base of Profil bekken Member on 
Profil bekken. 
Figs. 4, 7. Cranidium, left fixed cheek slightly displaced, dorsal and lateral 
views, X 2 %. Note straighter eourse of 3P furrow at this size. PMO 
NF 1104. 36 m from base of Profil bekken Member, Profil bekken. 
Fig. 5. Latex east from external mould of ineomplete pygidium, X 2 %. 
PMO NF 1106. Loeality as cranidium, Fig. l. 
Figs. 6, B. Large exfoliated hypostoma, ventrai and posterior views, X 2 %. 
Angulations on border shown on right. PMO NF 1105. Same bed 
as hypostoma, Fig. 2. 
Figs. 9-11. Strotactinus sp. A. 	 (p. 93) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figs. 9, 10. 	 Cranidium, postocular limbs not preserved, dorsal and lateral 
views, X 3. PMO NF B5. Olenidsletta Member, V2b, 102 m from 
base of :tvlember on Profilstranda. 
Fig. Il. 	 Fragmentary pygidium, x 5. Note long terminal piece. PMO NF 
9B. Same bed as cranidium, Fig. 9. 




Figs. 1-6. Ectenonotus connemaricus (REED) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 91) 
Figs. I, 2, 5. Cranidium, dorsal, anterior views, x 2, detail of gIabeIla showing 
sculpture, X 8. PMO NF 1245, Profilbekken Member on Profil­
bekken, V.b, 70 m from base. 
Figs. 3, 4. Pygidium, lateral and dorsal views, X 6. Profilbekken Member, 
V. b, 36 m from base on Profil bekken. PMO NF 3130. 
Fig. 	 6. Pygidium, Cybele connemarica of REED, 1909, X 6. The outward 
turned pleural tips of this speeimen compared with Figs. 3, 4, is 
a feature of the smaller size. Larger example of Irish material 
(SMA 10421) is not different in this regard. The speeimen illus­
trated (SMA 10382b) shows the pygidial axis particularly well. 
Shangort beds, Co. Galway, western Eire. 
Figs. 7-15. Pliomerops praematura n. sp. ...................................... (p. 89) 
Figs. 7, 9. Holotype, cranidium, incomplete on left side, lateral and dor sal 
views, X 6. PMO NF 1120. Profilbekken Member, V.b, on Profil­
bekken, 65 m from base. 
Fig. 8. Fragmentary large cranidium, X 2. PMO NF 1121. Horizon as 
holotype, Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. Fragmentary gIabeIla and part of border, X 3. PMO NF 1122. 
50 m from base of Profilbekken Member, on Profilbekken. 
Figs. I l, 15. Hypostoma, ventraI and lateral views, X 5 %. PMO NF 1129. 
Same bed as holotype, Fig. 9. 
Figs. 12-14. Pygidium, dorsal, posterior and lateral views, X 2%. PMO NF 
1198. 46 m from base of Profilbekken Member on Profilbekken. 
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Figs. 1-15. Cybelurus hala n. sp. (p. 95) 
Figs. I, 14. Holotype, internal mould of almost eomplete dor sal exoskeleton. 
Fig. I, latex east from eounterpart, X 4. Fig. 14, pygidium, X 6. 
PMO NF 1278. 68 m from base of Profilbekken Member, V4 b, 
on Profilbekken. 
Fig. 2. Ineomplete exfoliated eranidium, showing isolation of posterior 
part of 3P glabellar furrow, X 4. SMA 84323. Loeality as holotype, 
57 m from base of Profilbekken Member. 
Fig. 3. Hypostoma, vent raI view, X 8. SMA 84331. 38 m from base of 
Profil bekken Member. 
Figs. 4, 10, 12. Well-preserved eranidium, internal mould, dorsal, anterior and 
lateral oblique views, X 3. SMA 84321. 72 m from base of ProfiJ­
bekken Member on Profilbekken. 
Fig. 5. Small exfoliated eranidium, X 4. SMA 84328. 63 m from base of 
Profil bekken Member. 
Figs.6, Il. Internal mould of pygidium, dorsal and lateral views, X 4. SMA 
84330. 58 m from base of Profilbekken Member on Profilbekken. 
Fig. Free eheek, X 4. SMA 84324. 50 m from base. 
Fig. 8. Immature eranidium, X 25. SMA 84327. Loeality and horizon as 
Fig. 9. 
Fig. 9. Stratigraphieally early eranidium, X 3. SMA 84322. 30 m from 
base of Profil bekken Member. 
Fig. 13. Anteroventral view of free eheek, sutural outline on right, X 6. 
SMA 84326. 61 m from base of Profilbekken Member. 
Fig. IS. Latex east taken from external mould of pygidium, showing seulp­
ture and spines, oblique view, X 10. SMA 84332. Horizon and 
loeality as Fig. 9. 




Figs. 1-6. Cybelurus brutoni n. sp. ........................................... (p.98) 
Fig. l .  Internal mould o f  ineomplete eranidium, x 4 % ,  showing tubercles 
on internal surfaee of anterior border. SMA 84334. Lower part of 
Profilbekken Member, V4a, on Profil stranda, 20 m from base. 
Fig. 2. Pygidium, X 4, same bed as eranidium, Fig. 1. SMA 84335. 
Figs. 3,4. Holotype, eranidium, oblique lateral and dorsal views, x 6. SMA 
84333. Profilbekken Member, V4a, on Profilstranda, about 25 m 
from base. 
Fig. 5. Hypostoma, ventrai view, 6. P:YI0 NF 267. Loeality as last, 
20 m from base of Ylember. 
Fig. 	 6. Latex east of internal mould of cranidium preserving palpebral 

lobes, X 4. PMO NF 174. From an horizon very low in the Profil-
bekken :Ylember, south of melt stream A on Olenidsletta. 

Figs. 7 9. Cybelurus cf.mirus (BILLINGS) . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . (p. 99) 
Figs. 7-9. Cranidium, X 2, dorsal, lateral, oblique views. PMO NF 1264. 
Profilbekken Member, V4b, 68-70 m from base on ProfiJbekken. 
Figs. 10-14. Lyrapyge ebriosus n. gen., n. sp. .................................. (p. 100) 
Fig. 10. Cranidium, slightly erushed but preserving genal spines, 3. 
PMO NF 497. Olenidsletta l'vlember, V2a, about 85 m from base 
of Member on Olenidsletta. 
Il, 	 14. Pygidium retaining some euticle, X 3, lateral, dorsal views. 
SMA 84338. Horizon and loeality as previous. 
Fig. 12. Free eheck, anterior view, 4. SMA 84341. Horizon and loeality 
as pygidium, Fig. 14. 
13. 	 Fragmentary eranidium in anterior view to show strueture of 
anterior border, X 3. SMA 84:336. Horizon and loeality a, 





Figs. 1-9. Lyrap)'ge ebriosuJ n. gen., n. sp (p. 100) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figs. I, 4, 5, 9. Holotype, exfoliated eranidilln1, dorsal, anterolateral, lateral 

and anterior views, X 3. PMO NF 2131. Olenidsletta Member, 





Figs. 2, 6. Hypostoma, obliqlle lateral and ventrai views, X 6. PMO NF 2149. 

Same bed as holotype, Fig. I. 

Figs. 	3, 7. Pygidillm, preserving spines particularly well, in obliqlle lateral, 

and anterior views showing upward curvatllre of spines. 3. 

PMO NF 2136. Same bed as holotype, Fig. L 

8. Hypostoma, )( 6. PMO NF 3114. Olenidsletta Member on Profil­
stranda, 85 m from base. 





Figs. l, 2. Diacanthaspis sp. indet. (p. 103) 
Figs. 1,2. Somewhat coarsely silieified pygidium, ventrai and dorsal views, 
X 12. PMO NF 3105. Profilbekken l'vlember, V4b, 40 m from base 
on Profilbekken. 
Figs. 3, 4. Shumardia acuticaudata n. sp. 
Fig. 3. Phosphatised and partially pyritised intern al mould of eranidium, 
x 12. Basal Profilbekken Member, V4a, on stream A on OIenid­
sletta. PMO NF 3106. 
Fig. 4. Internal mould of pygidium, X 12. Same bed as previous. PMO 
NF 3107. 
Figs. 5, 6. Shumardia minareUa n. sp. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 35) 
Fig. 5. Pyritised intern al mould of eranidium, X 12. PMO NF 3144. 
Olenidsletta Member, V2a, 90 m from base, on Profilstranda. 
Fig. 6. Pyritised intern al mould of pygidium, X 12. PMO NF 3146. 
Same bed as previous. 
Figs. 8-10. Ceratacephala sp. indet. ........................................... (p. 102) 
Fig. 8. Pyritised internal mould of eranidium, X 16. PMO NF 3168. 
About 92 m from base of Olenidsletta Member on Profilstranda, 
V2a. 
Fig. 9. Small pyritised eranidium, X Hi. PMO NF 3169. Same bed as 
previous. 
Fig. 10. Imperfeet pyritised pygidium, X lo. PMO NF 3170. Same bed 
as Figs. 8, 9. 
Fig. 12. Cybelurus hala n. sp. (p. 95) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 12. Latex east taken from silieified external mould to show seulpture, 
X 10 approx. SMA 84329. 30-32 m from base of Profilbekkcn 
Member. 
Figs. 7, Il , 13. Rabergiella brevilingua n. sp. .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (p. 44) 
Fig. 7. Silieified small frec eheck, X 20. PMO NF 3171. Residue from 
limestone 35 m from base of Profilbekken Member, on Profilbekken. 
Fig. Il. Fragmcntary thoraeie segment, X 20. PMO NF 3171a. Horizon 
and loeality as last. 
Fig. 13. Silieified pygidium, X 15. PMO NF 3172. From same bed as eheck 
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